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While user modeiling has become a mature field, with demonstrable research 

systems of great power, comparatively littie progress has k e n  made in the 

development of user modrlling components for commercial software systems. 

The development of rninimalist user modelling components. which are 

simplified to provide "'just enough" assistance to a user through a prdgrnatic 

adaptive user intedace, is sren by many os an important step toward this god. 

This thesis describes the development. irnplementation. and empirical 

rvduation of a minimalist user modelling component for the Tm and 

Investment Management Strategizer (TiMS), a complex commrrcid software 

system for financial management. The rxperirnentai results demonstriate that a 

minimalkt user modelling component improves the subjective measure of user 

satisfaction. hponant issues and considerations for the development of user 

modclling components for comrnercial software systems are dso discussed. 
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1.0 The Problem 

Modem software systems are cornplex: they often suppon a wide viiriety of tasks and 

diverse Croups of users who have widely differhg problems and needs. Moreover. thrre 

is gnerally a trade-off between the power of a systern and its ease-of-use. This situation 

has led to an increased focus on the role of the user in commerciril software development 

and an increasing research focus on user modellirg' and user-adapted interaction. 

A user mode1 is an explicit representation of propenies of  a particular user (Jarneson rr 

al., 1997). The goal of user modelling as a research area is to create systems that are 

adaptive to an individual's needs, abilities, and preferences. and are responsive to the 

ongoing evolution of these traits. User modelling techniques have been developed and 

evaluated by researchers from a number of backgrounds, including artificial intelligence, 

education. psychology, linguistics, human-cornputer interaction. and information science. 

The term rnodelling is one with two cornmon spellings. This work will employ the British spelling of 
rnodelling consistently . Exceptions are made for both quoted material and bi bliogaphic titles. 
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In recent years. user modelling has matured as a research field. Current reseilrch systems 

show great promise in their ability to deliver a wide range of adüptability through user 

modelling techniques such as stereotyping and the separiition of user knowledge into a 

user mode1 database. in spite of the demonstrated capabilities of research systems, 

cornparatively little progress has been made in supponing individualized interactions in 

commercial software systems. This lack of progress and a l x k  of emphasis on empirical 

studies are important concems in modem user modelling research (McTear. 1993). 

Still. some limited commercial successes in specific areüs are becoming evident. The first 

prominent example is ~icrosoft '  Office Assistant 1.0. a cornponent of the Office 97' 

suite of products. The Office Assistant can answer questions, supply office tips. and 

provide Heip on a variery of Office features. An mimated icon provides information that 

is relevant to the task that the user is performing and moniton the current task to make 

suggestions about how to use the tèütures of the program. An interesting fcature of the 

Office Assistant is that the user çan select from ü range of choices that differ in their 

helpfulness levels and appearances. It is significant that a major software producer has 

chosen to bundle this technology with one of its most visible products (Kay & Fischer. 

1 997). 

Intelligent agents (or persona1 assistants) are also a highly touted recent development in 

software because of the easy access to individuals and information through the World 

Wide Web. and the difficulty of dealing with the volume of this information (Maes. 1995: 

Norman. 1994). One Company that is marketing software agents that actively assist the 

user in such situations is Firefly, Inc. Their FireRy passport" provides pmtected user 

profile information to participating web sites (Firefly. 1998). Concems about the ease of 

gathering ü large amount of information about individuals and the lack of protection for 

this information have ied various groups to recognize the need for standards that will 

define the rules that govem the exchange of personal information. The World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) has instituted a Platform for Privacy Preference Project (~3p) in 

- - 

Microsoh is a regisrered tmddemark of Microsoft Corporation. 
Microsoft Office 97 is a. copyright of Microsoft Corporation. 

4 Firefiy and Firetly passport are copyrights of Firefly. Inc. 
P3P is a trademark of World Wide Web Consortium. 
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order to provide a specification for web sites. This specification would inform web site 

developers of their responsibility to inform the user about the site's privacy practices and 

would allow the user to control his or her own preference information (P3P. 1998). 

Personalized web search services and web siie appearance tailoring are also kcorning 

comrnon. A good example of a customized web search engine is My ~ a h o o ! ~  (My 

Yahoo!. 1998). By setting up a user profile, individuais c m  persondize the site. tailor 

informütion such as customized nrws and sports tram scores, and modify the site's 

appearance to suit their personal preferences. Advertisements can also be customized as 

the web brcomes further commercialized. This will probably be one of the most lucrative 

applications of user modelling (or profiling) in this area. This customized advertising is 

often referred to as "one-to-one marketing". Another good exümple is Misrosoft's default 

stxt page for their web browsers'. Many web sites such as this one give users the option 

to create simple user profiles that tailor thrir interactions. 

Cookies are another mechanism used by web page devrlopers to customizr a user's 

interaction with a web page. Cookies are srnall text files containing details of a visit to a 

web page thiit are written to a machine's hard drive for later retrieval. Cookies c m  be 

used for a vÿriety of tnsks including: saving user prrferences: remembering the pages that 

the user has visited, and when; greeting site visitors by name: notifying the visitor of 

changes made since his or hrr Iüst visit: and storing data as the user navigates from one 

page to another (Goodman. 1 996). More sophisticatrd si tes make additional in fer rncrs 

that are based on information requests or other related user profiles. which are sometimes 

referred to as "affinity groups". Student rnodelling is also represented on the web, and a 

g o d  example of this is a WWW-based LlSP course that adûpts to the student (Weber & 

Specht, 1997). 

The academic community is cenainly aware of these trends. The two major conferences 

that focus on user adapted interactions, the lnrernarional Conference on User Modeling 

( U M )  and the Intcmarional Conjkrence on Inrelligenr User Inteifiaces (IUI), have 

recently included forums that discuss how to translate the research developments into 

%y Yahoo! 1s a copyright of Yahoo. Inc. URL: http: //rny.ynhoo.com/ 
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commercial practice. This issue was addressed in the workshops that were organized at 

two recent international conferences on user modelling (UM '96 and UM '97): The 

Comnzercial Potentiuf of User Modelling (1996) and User Models in the Red World 

(1997). There are no signs that the academic conferences in this area feel that this issue 

has been resolved. Indeed, the overall theme of the IUI conference in 1999 will be the 

transfer of new scientific and technological advances to real world applications (IUI. 

1999). 

While current research mornentum appears to be moving in the right direction. 

particulxirly so in the case of web-based applications. there is still a lack of commercial 

deployment in user modelling systems. Pan of the reason for this is chat there are 

important considerations in commercial software systems that are al1 but ignored in 

research systems. The most obvious consideration is the performance overhead thnt must 

be incurred when a user modelling system is employed. It is dso important to consider 

the arnounts of  tirne and money that are involved in including a user modriling 

componrnt. compared to the oftrn unproven advüntages that the iidded cxpense mriy 

bring. Less obvious but equdly important factors includr the design changes that rnay be 

necessary for the inclusion of a user rnodelling component. as well as the very real costs 

of training and support in an environment where a sysrem's interaction is not necessarily 

consistent between one user and the next. 

1.1 Prrgmatic User Modelling 

prag*mat*ic 
2 : reluring to rnarters of fact or pracriwl ctffuirs ufieri ro die exclrision ofirrtrllecrrral or artis!ic* 
morters : procricul os opposed ro idealisric." 

Despite the many details of design. implementation. maintenance, and support overhead. 

there is a much broader reason for the lack of commercial user rnodelling systems that 

h a  been speculated upon in the literature. Many of the approachrs that are embodied in 

research systems are too cornplex or impracticd for use in commercial software systems 

(Kobsa, 1993: McTear, 1993; Oppermann, 1994: McCalla et ai., 1996). The 

identification of this shoncorning has prompted some researchers to develop pragmatic 

' URL: http://home.microsofr.coml 
' WWWebster Dictionüry Copyright O 1996 Mrmam-Webster. Inc. 
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user modelling architectures and tec hniques that have been simplified from theoretically 

motivated approaches. As McTear has noted, "In some cases a theoretically motivated 

technique tums out to be inefficient. computationally expensive, or rven infeüsible, and 

some simpler and more cost-effective method may be more appropriate" (1996). From a 

commercial standpoint, this "good enough" user modelling involves the inclusion of a 

nzinimulist user modelling component that has some of the major advantages thai have 

been demonstrated by large research systems. with minimal cost and commercial 

dismption. According to Totterdell and Rautenbach, "It is sornrtimes better to be durnb 

and fast than intelligent and slow" (1990. p. 69). 

it is anticipated that minimalist approaches to user rnodelling will bccome more popular 

as the practicd applications of user modelling receivr greater consideration. McTear 

( 1993) cites several systrms that are designed for information filtering and adaptive 

hypenext documents, which cmploy simplified user modelling techniques that provide 

"good enough" user modrlling in their respective domains. In a recent workshop rrpon 

(Malinowski, 1996). the cost of building üdaptive componrnts for rrd-world systems was 

identified as a universal concern. and srveral of the çontributed papers involve simplified 

techniques for use in commercial rnvironments. 

Rrcently. McCdla et al. ( 1996) employed a "slightly intelligent" design that they called 

analogical user niodrlling for document retrieval that was relevant to an individuai. Here, 

the usrr mode1 was not complete. but it  captured just enough information to allow the 

relevant analogies to be found. The user was then required to guide and catch the system 

when it  failed. A proof-of-concept system wüs rmpiricdly tested and was shown to be 

effective. McCalla et al. argued that the usrr and the system could work together 

symbiotically, and that, "minimalist approaches rnay be a pre-requisite for the successful 

application of AI techniques both inside and outside the domain of user modelling" (p. 

19). The role of Artificid intelligence (AI) techniques and the impact of these techniques 

on adaptive system development will be discussed in the next two chapters. 
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While the application of minimalist user modelling techniques to commercial systems 

shows promise, important questions remain. Many involve the efficacy and cost-benefit 

ratio of a minirnalist user modelling component. These questions include the following: 

O Can a relatively small number of user-specific adaptations heip to support the user in 

navigating a complex computer application'? 

D Can these adaptations be employed practicdly in a commercial system? 

o How can the sophistication and the cost of a user modelling systrrn be biilanced with 

the pracrical considerations of commercial software development'? 

There are aiso many practical issues. such as user involvement and management support. 

that must be addressed in supporting user modelling in ongoing commercial software 

developmrnt. 

1.2 Thesis Overview 

This thesis describes the design, implementation. and empirical evaluütion of a 

minimalist user modelling component for the T u  and lnvestrnrnt Management 

Strategizer, or TLMSO'. a complex commercial financiai management software system. 

The addition of this component is intended to address the nrrds of novice users while 

minimizing its impact on expert users. This is achieved by reducing a novice's perception 

of the complexity of the system through the use of constraints and by exposing some of 

the systern's undrrlying processing. A careful balance is required in order to support the 

novice users adequately, while trying to avoid imtating expert users with extraneous 

interactions. 

This thesis is concerned with the whole development cycle of an adaptive system. It 

includes many subject areas, which range from informal task analysis, design, and 

implementation, to the evaluation of the final adaptive system. The pragmatic user 

rnodelling component that is described is designed to address rnany of the concems that 

system developers have with applying user modelling in commercial systems. While 

9 TIMS is a copyright of Emerging Information Systems. [nc. 

- 6 -  
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formal guidelines that support developers in the selection of user modelling techniques 

are not outlined, the experirnces that are recounted will help to contribute to a generai 

understanding of success ful techniques that will support the introduction of user 

rnodelling to mainstream cornputing (McTeÿr, 1996). 

Chapter Two is a discussion of the genrrai issues that surround Human Cornputer 

Interaction (HCQ research and user interface design and implementation. The purpose of 

this çhaptzr is to make the reader aware of the pertinent HCI issues that have hüd an 

impact on the design and implementation of the adaptive system. 

Chapter Threr describes six classic modelling systems that illustrate the concepts that are 

presrnt in the existing üdaptive systrms literature. The grneral issues within this arra are 

examined in order to provide the background for an understanding of the origins of the 

various user rnodelling techniques that are descnbed in the context of this research. 

Chapter Four presents an ÿnalysis of the dornain. The ttirgrt domain for the systern is a 

financial management software system. the Tm and Investment Management Stritegizer 

(TIMS). TIMS is brietly describrd in terms of its functionality in order to providr a 

context for the discussions of the various adaptations. Two major hnctions, the strategies 

and the intelligent Assistants. were incorporated in the original TIMS sysirm in order to 

lissist novice users. These strategies and Assistant cornponents are rxmined in detail 

because of the rescürch's focus on the novice users and the attempt to control the 

complexity of the underlying system. 

Chüpter Five is a description of the functionality of the user modelling component and a 

description of the resulting adaptive system, Personalized TIMS (P-TIMS). An overview 

of the implementation is given in terms of how the interface works and then in tems of 

how the üctual implementation was done (the system architecture, knowledge 

representation, etc.). For the sake of clarity of presentation, the presentation of P-TIMS is 

divided into four parts: the design and the three implementation stages. 

This researcher mived at the design basis for the P-TIMS system, the pragrnatic or 

minimdist approach to user modelling, after considering several different intelligent 
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interface research areas - primarily adaptive user interfaces and adaptive help systems. 

After describing how these areas motivated the decision to use a minimalist approach. 

this thesis goes on to provide a discussion of how the research team realized this 

approach in the design. This design provides priictical adaptations with minimal 

disruption to the user, and it provides the user with a sense of control. 

Chapter Six contains a discussion of the important issue of user control, a description of 

its reiationship to the implementation. and a review of its etïect on user satisfaction and 

acceptance of a system. The description and the results of an rmpincai study then 

identify the impact of the minirnalist user modelling componrnt on user satisfaction 

Irvels. This human hctor exprriment wüs an evaluation of the üdaptive system in 

cornparison with a non-adaptive variant of the samr system. The final results suggest 

some speci fic application guidelines and supply e mpirical evidrnce that supports user 

modelling in this contexi. 

Finally, Chaptcr Seven describrs. from the standpoint of this research. some of the issues 

that are involved with applying user modelling to commercial systems. Sorne overall 

conclusions and topics for future research complete this ç hapter. 

1.2.1 Contributions of the Thesis 

The contributions of this thesis FiII into two major catrgories. The most significant of 

these is the drveloprnent and implementation of a minimalist user modrlling component 

for a commercial software systrm. The mode1 focusrd on taking validated techniques 

from user modelling research and simplifying them as much as possible in order to m a t e  

a suitable architecture. This architecture was used to implement a practical module in a 

commercial software system that would support individualized interactions. Key issues 

for the architecture were practicality, increasing and decreasing support, user control over 

the adaptations. user acceptance. and the focus on the novice user. 

The second category is the rigorous testing of the implemented system with the 

participation of actual users. The addition of this empirical study to the user modelling 

literature provides additional support for adaptive systems by providing statistically 

significant results of an improvement in user satisfaction. This evaluation addresses a 
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definite need. Actual user involvement seems to be missing from the systems in the 

current literature; some of the adaptations that have been implemented are supported by 

research in cognitive science or psychology, and others are from the developers' own 

intuitions. This was highlighted at an Adaptive User Interfaces workshop where one of 

the overall conclusions was: "Furthermore, aspects of user acceptance and evaluation of 

adaptation, which have been neglected in the past, need fÿr more attention." (Ditterich et 

al., 1993). 

The overall goal of this research is the support of the viability of commercial user 

rnodelling by the construction of a succrssful system. Although this does not guarantec 

the success of commercially viable adaptive systems. it does contribute to the acceptance 

of the concept. 



2.0 Introduction 

The field of Human-corn puter Interaction ( HCI) encompasses the anal ysis. design. 

irnplrmentation, and rvaluütion of interactive computing. Rrseürchers in HCI face the 

challenge of empowering users of computing technology to perform the tasks that they 

nred to accomplish. This chapter providcs a vrry brief ovrrview of some sub-areas of 

HCI that place the following chapters in the proper contexr and provide enough 

background material to ex plain the motivation behind the decision to develop an adaptive 

system. 

2.1 Knowledge-based Systems 

Knowledge-based systems are progïams in which domain knowledge is explicit and 

separate from the program's other knowledge. They create solutions by applying human 

knowledge in a specific uea  of expertise. The application of h i f i c ia l  Intelligence 

techniques has allowed these types of systems to solve problems that conventional 

decision support prograrns could not handle. 
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Eÿrly expectations of Artificial Intelligence and expert systems were grandiose and many 

people were threatened by the t rms  thrmselves. Dunng the past decade the hype has 

faded and, 'The mysticism surrounding carly expert systems have given way to recent 

successes in expert systrrns as probleni solving tools" (Awad. 1996). This proven 

capability of addressing complex problems in combination with the growing use of shells 

and the development of hybrid (combining knowledge-based and conventionai 

programmin:, techniques) systems have established knowledge-based systems as 

relatively cornmonplace and successtiil in certain domains (Awad, 1996). More iuid more 

organizatioos have corne to recognize the potential of this developing technology. The 

use of the term "expert systerns" has created some overblown expectations: rhis thrsis 

will conticlie the trend toward using the term "knowlrdge-based s ysterns". This term 

seems more appropriate. given that most cxisting systems only embody traces of expert 

system technology. 

Knowledge-basrd system drvelopment has rxperienced a trernendous growth rate in 

recrnt timrs. In the early 1970s only a handful of resrarch systerns were built. Most 

developmrnt took place on powerful workstations. using languages such as LISP and 

Prolog. During the 1980s. the technology was increasingly accepted by industry. New 

hardware and software advances. such as PCs and rasy-to-use expert system shells. 

allowed individuais from othrr disciplines to develop knowledge-basrd systems. 

Available estimates of the number of developed expert systrms over the last decade range 

frorn 50 per year (in 1985) to over 17,000 per year (in 1997) (Durkin. 1994). These 

numbers may not refiect the full impact of the technology because many recent systems 

use AI techniques but are not labelled as expert systerns or knowledge-based systems. 

A new problem emerges as these knowledge-based systems move away from research 

settings and their restricted environrnents, toward red-world practical applications. The 

overall complexity of these systems increases as the functionality expands to provide 

more comprehensive tools and more varied access to the valuable knowledge that is 

stored in the system. This increased complexity lessens the greatest potential benefit of 

knowledge-based decision making - the distribution of expertise (Hayes-Roth et al., 

1983). The use of these systems typically ailows scarce and costly expertise to be 
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distributed in a cost-effective manner to the less-experienced individuais of an 

oate this organization. There is a risk that the complexity of the systern itself will ne, 

potential benefit. 

More complex systems result in a situation in which users must be quite knowledgeable 

about their domain in order to utilize the system properly (Waterman. 1986: Wexelblat, 

1989). It is even more problernatic because i t  requires a user to be at a higher level in two 

different dimensions. Nor only must a user understand the intricacies of his or her domain 

but he or she must also be quite knowledgeable about the software facilities in order to 

perform the tasks in the system (Carroll & McKendree. 1987). Sullivm & Tyler 

emphasizr that. "As the computer systerns we build become more complex and begin to 

achieve the ability to reason and make decisions on thrir own ithrough the use of 

utificial intelligence technology). the role of the cornputer-hurnan interface (CHI) is 

increasingly more critical to overall system performance" ( 199 1, p. ix). 

2.2 Human-Computer In terfaces 

A hurnan-cornputer interface has the potential to fulfi l l  three kry roies in suppon of a 

user: ( 1 )  i t  can help a user to accomplish his or her intended goals on the target system. 

( 3 )  it  can çnablr a user to understand how both the target systern and the interface 

operate, and (3) it can magnify a user's capübilities (Tyler et (11.. 199 1). A good user 

interface should render the system usable by its users (Totterdell & Rautenbach. 1990). 

The tinal report of a research group of 10 top industrial representritives concluded that: 

"if the interface is ineffective. the system's functionaiity and usefulness are lirnited; users 

become confused. frustrated, and annoyed; developers lose credibility; and the 

oganization is saddled with high support costs and low productivity" (Nolan, Norton & 

Co., 1992, p. 19). 

The interface is becoming increasingly important because of the ever-widening range of 

computer system users. Both highly knowledgeable and quite naive usen are often served 

by the sarne interface. This rnay pose a problem because each interactive computer 

system is designed for a puticular type of user. The designer's view of a typical user's 

needs, preferences, and requirements are implicit in the design of an interface (Card et 
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al.. 1987). This c m  be very effective if the interface is well drsigned and the users are 

homogeneous. However. user populations for systems are becoming more diverse and are 

requiring a wider range of capabilities that lead to an incrrase in the overall complexity 

of interactive systems. The underlying iissumption that al1 users are essentially the same 

and that they al1 have the same requirernents is npidly proving to be tàlse. 

The basic guidelines for good interface design are well-known - pmvide direct access to 

the concepts that users associüte with work in the domüin. and provide appropriate 

feedback to users' actions (Norman. 1986). Despite simple principles. good user 

interfaces are becoming increasingly more difficult and time-consuming to build. 

Generally, ris user interfaces become easier to use for the end user, they becorne more 

complex and harder to creüte for the UI designer (Bobrow et (11.. 1986). Analysis of 

knowledge-bard systems has shown that the acceptance and real use of knowledge- 

based systems depends on far more than a knowledg base and an inference engine and 

that the user interface is of crucial importance (Fischer & Rceves. 1995; Gordon. 1988). 

For rnany users, the user interface is the application. Not only is the user interface 

important to the user. but i t  is a significant effort for the developer. The user intedace for 

an application is usually a significant subset of the code. User interface code as a 

percentage of the ovrrall system code often ranges from 35-508 (Bobrow et al., 1986). 

Browne et cri. ( 1990b) also states that as much as 40% of code may be for user interface 

purposrs ruid that a large percrntage of dl maintenance is purely for user interfacing 

requirements (p. 118). Recent reports estirnate that over half of the total cost of new 

cornputer systems can be attributed to the user interface (Myers & Rosson. 1992). 

2.3 User Involvement in Design 

The easy-to-use, direct manipulation style interfaces that are popular with most modem 

systems are among the rnost difficult kinds to implement. The only reliable rnethod for 

generating quaiity user interfaces is to test prototypes with actual end users and to modify 

the design based on the users' comments (Myers. 1991). This test and modify cycle is 

sometimes called iterative design, and it is repeated until the user interface is deemed 

acceptable (Nielsen, 1993). Iterative design goes hand in hand with the increasing focus 
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on the user. User-centred design (Lewis & Noman, 1986) has becorne a trend in  the 

industry for the foollowing reasons (Miller, 1996): 

Q Explosive growth in interest in interfaces as a discnminator. 
a Increasing product and dornain complexity. 
o Increasing competition. 
o Decreasing ability to sel1 a "black box". 
a Willingness to pay for development and support of UI. 
o Increased emphasis on integration with other systems ("open" architecture). and with 

legacy systems and "training". 

System design methods range from the formai to the strictly ud hoc. An ad hoc design 

process that is based on intuition and limited experience is insufficirnt for intcrüctive 

systems that will be used by a larse, diverse Croup of people. There are müny different 

ways to get users involved in the design process and thereby improve the design beyonci 

what cm be achieved with common crd hoc methods. For rxiimple. it is not enough to 

sirnply use texts or manuals whrn performing task andysis during systrm design. Users 

can be includrd by: the direct observations of task perfonners, structured interviews with 

task performers. questionnaires. concurrent or retrospective protocols. tutoriül sessions. 

prototype walk-throughs. and process mode1 wal k-throughs (Johnson et al.. 1 988). Pilot 

studiçs and prototyping can dso be used in the later stages of task analysis as 

contlrmation or validation aids (Browne et dl., 1990b). 

User requirernents analysis may br regarded as a preliminary rvaluation of the needs of 

the potential users of a system. A thorough analysis of the usen' requirernents is 

appropriate - whar kind of information c m  be gathered about the users' needs. usage 

patterns. vocabulary, and surrounding environment'? An examination of both user 

requirements and the available functionality may provide an indication of potentid areas 

for building adaptation into a system (Totterdell & Boyle, 1990). In order to perform task 

analysis for an adaptive sysiem, a developer must have a method for conducting the 

analysis, a notation for documenting the results of the iuialysis. and a mechanisrn for 

allowing the adaptive system to be aware of its tasks. 
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2.4 Evaluation 

Design, implementation and evaluation were traditionally viewed as separate topics. Most 

software developers now view these activities as iterative and overlapping. Traditional 

evduation techniques c m  be very effective in comparing two design alternatives. but 

conclusions can only be drawn if the results from the two systems are different enough 

and the number of test users is sufficient. One of the simplest approaches is a between- 

proups experimrnt. This approach uses two groups of test users. one of which uses 

version A of the system and the other uses version B. The experimenter tries to test if the 

typical value for version A is different from the typical value for version B. and by how 

much. 

In order for an experiment to be valid. certain assurnptions must be met. The most 

important assurnption is that the users are drawn from a "normal distribution". This 

rneans that the data from both groups must corne from distributions with the same 

standard deviation. or that the data falls within a "normal" range. Various statistical 

techniques are used in determining a normal distribution once the experiment is 

complete. Viiriability is controlled as much as possible in empirical studies. but the 

control of variability itself may remove possibly signiticant aspects of a typical system 

environment. That is. the results that are obtained may noi retlrct what will happen with 

the systern in real life. One major source of variability is differences among test users - 

subjects c m  differ in how much they know about a task or about the system. This can 

affect how long it t&rs them to perform tasks and how likely thry are to mÿke mors, 

irrespective of the user interface involved. To help control this, users should be recruited 

from groups of individuals with similar backgrounds. Another method of controlling 

variation is to include a training cornponent in the experiment that attempts to bring the 

users to some common Level of preparation for their tasks. Differences in procedure, or 

how the test is conducted, will also add to variability. For exarnple, users in one group 

cannot be assisted more than another group. Variability c m  dso be introduced if the 

instructions and task descriptions used in the test are unclear. Researchers attempt to 

control these aspects of variability as much as possible in order to ensure that the results 

are statistically valid. 
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Pilot studies should be done as part of any usability test. These studies =ive the 

expenmenters the opponunity to run through everything that is pliuined for the real study 

and to fix any problems. Nomally srveral pilots are run. the first few with collea, =ues or 

friendly users to identify the biggest problems, and then some with actud users to test the 

experimentai design and uncover potential flaws. 

2.5 Commercial Pressures on Sonware Development 

Al1 but the most narrow of niche software producers h a  to balance two potentidly 

contlicting demands frorn the marketplace. The first demmd is for commercial software 

to provide rver-increasing breadth of functionality to satisfy the needs of an ever- 

widening range of users. The second demand is thai each individual system must be rasy 

to use. Henderson & Kyng recognizr this market pressure: "When we are creating a 

product which will be purchasrd by many people. the need to design for many different 

situations of use is particularly clear. and in fact some of the techniques for üllowing 

users to adjust systems in use have been motivated by market considerütions: for example 

producers of "plastic" software who want to satisfy as many users ris possible with a 

single product" (1995. p. 794). They argue for casier methods of tailorhg systems for 

individual uses, adaptable systrms as opposed to üdaptive systerns. Their user-initiated 

solution is slightly different from resrarchers who prefer a system-initiated solution. but 

the underiyin,o market pressure is the same. 

Static. non-addptive software niay be unablr to rnert thesc two market demands. 

Henderson & Kyng (1995) argue that there are three main reasons why the system 

behaviour may need !O change after the initial implementation. First. over the passage of 

time the needs of the user and the circumstances surrounding the system use may change, 

even if it is a p o d  initiai design. Second. it is virtually impossible to anticipate a!! of the 

possible issues in the initiai design. Third, the product may need to be used by a variety 

of users for many purposes. Henderson & Kyng's goal is to provide a system that users 

can tailor to their own needs. 

These marketplace demands affect users directly. As HGok (1996) puts it, "Systems are 

getting to be more and more cornplex and users experience great difficulty with keeping 
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up with the recurrent releases of software and the new possibilities offered". If existing 

users are finding that their programs are becoming more difficult to use. then system 

developers nred to especially concemed about the newest wave of users who have been 

forced by competitive pressure to adopt new technologies. 

This pressure is occurring for a vxiety of reasons. Companies are attempting to maintain 

a competitive edge by dictatint various types of software use by employees. Corponte 

software use is often expected to allow downsizing of existing staff. Not only will the 

employees be expected to quickly l e m  the software. but they are also expected to 

become much more efficient ris a result. Individuals in the service sector are also 

experiencing increasing consumer demand for the new services that are riiade possible 

through these new complex programs. These users. who are often reluctmt. are a special 

challenge for the developers of complex software. 

2.6 Designing for Different Types of Usen 

Designers of interactive software systems have LI variety of options when building a user 

interface. They can: ( 1 )  search for a peneral design that is adapted to most users' needs: 

(2) design the interface to incorporate the mrans for users to adapt the interface 

themselves: (3) devise and build in mechanisms able to determine a user's pat içular  

needs and autorniitically adapt the interface üccordingly: or (4) "Adapt the users to the 

interface" by providing support for training users (Browne cr c d . .  1990). Research in 

ridaptive user interfaces. including the work presrnted in  this thrsis. is concemed with the 

third method. 

It is generally accepted that powerful computer systems are too hard for novices to use. 

and that easy-to-use systems are too clumsy and have too few features to be useful to 

experts. An experienced computer user has a derper understanding of a software system 

ruid takes more responsibility in directing its actions. An expert does this in exchange for 

improved performance and extra functionality (Bonar & Liffick. 199 1). Shneiderman 

(1992) makes the following point: "In designing a system for novices. every attempt 

should be made to make the user at ease, without k i n g  patronizing or too obvious". He 
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adds that constructive messages and positive reinforcement produce faster learning and 

increase user acceptance. 

Bonar & Liffick ( 1  99 1) descnbe the ways in which designers c m  build interfaces that 

dlow a gmceful progression from a novice's use of a system to a more sophisticated use 

of a system. In a static system. developers could start beginners off with black boxes. 

which are simple. intuitive, and directly applicable to their particular tasks. Eventually, 

they might become frustrared with the lack of tlexibility that is inherent in the fixed set of 

plans. This is the normal expenence of advanced users of most computer software; the 

systrm cannot be tailored to their cvolving needs. By providing many levels. developers 

can giie useis a smooth continuum from easy-to-use and intuitive to sophisticated and 

tlrxible. A usrr can become as sophisticatrd a computer user as hr or she dcsires: the 

user is adapting the system. 

Another solution is to have the system adapt to a much larger set of potential uscrs by 

applying knowledge about the type of person thüt a user is. the understanding that a user 

is likely to have about the domain, and the functions that a user is likely to require 

(Benyon. 93b). Red systems nerd straightfonvard. easily implemented usrr models in 

order to control the cornplexity and to keep the user from being overwhelmed by the 

myriad of functions and options. As Judy Kay pointed out in hrr iiddress to the 

International Joint Conference of Artificial Intelligence. "We nre poised rit the beginning 

of an era when vast resources of information and knowled_oe will be available to users 

mediated by machines. The magnitude and variety of thosr resources pose problems with 

users who are overwhelmed by the diversity and choice available. This is the type of 

domain where there will be benefits from user modelling in various roles" (Kay. 1995). 

2.7 User ModeMing 

One phrase that is often used in human-computer interaction research is "Know Your 

User" (Thimbleby. 1983). This is sometimes referred to as the golden mle of HCI design 

(Browne et al., 1990). User descriptions, profiles, and models each attempt to implement 

this philosophy in order to allow computer systems to comrnunicate more effectively with 

individuai users. A mode1 of user behaviour can be achieved through systernatic studies 
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such as user performance anlilysis and interviews. in combination with borrowed 

concepts from various fields such as cognitive psychology (Thimbleby. 1983; Poor. 

1987). Good rnodels make it possible to predict user responses to new interfaces and to 

develop practical design guidelines (Sherman & S hortli ffe, 1993). 

In artificial intelligence research. the concept of a user mode1 is not as genrral as it is in 

the fields of cognitive psychology or human-computer interaction. Donald Norman 

(1993) disçusses three different types of user models in HC1 research: "...the individual's 

own personal idiosyncnitic model; the grneralized t y p k d  user model that the designer 

develops to help in the formulation of the design model: or the model that an intelligent 

program constructs of the person with which it is interacting." It is the third type of user 

model that this research is focused upon. 

In an attempt to clarify the various sources of information about user profiles. the user 

rnodelling research community typicaily asks s r  verd questions: What consti tutes a good 

user profile'? How can a designer of an interactive system use this information'?. and How 

can a system be customized to an individual user'? 

The systrrn designer must first cütegorize the various user groups and create a 

demographic profile: their age. sex. physical abilities. education. bückground, training. 

motivation. goals. and persondity (Shneidrrman. 1984. 1993). Specific considerations 

must also include the users' previous experience with cornputers. thrir level of comfon 

with the tasks invoived, their typing ability, intelligence, tlexibility. and possible 

anxieties about the technology. Users should dso be tested for various skills such as 

boolean expression undrrstanding or task-specific abiiities if these are skills that are 

necessary for the operation of the systrm. For exarnple. a system developed for an airline 

rnay require knowledge of airport codes. 

The human Factors literiiture indicates that there are many factors which influence user 

satisfaction and productivity (Strachan et al., 1990). User satisfaction as a key attribute to 

software success will be focused on in Chapter 6.  Screen layout. menu size, pointing 

devices, colour use and computer response time c m  have a large effect on error rates, 

learning tirne, and how different categories of users vary in their preferences (Raeder, 
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1985). For example. novice users generally prefer l e s  dense screens. menus. and more 

extensive help and explanation levels. Expen users of the same system may want to have 

direct access to functions without stepping through menus. and they would find the help 

and explanation levels for a novice user to be too detaiied. It would be helpful to have o 

system thüt could store an internai user model and could respond differently to novice 

and expert usen. 

How could this user model 

brginning of a session. or shot 

objective is to build the mode 

with the job of building and m 

be constmcted'? Should the user be questioned at the 

.tld the system try to infer a user model through its useb? The 

I so thüt it  is useful to the system without overburdrning it 

odifying the model (Rich. 1979). 

The method that has the les t  impact on system design places the onus on a user for 

modifying the model. The easiest way to program user-specific changes to the system 

would be to have the users indicate their ski11 level and preferences just bcfore entering 

the systern. This could be as simple as a dialog thüt asks thrm questions about the 

following: their expenence on the system. frequency of system use. dialog style 

preference (Le. menu or commands). pointing drvicrs or keyboard. colours. fonts. 

information presentation style (Le. graphs or text), windows. and subsets of s ystem 

functions that are required. 

There are several problems with this approach: users arc: not always able to provide 

accurate information about themselves. i t  is tirne consuming. and it tkes  away from the 

actual purpose of using the system - getting the tasks completed. At the very least. these 

models should be retained from session to session and the users should be able to specify 

macros that cm be executed to modify the system to suit them better (Rich. 1979). It 

might be desirable to have specific modifications for novice users such as more complete 

error messages, help presented automatically, and slower and consistent response times. 

Shneideman ( 1992) reported that these chÿracteristics have been shown to be better for 

inexperienced users. Some systerns use the "training wheels design" approach for novice 

users by not dlowing them initial access to the more advanced system functions. 
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Conversely, experienced users nerd complete functionality. the ability to go directly ta 

the function that they need, and higher level explanations. 

A more sophisticated systern would infer a skill level basrd on how a user is using the 

system. For example. it would be safe to assume. at first. that the user was an experienced 

user if the first task that was invoked was the system modification function. If different 

skill levels were associated with the V ~ ~ O U S  system features and user errors are 

monitored and evaluated, this skill rating would be refined dynarnically (Rich. 1979). 

Anderson & Olson (1987) irnplemented an animated help system using this technique. It 

used information such as the usrrs' histories of commruid usage. their frequency of 

command usage. errors. and misconceptions in oider to detemine thrir level of expertise. 

This information wüs analyzed and used to make decisions about the conversation styles 

that would be appropriate for that level of user knowledge. Microsoft's Office Assistant 

1.0 is a more recent example of a system that monitors the user's tasks to determine 

contex t-specific help and ferdback. 

Thrse types of systems are exarnples nf applied reseuch in adaptive systems and leaming 

which promises to provide interfaces that are more tlexible. more tolrrant of user error. 

more helphil. and more able to tutor thrir users when ir is appropriate to do so (Rissland. 

1987). It is not hard to imagine that the system overhead and drveloprnent costs are much 

higher for these kinds of benefits tuid that these systems are still primarily in the research 

stage. The next chapter provides drtailed information about adaptive systrms and the 

structure and represeniation of the user rnodelling components that are necessq to 

support these types of systems. A nurnber of classic user modelling systrms are rxamined 

in order to demonstrate some of the cornmon techniques used in the field. 
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A recent goal in hurnan-computer interface research has been to have a computer systrm 

that caters to usrrs' individual differences: meets user rxpectations; and achieves its full 

potentid as a cooperativc. helpful assistant in problem-solving, decision-making, and 

learning (Carberry & Kobsa. 1994). There are many different approaches to the 

adaptation of individual systems to individual usrrs. and they nnge from simple 

adaptuble systems to more complrx u h p i i w  systems. 

An example of an adaptable system is one that allows the user to gain access to 

application customization functions such as preference menus and macro definitions. For 

example. a user may be restricted to simple changes such as colours. size, or positions of 

windows. These types of systems require a user to have knowledge about how the system 

couid be customized and how to perform the customization. The amount of customization 

is normally quite limited. 

An adaptive system monitors the user and recognizes the need for adaptation. The system 

then perforrns the adaptation automaticdly. Or, the system may prompt the user for 

permission to make changes. To date, there are few commercial products that can be 
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classified as uue adaptive systems. Chapter 1 drscribed some of the more recent 

advmces in the field. Adaptive system research is quite diverse and ranges over a wide 

vxiety of domains (Cubeny & Kobsa, 1994), such as: 

Adaptive Databases that provide navigation aids that take the user's interests. plans. 

and goals into account (Calistri-Yrh. 1991). 

Hypertext systems with an adaptive component adapt the output text to the 

knowledge of the user (Brusilovsky, 1996; Hook, 1996). 

Online help systems that adapt advicr to the user's goals ( H s k  et tri.. 1995). 

Naturd Languüge systems that adapt to an individual's use of a language and provide 

a context for interpretation (Carberry. 1989: Jarneson. 1989: Wühlstrr & Kobsa. 

1989). 

Cornputer Aided Instruction (CAI) systems which adapt their tutorials to a student's 

knowledgr and misconceptions (Kas .  1989; Mark & Greer. 1993. 1995: Murphy & 

McTew. 1997). 

Expert or knowlrdge-based systems that tailor explanations to a user's level of 

expertise (Cawsey. 1993a. 1993b. 1993c: Kriss & Finin. 199 1 ). 

Adaptive User Interfaces (AUI) that adapt layout. interaction options, and interaction 

modes to the user's tasks. abilities. and preferences (Benyon. 1993a: Browne er d.. 

90a; Browne. 1993; Schweighardt & Carter, 1988; Schneider-Hufschmidt. 1993). 

In the words of Reinhard Oppermann, "the goal of adaptive systems is to increase the 

suitability of the systern for specific tasks; facilitate handling the systern for specific 

uses, and so enhance user productivity; optimize workloads. and increase user 

satisfaction (1994, p. 4). Judy Kay ernphasizes simply that the goal of adaptivity is, "to 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the interactions between users and systems" 

(1993). Most adaptive systems attempt to achieve one or more of the following goals: 

extend a system's lifespan, widen a system's user base, enable user goals, satisfy user 
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wants, improve operationai accuracy, increase operational speed. reduce operational 

learning. and enhance user understanding (Browne et al., 1990). 

Al1 computer systems contüin implicit assumptions of the type of user that is using the 

system. but applications that have an adaptive component have one common 

chitracteristic: ii user model that is explicitly represented as a knowlrdge base sepanite 

from the application itself. 

3.1 Components of User Modelling Subsystems 

User models contain iissumptions about the user, and they usually include some 

knowledge about the application as well. The contents of the user model may include: the 

arnount of domain knowledge that a user knows, beliefs. poals and plans. abilities, 

attitudes and preferences. and personal chxacteristics. 

The basic architecture of user modelling systems is shown in Figure 3-1. The user model 

(UM. the knowledge about individual users) and the user modclling componrnt (UMC. 

the reasoninp structure) comprise the user rnodelling module (UMM). The user modrliing 

module's specific capabilities rnay vary from system to system. In gneral. it providrs 

facilities that add. update, and drlete information from the user model: driiw inferences 

frorn the user mode1 with input from both the application and the user: and maintain a 

consistent user model. Upon request. the user modelling module provides relevant 

information to the  application about the user and the current context. The application then 

comrnunicütes with the user rnodelling module and pert'orms the adaptations that are 

based on the information obtained frorn the LJMC (Finin, 1989: Wahlster, 1991 ). 
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Inlerface Application 

I l User Modellrng 
Cornponent 

User Mode1 I E i  
User Modeïïhg M o d e  

Figure 3-1. A Grneric User Modrlling Module (adaptrd from Finin. 1989). 

A knowlrdge-basrd system approach is considered to be the most appropriate mrans to 

implement the User Modelling Module because the declrirative representation that is 

inherent in this approach aids in the irnplementation and maintenance of the models. The 

separation of the knowledge bases from the inference mechünism provides an opportunity 

to replace one mode1 of an application with another. Modifications and additions to the 

componrnts of the module are rasier in a dedarative representütion. 

Many different representation rnethods have bern rmployed to represent user models 

within the knowledge-based approach. The next section will revirw thrx  basic 

techniques from the standpoint of the representation of an individuai user. In the final 

section, six important user rnodelling systems that employ a vÿnety of knowledge 

representation schemes will be briefly examined. The inferencing that is based on the 

content of the user models will not be addressed directly, but i t  will be mentioned where 

appropriate. 

3.2 Representation Techniques 

A representation is a set of conventions about how to descnbe things (Winston, 1977). 

Most early user rnodelling systerns used traditional knowledge representation techniques 
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of artificial intelligence. The choice of representation technique most often depends upon 

the purpose of the application and the expressiveness of the user mode1 (Wahlster & 

Kobsa, 1989). As in other applications of knowledge-based systems, hybrids of various 

basic techniques are used in many systems. Because of this, attempts to create 

comprehensive surveys of representation use often present conflicting system 

categorizations, and indeed. often differ in the categories employed. In one recent attempt 

to categorize adaptive user interfaces into a taxonomy (Dieterich rr ul.. 1993). five 

categories were used for representational techniques: Crame-basrd, object-oriented, 

formal logic, neural nets. and user modelling shells. An alternative classification scherne 

included additional categorizations such üs fuzzy logic. connectionist networks. and 

functional translations (Carbeny & Kobsa. 1994). Still another labelled the four main 

groiips of techniques used in knowledge representation as: rule-based. fume-basrd. 

network-basrd and example-based (Dix et cil.. 1993). 

Even if a suitable set of categories were agreed upon. there would still be somr confusion 

about the nomenclature of representations thrmselvrs, piuticulürly the hybrid techniques 

thlit combine srveral representations together. This review follows the categories used in 

the Dieterich et al. classification scheme, with some small modifications. As mentioned 

above. Dieterich et ul. employed a tïve-category approach incorporating frarne-based. 

object-oriented. formal logic, and neural net methodologies. as well as user modelling 

shells. Neural Nets will be discussed under a broadrr cliissificaticm of example-büsed 

systems, Sr  mantic Nets (often included by others in frame-based approaches) will be 

included under the network-based representations, and rulr-based representations will be 

added, as specified in Dix et al. (1993). This is not a cornplete set of knowledge 

representation schemes, but it is representative of those employed in present user 

modeiling systems. 

3.2.1 Frame- based Techniques 

The most popular and earliest representation technique was the use of frarnes. as 

proposed by Marvin Minsky (Shapiro, 1990). Frames are complex data structures that 

represent default knowledge and a prototypical, or commonly occumng situation. An 

example of a frarne taken from (Shapiro, 1990) is as follows: 
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frame: PERSON 
birth-month: NUMBER constraint birth-month > O and birth-rnonth c 13 
birth-year: NUMBER constraint birth-year > 1900 
father: PERSON 
eye-color: COLOR default = blue 
age: NUMBER procedure = COMPUTE-AGE 

procedure COMPUTE-AGE () 
return (CURENT-YEAR () - (IF birth-month > current-month) 

(return current-penon.birth-year + 1 ) 
(return curent-person-birth-year)) 

This frame represents a prrson and has dots for birth-year. fdther. rye-color, and age. 

which are al1 relatrd to the concept of pcrson. The values of the dots can include simple 

values. frmes, de fault values, constraints. and procedure calls. In this puticular example. 

the slot for birth-year must contain a value greliter than 1900. the slot for fi~ther must bç a 

PERSON frame, the rye-color slot hiis a defauli value of blur. and the age dot contains a 

procedure that will calculüte the age büsrd on the current date. 

Frames are oftrn referred to by various names. They may be called concepts. schrmas, 

scripts, units. or classes. In user modelling research. they are oftrn referred to as 

stereotypes. Frimes are often organized into networks. resulting in a significant overlap 

of frame-based techniques and othrr ne twork-basrd approachcs such as semantic 

nctworks, 

3.2.2 Network-based Techniques 

Networks represent knowledge in a labelled, directed graph whose nodes represent 

concepts andor objects and whose arcs represent relationships between the objects and 

concepts. The network is a hierarchy and children nodes c m  inherit propenies from their 

parents. 

Semantic networks exemplify network-based techniques. A semantic network or a 

semantic net is a knowledge representation scheme that is based on a network structure. 

They were originally used to represent psychologicai models of human memory, and are 
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more recently, cornmonly rmployed in Naturai Language Understanding systerns 

(Waterman, 1986). 

Typical relationships between concepts in a semantic net are: is-an-instance-of (isz). is-a- 

kind-of (ako), and has-part. The simple semantic net in Figure 3-2 represents the 

staternents, "Clyde is an rlephant." "An elephant is a kind of animal," and 'The nose is a 

part of an animal." From this net an inference cm be made that Clyde has a nose even 

though this information is not explicirly stated. The inheritance hierarchy can save large 

iimounts of storage space because only the exceptions for objects or concepts have bern 

stated. 

ANIMAL NO SE 
bas-part 

I 

Figure 3-2. An exarnplr of a simple semantic net. 

Semantic nets are useful in domains where one characteristic of the knowledge is well- 

established taxonomies. They are similar. in some ways. to relational databases (part-of 

relation) but they provide inheritance and typically do not represent behaviour propenies 

of the nodes (Le. methods). They tend to be very fine-grained as compared to frarnes and 

object-oriented systems. 
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3.2.3 Object-oriented Techniques 

Object-onented software techniques and development continue to be very populür in 

application developrnent in the 1990's. In an object-oriented systrrn. al1 information is 

represented in the fom of objects and is organized in a nrtwork hierarchy. Each object is 

self-contained. has its own private data, and a set of public and private operations. 

While object-oriented approaches are most often associatrd with conventional systems, 

knowledge-based systems are often object-oriented as well. (Indred. the previous two 

schemes both contain elements of what is now considrred the object-orientrd approach. 

ruid ais0 pre-date that üpproach significantly). If a knowledge-basrd system is object- 

oriented. then its knowledge base consists of objects thüt represent rntities in the damain. 

which are divided into classes and instances. Each class is ü templatc: rhat describes 

information that is common to a group of objects. Classes can be funher refined into any 

numbrr of subclasses that identify additional characteristics. which are common to the 

pilnicular subset of objrcts. The object instances that describe individual objects are at 

the lowest ievel of the hierarchy. This hierarchy meclianism provides dcfault values thüt 

c m  be inherited or overriddrn nt any levcl. 

Ali of the interactions with an object take place through the operütions. cdled messages, 

which act as an extemal interface to the object. All of the objects çommunicate with rnch 

other by sending luid receiving messages. The object-oriented system kemel dispatches 

messages to objects that drscribe the processing that is required. When an object receives 

a message, it consults its database and procedures in order to decide what action to take. 

These procedures, which are cdled rnethods. may be stored directly with the object. Thry 

may also be stored in a higher-level object somewhere in the network hierarchy and may 

be accessed through the same inheritance mechanisrn that is used in accrssing data. In 

most cases, the action implemented by a method involves sending new messages to other 

objects in the system and asking other objects to perform operations and return results. 

Object-oriented database management systems use the same concepts, but they must also 

include additional characteristics in order to manage large, shared, persistent object 

stores. These charactenstics include efficient processing over large secondary storage 
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organizations, concurrency control, recovery facilities, and efficient processing of set- 

oriented requests or queries (Baker et al., 1994). These systems have been developed in 

order to support applications in situations where the simple structure of conventionai 

databases do not adequately represent real world entities or objects. 

3.2.4 User Modelling Shells 

Relatively early in the history of the field of expert systrms, system developers realized 

that repetitive devrlopment efforts could be minimized (and component re-use 

miiximizrd) through the collection of componrnt rlrments common to many expert 

systems into a largrr software development package - an exprrr -teni s/rell. While the 

likelihood that a new expert systcm projrçt would prccisely fi t  every elrment provided by 

ri shrll would be small, a sipnificmt portion of the functionülity provided by the shell 

could still be applied. 

In a similar Fishion. one of the fistest gowing research areas in usrr modelling is the 

development of usrr modrlling shells. Some researchers argue that rnodelling tools that 

can support even minimal adaptation can ac.~ieve hrlpful levels of adaptation without 

incurring the high cost of building traditional user modelling systems (Kay, 1993). 

A mer  tnodelling cotnponrm consists of a domain-independent user modelling shell and 

application-dependent user modelling knowlrdgr. A user mdelling shell is a tool for 

creating, maintaining, and exploiting user models. The shrll can bc tillrd with domain- 

specific inference rules as well as domain-specitic dehult assumptions about the user. In 

an expert system application this knowledge might be the user's goals. for example, 

while in a Cornputer Aided Instruction (CAI) system i t  might contain the student's 

knowledge of the subject. 

Most user modelling shells allow the application to control the initiai acquisition of the 

user mode1 and the discovery of additionai facts about a user (Finin, 1989). The shell 

itself is rnainly responsible for incorporating new facts, checking consistencies, doing 

contlict resolution. and retneving user knowledge for use in adaptations. 
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There are several different varieties of shells. and each has different underlying 

knowledge representations. GUMS (General User Modrling Shell) (Finin. 1989) uses 

dehult logic and stereotypes and it is implemented in Prolog. Two additional shell 

examples, BGP-MS (Belirf, Goal. and Plan Maintenance System) (Kobsa et al., 1994) 

and um (user rnodeller) (Kay 1993, 1994) are discussed in greater detail in the next 

section. 

3.2.5 Rule-bmed Techniques 

Many knowledge-based systems use rules to represent knowledge. Such systems are 

commonly ciilled production nile-based systems. A production systrrn consists of ü 

database that describes Cücts thüt ;ire associated with the application. a rule-base 

consisting of a set of niles. ruid a rulc interpreter thltt selects and processes the mles that 

have br rn  applied. 

Rules have the form: 

If CONDITION then ACTION 
where CONDITION is a boolean expression that is evaluated to be rithrr true or filse. If 

the CONDITION is true then ACTION is performcd. Valid actions include invoking 

commands or procedures. activating additional mles. and adding or deleting facts t'rom 

the database. 

For example (Watrrman. 1986): 

( 1) If the patient was an insulator before 1965. 

then the patient directly handled asbestos. 

(2) If the patient directly handled asbestos and 

the patient was exposed in confined spaces, 

then the patient had a severe cxposure. 

In this set of rules, if a fact matches the condition in nile (1), the tact that the patient 

directly handled asbestos is added to the database. This will allow mle (2) to be activated. 

This data-directed process is called folonvurd chaining, and results in an inference chain. 

This inference chah will ultimately derive some eventual conclusions, and can be used 

by knowledge-based systems to explain how the system reached those conclusions. 
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One major advantage in the rule-based approach is that niles are a natural representation 

for many problems where an dgorithmic solution is not possible. They are often 

appropriate whrn the dornain knowledse results from empirical associations that have 

been developed through years of problem solving in a specific area (Waterman. 1986). 

3.2.6 Formal Logic 

Forma1 logic is a very general representation rnrthod that subsumes ail of the approachrs 

that have been discussed in this section. It uses functions and predicates to describe 

individual entities and their relationships (Waterman. 1986). New facts are derived using 

a cornbination of numerous rules of inference: the one that is most comrnonly used is 

mathematical drduction (Rich. 1983). Becausr of its generality. unrestricted formal logic 

can be extremely inefficient computationally. Thrre are many rules of inference that can 

be applied at any point in the search process. which can lead to an extremely large 

number of yossibilities. Thus. restrictions lire normally placed on formai logic in ordrr to 

control the combinatorial explosion of potential stütes emrging from any point whilr still 

maintaining a high degree of expressiveness in represenation. The most common 

restriction involves the use of resolution refutation as a rule of inference on restricted 

Hom clauses. as implrmented by Prolog, the most common logic-büsed programming 

language. 

Rules are represrnted in Prolog in the following form (Rich. 1983): 

consequent :- rnteceden t- 1, antecedent-2,. ..antecedent-n 

Problem solving is perfomed by the Prolog interpreter, which attempts to match a goal to 

the consequents in the systrm. If i t  Ends a match, then it must tilke each antecedent as ü 

subgoal and try to prove that the subgoal is true by finding a match. A goal is true if dl of 

the subgoais are true. 

Predicate logic provides a powerful mechanism for representing declarative information 

that c m  be used to solve problems in a wide variety of domains, but it cannot easily 

represent information that is incomplete or inconsistent. Other techniques that are based 

upon formai logic and atternpt to deal with the problems of uncertain and fuzzy 
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knowledge are as follows: nonmonotonic logic, probabilistic reasoning, fuzzy logic, and 

the concept of belief spaces (Rich, 1983). 

3.2.7 Example- based Techniques 

Example-based techniques represent knowledg irnplicitly in a classification system. The 

decision structure is lemed by examining training examples that have k e n  presentcd to 

the system. The classifiers detect patterns within the examples. and they are able to use 

these to classify other input (Dix et cil., 1993). 

Neural networks are the most comrnonly known example of this catrgory of 

representation. Neural networks were originally developed lis modeis of human thought 

processes. and thèy were based on reseÿrch about the humrin brriin. A neural network is 

comprised of many simple elèmrnts that are connected to eüch other. The ovrrall pattern 

of activity over al1 of the rlements is the system statr. Lrarning algorithms are important 

in neural network resrrirch: they set the connrction strengths between the rlements to the 

correct values so thlit the input values will generatè the correct output values (Shapiro. 

1 950). 

The advantüge of examplc-based techniques is that a large user mode1 knowledge base is 

not necrssary. Users can be categorized by the system as matchinz usage patterns from 

the training examples (Dix et al., 1993). 

As stated in the beginning of this section, various systerns employ combinations of these 

methodologies in order to construct effective user rnodels. The techniques themsrtlves are 

very different, and have their own strengths and weaknessrs. In order to reiterate the 

differences between these approaches in the context of user rnodelling, Figure 3-3 (Dix et 

al., 1993) illustrates particular pieces of knowledge in four of the major representation 

techniques that were discussed in this section. 
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RULE: FIUME: 
IF User 

command is EDIT file 1 Expertise level: novice 
AND Command: EDIT file 1 

1s t  commmd is COMPILE tile 1 Last cornmanci: COMPILE file 1 
THEN Errors this session: 6 

task is DEBUG Action: describe riutornatic debusger 
action is describe automritic debugger 

NETWORK: EXAMPLE-BASED: 
CC 1s an instance of COMPILE A trace of user activity: 
COMPILE is ri commrind EDIT tlle I 
COMPILE is relrtted to DEBUG COMPILE file I 
COMPILE is relrited to EDIT trained ris an example of ri prirticular trisk. 

Automatic cfebugser facilitrites DEBUG cg.. DEBUG 

Figure 3-3. Examples of activity in four different repressntations ifrom Dix et al.. 1993). 

3.3 Examples of Adaptive Systems Using Different Representations 

The first pan of this chapter described the main rrpresentational mrchanisms that are 

employed in  user rnodelling; the important systerns that employ these techniques are now 

examined in the rest O; this chapter. Eight systerns have been selected. and the following 

section will discuss the nature of the user mode1 representation in each. The first. the 

GRUNDY system developed by Elaine Rich in the laie seventies. introduced ihe notion 

of the stereotype. which is a basic rlernent in müny user rnodelling systems today. The 

second rxmple  is Cécile Paris' work with the TAiLOR system, a significant example of 

object-oriented knowledge representation techniques. David Chin's UC systern 

demonstrates how double stereotypes c m  be used to represent user and the domain 

knowledge, while Alison Cawsey's EDGE system uses an object-oriented knowledge 

base and rules to achieve user-specific rxplanations. The PUSH project's POP systern 

provides another example of an object-oriented approach combined with a WWW- 

interface with its adaptive help system. 

Three examples of user modelling shells will be discussed and compared: Iudy Kay's 

approach with the um modeller, which is p n m d y  text-based; the BGP-MS system 

developed by Alfred Kobsa, whicli is primarily logic-based; and the GUMS system 

developed by Tim Finin, which views a user mode1 as a deductive database. Finally, the 
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chapter will present somr of the approaches io representation used in Intelligent Tutoring 

Systems, an area that i s  closely related to User Modelling. 

3.3.1 GRUNDY 

A classic system that is often used as a first example in basic user modelling is GRUNDY 

(Rich. 1979, 1989). Rich's system acts as a library assistant by recomrnrnding 

appropriate books for individuals. This recommendation is basrd on assumptions drawn 

from information about penondity characteristics supplied by the user. During the initial 

session with GRUNDY, users are asked to descnbe themselves in terms of krywords 

which mriy trigger stereotypes (cg. athletic. feminist) (Figure 34) .  

A stereotype represents a collection of attributes that often CO-occur in people (Rich. 

1989). Stereotypes provide defÿults that allow a user rnodelling systrm to operüte with a 

small set of initial data that are funher refined during interaction with the user. 

FACET VALUE RATING FACET VALUE RATING 
Activrited-by Feminist-w-trig Activated-by 

Genl 
Motivations 

Excite 
Interests 

Sports 
Thrill 
Tolerate-viulence 
Romance 
Education 
Tolerate-su fferi ng 
Strengths 

Physical-strength 
Perseverance 

Athletic-w-trig 
ANY-PERSON 

300 600 
Politirs 

900 SOO 
5 700 
4 600 
- 5 500 
-2 500 
4 600 

Genl ANY-PERSON 
Genres 

Wornen 800 ?O() 

Libcral 700 
Scx-open 5 900 
Piety -5 800 
Political-causes 

Wornen 1000 I OCX) 
Contliçts 

Sex-roles 9(10 900 
Upbringing 300 800 

Tolerrite-sex 5 700 
S trengths 
Perseverance 800 600 

Independence 800 6 0  
uwrs Tri== Fem-womrin-trie 

SPORTS-PERSON STEROTYPE ! FEMINIST STEREOTYPE 

Figure 3-4. Two example stereotypes (from Rich, 1979). 

Each stereotype contains facets and values. and a confidence-level and rationde that are 

arranged in a generalization hierarchy. The hierarchy is a Directed AcycIic Graph (DAG) 

which allows a stereotype to inherit attributes frorn more than one parent. For example, in 

Figure 3-5, the NUMERICAL-ANALYST stereotype inhents attributes from both the 
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MATHEMATICIAN and the COMPUTER-SCIENTIST stereotypes. The benefits of a 

DAG structure are that it avoids the duplication of information and that information from 

the more general stereotypes cm be overridden tarther down the hierarchy. 

Figure 3-5. A section of the stereotype Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). 

The rationale. or why the system believes a facrt to be a certain valus. cün consist of 

direct observations. or it c m  be derived from activated stereotypes. This is espccially 

important for contlict resolution. which is necessary for a11 types of drfault reasoning. At 

the end of a dialogue session. the information is stored so that it cm be retrieved and used 

as the initial uxr model in subsequent sessions. 

Knowledge in GRUNDY is prirnarily represrnted as collections of objects and concepts 

that contain various properties or facets. These concepts may be related to one another by 

including other concept names as hcet values. The user model. or user synopsis (USS), 

in GRUNDY is comprised of facts, inferences, and stereotypes. Fücts and inferences are 

also concepts that contain the value of the facet, a confidence nting, and the n m e  of the 

rvent thar triggered them. Evenis in GRLJNDY can add facts or inferences to the user 

model and cm invoke stereotypes. For exarnple, <i user who told the system that a book 

suggestion was enjoyed triggered the first event shown in Figure 3-6. 
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EVENT 32 IS A EVENT-lNSTANTIATION 
WHAT SUGGESTION7 
PERiVANENT USER-SAID-LIES 
ACTION REC-USER-LIES 

EVENT30 ISA EVENT-INSTANTIATION 
PERMANENT USER-S AID-FACT 
WHAT FACT l 
ACTION REC-USER-FACT 

Figure 3-6. Sample events in Grundy (Rich. 1979). 

[NF54 ISA [NITRENCE 
F A C - W O W N  GENRES 
GENRES (LITERATURE 900 300 EVENT22) 

FACTI ISA F h C T  
FAC-KNOWN POLITICS 
POLITICS (LIBERAL) ( 1000) (EVENT30) 

Figure 3-7. A sampie hct and inference in Grundy (Rich. 1979). 

This evcnt activates procedures that include the inference thüt "since the book was a work 

of literature it is probable (900 300) that the user likes works of literature" (Figure 3-7). 

In the second évent in Figure 3-6. the user stüted a fact that will be recorded in the user 

model as FACTI (a  certainty of lûûû is a fact). The triggers are recordrd in the user 

model for subsequent conflict resolution. 

A portion of a user mode1 (USS) is iilustrated in Figure 3-8. The attributes. the associatrd 

vdue, the measure of belief of thé value, and the source of the information are al1 

represented. Note that the values of the attributes can be either text or one of two 

numericd scales. The tirst scde ranges between -5 and 5 (with O representing neutriil) 

while the second scale ranges between O and 1OOO (with 1OOO representing absolute 

certainty). The vdue and the measure of belief of several attnbutes may be affected by 

contributions by more than one of the stereotypes. Specializrd techniques for the 

combination of values and for conflict resolution are also integral elements of GRUNDY. 

However, these are separate issues from those of knowledge representation. and are not 

discussed in this chapter. 
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ATTRIBUTE VALUE MofB WFORMATION SOURCE 

Gender km& 1000 Inference-kmde namr 
WOMAN 

Nationdity USA IO0 ANY-PERSON 
Education 5 900 INTELLECTUAL 
Seriousness 5 800 INTELLECTUAL 
Piety - 3 433 WOMAN 

FEMINIST 
INTELLECTUAL 

Politics Li bç r d  910 FEMINIST 
INTELLECTUAL 

Tolerate-sex 5 700 FEMINIST 
INTELLECTUAL 

Tulerate-violence -5 597 WOMAN 
Tolerate-suffering -5 597 WOMAN 
Sex-open 5 960 FEM INIST 

i NTELLECTUAL 
Personrilities 4 646 LVOMA?J 

.. . 
Genres 

Li terature 900 700 INTELLECTUAL 
Women 800 700 FEM INIST 

Political-causes 
Women I O(W Io00 FEMINIST 

*., 

Figure 3-8. Portions of ti user mode1 in Gmndy (Rich, 1979). 

A luge nurnber of subsequent user modelling systems have been büsed on Rich's 

reseluch. While a significmt rarly system. there are sevrrül major concems with 

GRUNDY that serve as lessons for future systems. As Rich herself has pointed out, the 

systern was never run as a large-scie performance program and only retlrcted lirnited 

testing (Rich, 1989). In addition. developrnent overhead was very high in that the 

developer had to hand-code dl the stereotypes in the systern. and the initial strreotypes 

were drveloped strictly from intuition and not from ernpirical research. 

Cécile Paris (1989) investigated differences in the requirements of dialogue systems in 

the generation of descriptions for users with varying levels of expertise. She compared 

encyclopedias for children to those for adulis and dixovered ihat physical objects were 

described differently and that the differences were much more cornplex than sirnply the 

amount of detail that each one provided. Paris' analysis suggested that a user's level of 
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domain knowledge affects not only the amount but aiso the kind of information that 

descriptions provide. Novices needed more description of the processes that were 

associated with the object, whereas more experienced users needed information about the 

components involved and the properties of those components. TAJLOR (Paris. 1989) was 

created as a question answenng system that took a request for iin object description and 

employed the user model to genente a description of the object that had been adaptrd to 

a user's level of expertise. The user model described the domain components in the 

knowledge base of the systrm. This allowed TAILOR to customize the descriptions for 

usrrs who fell betwern the rxtremes of novice or expert. 

The knowlrdgr base of a program cdled RESEARCHER (describrd in Puis, 1989) 

contained patent abstracts about complex devicrs that were written in English. 

RESEARCHER transiiited a nütural language request for the description of an object into 

queries to the knowledge base. The motivation for the development of TAILOR was that 

the RESEARCHER knowledge base was very large and detailcd and that the response to 

a simple query would overwhelm the user with volumes of information that could not be 

easily iissirnilaied. Piuis felt that diffrrent types of users understood objects in different 

ways, and that each one desired a different level of detail. 

The user model included explicit parameters to represent the user's understanding of the 

contents of the knowledge base. The parameters were a list of the objects and the basic 

concepts of the knowledge base thlit were known by the user (Figure 3-9). 

f ie  user hris local expertise about the microphone and understands the concept of  electricity: 
Local Expertise: microphone 
Basic Concepts: rlrctricity 

The user is ri naive user: 
Locai Expertise: ni1 
Basic Concepts: ni1 

The user has local expertise about the microphone and the telephone and understands the concepts of 
Aectricity and magnetisrn: 

Local Expertise: microphone. telephone 
Basic Concepts: etectricity. rnapetisrn 

Figure 3-9. An example of TAILOR user models (from Paris, 1989). 
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The local expertise attribute (as seen in Figure 3-9) contained actud pointers to the 

objects in the knowledge base. Once a description of an object was generated, the user 

model was updated. Each object in the knowledge base was a frarne that had bern 

organized by using a generdization hierarchy. In addition to the instance-of links there 

were put-of links and relations. These relations may includr cause-effect relations. 

temporal relations, and analogicd relations. 

The actual algorithms that TALLOR used to generate the texts were quite cornpiex. but 

Paris used two basic strategies to describe ri part based on the user modrl. If a user knew 

a pan, then a constituency schrma was used that described the parts themselves in basic 

terms. and not the underlying concepts. If the pan was unknown then a process trace wüs 

done. causing the piut to be described in lower lwel concepts. The two strategies were 

thrn combined in the same explmation. Finally, English language text was generated. 

In the TAILOR user modelling approach. the user's domain knowledge was not simply 

referred to as novice, intermediate. or advanced. but a single user's expertise was 

rxplicitly representrd. No stereotypes were used; the descriptions of the objects in the 

knowledge base varied widely depending on the user. 

3.3.3 KNOME 

David Chin (Chin. 1989) developed a user modelling component for the UNIX 

Consultant (UC) system. UC is a naturd language advisory system that answers 

questions about the UNlX operating system. KNOME (KNOwledge Model of Expertise). 

the user rnodelling component. was developed in order to assist the interpretation of the 

natural language input and to create better explanations by expressing concepts in terrns 

that the user could understand. It aiso pruned unnecessary text. 

KNOME used a doiible stereotypc approach. A user's expertise was judgd to fa11 into 

one of four categones: novice, beginner, inten~iediute or e-rpcrt. The UNIX cornrnands, 

cornmand formats, terminology, and other types of information were rated by their 

difficulty and were assigned to four categories: simple. miindane, cornplex or esoferic. 

Their increasing levels of difficulty order the first three categories. Esoteric is the 

category for information that may have a special purpose and has not been lemed at any 
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specific tirne in the learning curve. Figure 3-10 is an outline of the relationships between 

the stereotypes and the difficulty leveis. Each expertise stereotype contiùned assumptioos 

about a user's knowledge of a specific level of UND(-rel ated information. 

1 User KNOWLEDGE DIFRCULTY LEVEL 
Stereotype simple mundane complex esoteric 

expert ALL .4LL MOST 
intermedirite ALL MOST AFEW 
beginner 31OST ,%FEN' NONE 
novice AFEW NONE NONE NONE 

Figure 3-10, The relationship between stereotypes and difficul ty levels in KNOME 
(Chin, L989). 

A user also hüd specific information inferred about hirn or hsr. biised on the naturd 

language input. For exarnple. if  a user quened about a certain command. the systrm 

wouid infer that the command was unknown to him or hcr and the strreotype would then 

be updated by using that specific information. 

Stereotypes in KNOME were represented in KODIAK. a network-style knowledge 

represrntation language that includrd objects and relations. Ii allowed for multiple 

inhrritance. and it  included default inheritancr mechanisms. The double stereotypr 

üpproach resulted in the categorization of users into stereotypes and the categorization of 

information about UNIX into stereotypes of ievels of difficulty. An rxarnple of a 

graphical KODlAK representation of the relation, "Intermediates know most mundane 

facts". appeiirs in Figure 3-1 1. 
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Figure 3-1 1. KODIAK representation of a relation (Chin, 1989). 

The inferences used by KNOME are listrd in Figure 3-17. There were also specific 

background rules that helped to determine what a user's initial stereotype would be. For 

example. if a user was a founh year Cornputer Science studrnt. then the user was likely to 

be an expert. The rules were implemented using if-derecud clrirnion.sfo. The system also 

containrd mrta-knowledge about its abilities to handle queries that were outside the 

scope of the system. That is. the system contained knowledge about its own boundaries. 

which it could use to judge its own rffectivenrss at handling a panicular query. 

10 Daemons Cdemons) rire procedures that are automatically triggered when designated events occur (Awad, 
1996). 
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1 Inference Class Kinds of Inference I 
Claim user states chat user does (not) know ? x  -> user does ( n a )  know ? x  
Goal 1 user wants to know '?x -> user does not know ? x  
Usage user uses ? x  -> user knows '?x 
Background user mentions his/her background -> user knows as muçh ris the 

stereotype indicated by the background 
Query-Reply , systern asks if user knows. user replies -> user's reply 
No-clriri fy system uses new terminofogy. user dors not üsk for clarification 

-> user understands terminology 

Figure 3-12. Inference about the user in KNOME (Chin. 1989). 

The double stereotype qproach dlowed the system to predict what a user knew, based 

on ii partial user model. The initiai stereotype was not predefined. At firsi. a new user was 

considrred a novice, and the iictual stereotype would be infcrred once ti user had 

prrformed enough tasks that a clear candidate stereotypr could emerge. Once the user 

stereotype had been determined. the system could predict othrr system concepts and 

commands that a user was likely to understand. A11 of the UND< file manipulation 

commands. UND< information gathering commands. UND( concepts. and the UNIX 

terminology had been hard-coded as to their level of difficulty. and they wcre represented 

in the KODIAK knowledge base. 

3.3.4 EDGE 

Alison Cawsey's EDGE system. which is a tutorial system for electricai circuits. contains 

mies that adapt the explanations according to the sprcific model and the perceived goal 

of the interaction (Cawsey. 1993a. 1993b. 1993~). EDGE contains knowledge that can be 

used to recognize user knowledge and updatr the user model based on direct interaction 

with the user (Figure 3-13) (Cawsey, 1993a). EDGE also contins knowledge that 

indirectly infers user knowledge - through the ranked difficulty of concepts the user is 

invoived with and relationships between concepts (Figure 3-14) (Cawsey, 1993a). The 

information that is extracted from the object-oriented knowledge base may be combined 

with the knowledge-basrd system output, which is known as a mle trace, in order to 

support three different types of queries about objects, constraints, or solutions. 
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Figure 3-13. Direct Rules for Updating User Model. 

Dialogue Exchange 
System tells user X. User acknowiedges 
System asks user X. User replies correctly 
System asks user X. User replies incorrectty 
System asks user if shr knows X 
User risks X 

Inference 
User m a y k  knows X 
User knows X 
User dwsn't know X 
(Whatever user's reply is) 
User doesn't know ,Y 

By explicitly representing the knowledge that a usrr has about a domain. an rxplanation 

Condition 
Al1 subconcepts known/unknown 
Ali subconcepts known or rnaybe known 
Concept difficulty p a t e r  than Ievel of expertise of user 
Concept difficulty less than level of expertise of user 
Prirent concept known or rnriybe known 
Prirent concept unknown 

can be adapted vrry sprcifically. Users who have demonstrated knowledge about certain 

concepts tuid constrüints will receive a terse. more technical. presentation of the solution 

or solutions that are presentrd by the knowlrdge-based s ystem. Less knowlrdgeable usrrs 

may receive more genrral. almost tutorial. explmations with extra suppon from vÿnous 

presentation strategirs (e.g. graphic animations). By using a complete domain model as 

an integral part of the usrr model. it is possible to support a single user whose expertise 

ranges lrom the first case to the second within the same domriin. 

In fer ence 
Paren1 concept known/unknown 
Psrent concept m a y k  known 
Concept unknown 
Concept rnriybe knawn 
Subconcepw mriybc: known 
Subconcepts unknown 

3.3.5 PUSH 

Figure 3-14. Indirect Rules for Inferring What User Knows. 

PUSH (Plan- and User Sensitive Help) is a joint project with Ellemtel. the Swcdish 

lnstitutr of Cornputer Science (SICS), NUTEK. Stockholm University. and Linkoping 

University (Espinoza & Hook. 1996: Hook. 1997b; Hook. 1996; Hook ei al.. 1996). The 

two main goals of this multi-year project were: to develop techniques for making 

systems more adaptive. and to empirically establish their usefulness. One of the results of 

PUSH is a prototype adaptive help system (POP") for users of a large lntranet database. 

This database was used as m on-line manual for an object-oriented software development 

method cdled SDP. An adaptive information filtering system. with a WWW-interface, 

was created in order to reorganize this large, industry-produced manual into a highly 

" PUSH Operational Prototype 
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interactive. multi-modal hypenext system (Figure 3-15). The interface includes static 

text, generated text, and generated graphics as output. and it accepts both direct- 

manipulation and free-form query input. Html-pages are not stored and downloaded by 

the user: each page is created dynamicÿlly in response to the user's actions and history of 

actions. Eac h dynamically-generated page. called an amiver page, contains three framrs: 

a textual description of the merhod, graphs that describe the relationship between the 

process that is being queried and its related objects, and a guide to the textual description 

that highlights the displayed sections. 

I*atscmo.: O.ualo0 - -- lad 

Figure 3-15. A screen dump frorn the PUSH system (Espinoza & Hook. 1996). 

The graphs give the user an overview of the domain and a navigational tool. As the user 

clicks on an object, the view changes in order to focus on the new object, and the 

appropriate textual information is retrieved and displayed in the bottom frarne. The 

textual information can be expÿnded or contracted through the guide frame by clicking on 

the appropriate heading. This is called siretch-rrxt and it dlows the user to create an 

answer page ihat is better suited to his or her needs. Honvords, which are important 
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concepts that have bern marked with bold text, are embedded in the text in order to allow 

the users to ask follow-up questions. Users cm also nrivigatr through the database by 

composing questions through the query menus. This feature allows experienced users to 

go directly to the desired information. 

The interactivity of the interface to the SDP database is very useful but problems with 

information overload can still occur if the answer page tthat was generated is too long. 

HiMk et u1. disçovered that users tended to read no more than the iïrst page of 

information (1997b). Users of the system were studied in order to determine some 

suitable information filtering techniques from their interactions with the system. The 

user's information-seeking trisk was discovered to be a good heuristic in determining the 

most relevant informatioïi. This knowlrdgr about the current task enables the systrm to 

reduce the arnount of information and to reduce the size of the rinswer page. The user 

initially sets the current task. and then the POP's plan inference algorithm is uscd ro 

update the task. Simple rules connected a user's question with a task. in order to generate 

the most relevant information entities. This approach of using ri combination of adaptive 

and non-adaptive techniques was intended to provide the user with concise rxplanations. 

Figure 3-16. The architecture of the PUSH systrm (Espinoza & Hook. 1996). 

This adaptive hyper-media system uses an object-oriented knowledge representütion 

(Figure 3-16). The knowledge database is orgmized as objects that contain attributes. 

There is one objeci for each process or object in SDP. The attributes c m  contain 

information that relates the object to other objects. as well as information entities that 

describe the object. Information entities c m  be either prefabricated texts in the database, 
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or other text that c m  be dynamically generated from the object information. The user c m  

manipulate the output from systern and can control the ievel of the adaptivity because one 

of the primas, goals of the system was that the users have control over the adaptivity. 

The user model is separated from the information in the database. and the generation of 

the html-code is perfomd by Java applets and displayed through Netscape Navigator. 

Comparative studies were donr with the adaptive systrm and a non-adaptivc variant of 

the system. The users preferred the adaptive system to the non-adaptive system. This 

project resulted in one of the first examples of a real-world adaptivc system thüt was 

rmpincally tested. 

un2 (Kay. 1993, 1994) is an exprrimrntal user modelling toolkit. whiçh uses structured 

text files and a mle intrrpreter to provide user modelling to application prograrns. The 

toolkit is used to retrirve or update information contained in text files. Each entry in the 

text tilr contains a knowlrdge mnporzrnt and two information lists. The first of thesr is a 

list of information that supports the assumption that the cornponent represents (with 

varying degrees of reliability). whilr the second of these lists information that nrgates the 

assumption. The system employs stereotypes, but there is no stereotype hierarchy. 

The um toolkit is designed to keep the user rnodrl ssparütr from the application that is 

using it. To date. the inost extensive project using L ~ Z  has been a system that helps usrrs 

to l e m  how to use the sam" text rditor. Figure 3-17 shows an example of a user model 

(in English text format) that is used in conjunction with a sam coaching program. 

"A powerful rnouse and window-based text editor. Used at the University of Sydney. Austraiia. 
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Detailed knowledge of various aspects of the ditor 
1 . 1  believes that killing the window is a sood way to quit 
1.2 knows how to quit srifeiy and sometimes does 
1.3 hris been told twice about the benefïts of the safe quit method 
1.4 probably does not know how to make multiple windows on a file 
1.5 hris been told once how to rnrike multiple windows on ri file 

Some general attributes of the user 
2.1 writes C prosrarns 
2.2 dislikes using ri mouse 
2.3 seem to only want to know the minimum about sam 
2.4 clriims to be a sophisticrited user of the text editor v i  
2.5 fast typist 
2.6 prefers terse explrinations and descriptions 

User's current goal 
3.1 currentiy typinp a set of additions to a large program 
3.2 currentlyriddin~codetoafunction(exprn)inthet?feparse.c 

Figure 3-17. A portion of a user rnodel in ion (Kay, 1994). 

The implementlition of the user model contains attribute-value pairs that represent items 

that a user may know. believr. or prefrr. Each component has values and explanlitions 

that cire associated with it. The evidencr that supports the value of the component can be 

an observation. stereotype activation. mle invocation. or ri user rntry. One of the biggest 

differences betwern this user rnodelling shell and other user modelling componrnts is the 

user's accrss to the user model: al1 aspects of the user mode1 are visible and müy be 

inspected and changed by a user through a sophisticated graphical interface (Kay. 1994). 

3.3.7 BGP-MS (Belief, Goal, and Plan Maintenance System) 

BGP-LMS is a more traditionai user rnodelling shell system (Kobsa et ul. 1993; Kobsa & 

Pohl, 1995). It acts like a black box for the application that is using the user rnodelling 

facilities, which are provided by the shell. The application may ask questions about a 

user. and the shell rnay provide information about the assumptions that it has about a 

user. In tum, the application must provide BGP-MS with information about the user that 

it is monitoring. 
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Figure 3-18. The partition hierarchy in BGP-MS (Kobsü et ul., 1994). 

Figure 3-18 shows the user model architecture of BGP-MS (Kobsa et cd. .  1994). The SB 

(System Believes) is the domriin knowledge partition. SBUB (Systrm Believes User 

Believes - assumptions about what the user knows) and SB-UB (Systern Believes User 

Doesn't Believe - assumptions about what the user does not know) partitions make up an 

individual user model. The SBUB partition is inherited from one or more stereotypes. 

The sheil supports a sophisticatrd stereotype mechünism, which tillows e user mode1 

developer to specify a strreotype hierarchy with rules that are associated with iictivating 

and retrxting the stereotypes. The stereotypes are constructed using a graphical interface. 

This helps a system builder to see the relationships brtween the various stereotypes. The 

system dso checks the consistrncy of the structures that have been created. Domain- 

specific inference niles may be executed upon the user model update (Carberry & Kobsü, 

1994). The graphical intedace provides a user model developer with partially completed 

rules and applicable options in order to make the creation of the inference rules easier. 

The user models are implemented in a knowledge representation language (SB-ONE) and 

in predicate logic. SB-ONE is a language that is similar to KL-ONE (Brdchrnan & 

Schmolze, 19851, a frarne-based language that uses sernantic networks. The BGP-MS 
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shell supports backward reasoning (first-order resolution) and some limited forward 

reasoning. 

3.3.8 GUMS 

GUMS (General User Modelling System) (Finin & Dnger. 1986: Finin. 1989) is a 

domain independent user modelling shell that is based on Prolog. The system views a 

user mode1 os a deductive database that is acting in conjunction with an application 

systrm (Finin. 1989). The specific application is responsible for the acquisition of the 

initiai stereotypes for users and the information gathered about usrrs. GUMS maintains 

the model by using three types of defàult reasoning: stereot ypical reasoning, explicit 

default rules, and failure as negation. Every application has a separate knowledgr base 

that consists of a collection of the stereotypes that have been oganized in  a tiixonomy 

and a collection of models for the individuds. Each stereotype is composed of definite 

and defriult tacts and rules. If a definite fact is contradicted. then moving up the hirriirchy 

çhooses ri new stereotype. and a default h c t  is simply updatrd. The rules can be used to 

derivr new information, both definite and default. from the currently believed 

information about a user. An initial version of GUMS has been implemented. and several 

limitations including its inefficiency lire being addressed (Finin. 1989). 

3.3.9 Intelligent Tutoring Systems 

User modrlling in generai software systems and student rnodelling in intelligent tutoring 

systems (ITS) rire closely related; approaches to intelligent tutoring systems have 

significant beüring on user modelling in general. The goal in building intelligent tutoring 

systems is that a system will becorne aware of the knowledge it  contains as well as what a 

student knows (Kass, 1989). The main difference brtween an ITS and a user modelling 

system is that a student does not norrndly know what he or she is seeking to achieve in 

an ITS. It is easier to go outside the capabilities of the system by answering a question 

incorrectly. The method that has been adapted by these systems is to use two models: a 

student model and an expert model. The system attempts to get the student model to 

match the system's expert model. 
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WUSOR III (Browne cr ai., 1990b) is an advisor for the game (and toy AI problem) 

"Hunt the Wumpus". WUSOR i l1  uses a simple technique known as the overlay model 

( C m  & Goldstein, 1977;). The student's knowledge is viswed as a subset of the expert's 

know ledge. Overl ay modelling works well in systerns that have relatively simple, surface 

level knowledge (Weber & Specht. 1997). Using the overlay modelling technique in user 

modelling systems results in severai problerns. The system authors must predefine al1 of 

the knowledse, including dl of the possible links within the knowledge. The systern is 

also unable to deal with knowledge outside of the expert rnodel. 

3.4 Conclusion 

ln much the samr way thrit the Artificial Intelligence community has decided that no one 

knowledge representation technique is i-ight for every problem, User Modellinp 

researchers are miving at the sarne conclusion. Every individual technique has certain 

üdvantages and disridvantages; the underlying characteristics of the system thiit is being 

developed will often dictate the form of the user modelling module. The work described 

in the remainder of this thesis focuses on adüpting combinations of the techniques 

described in this chapter. which allow the systrm representüt ions to function 

pragmaticall y. 

Until very recently, the major question that hüs b e n  posed to user modrlling researchers 

has been "Ciin you represent the information that is needcd in order to adapt the system in 

a way that the user would prefer, and would find to be helpful and natural'?" This 

question foms  the basis for the field of user modelling, and will not c a s e  to be any less 

important in the future. However, a second question is only now beginning to be asked: 

'%an you krep the overall costs (development costs, tirne, and mn-tirne performance) low 

enough to rnake the developrnent effort viable?" Answers to this question will allow user 

modelling reseürch to movr out of the lab and into the marketplxe. The adaptive systems 

described here, while al1 attempting to answer the tïrst question, have al1 been almost 

entirely research-oriented, so the second question has been largely ignored. It is only 

recently that actual users have been involved in assessing the usability of systems at all. 

Actual user involvement in the system design has helped to clarify an individual system's 

goals and avoid developing sophisticated solutions to the wrong problems. 
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This chapter has briefly examined a few well-known adaptive systems to determine their 

underlying representations and basic methodologies. They not only demonstrate the range 

of approaches of user modelling but are dso considered to be the "classics" of the field. 

Kobsa (1993) and McTear ( 1993) provide excellent overviews of relütivrly recent work 

in user rnodelling and adaptive systems for readers who wish to examine these issues in 

detail. Some later systems will be presented in the context of supponing design and 

implementation choices for the adaptive systern described in Chapters 5 and 6. The 

following chapter sets the stage for the development of this adaptive system by 

rxamining the domain that has been selected and by describing the underlying 

application. the Tlix and Investment Management Strategizer. 



TAX AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGIZER (TIMS) 

4.0 Financial Planning Software 

Financial Planning software consists of tools that iissist people with creating persond 

financial plans for their future. The products typically focus on either wealth 

accumulation or retirement planning. and they range in levels of sophistication from 

simple illustrators and calculators to cornprehensive computerized plan generators that 

integrate data from other software packages. Object-orientrd. knowledge-büsrd financial 

planning software products are just beginning to enter the marketplace in order to keep 

pace with the growing demand for more comprehensive and powerful analysis tools. 

These products rire becoming much more sophisticated and tlexible. They of~en have 

signi ficant graphics and reporting capabili ties. Dynarnic financini planning software 

products are used as a lifestyle modelling tool to explore various client "what if' 

scenarios in real tirne (Fossay & Sawcbuk, 1994). 

The increase in activity in sophisticated software development for this domain is partly 

explained by the effects of the deregulation of financial institutions. The boundaries of 

the four tiers of the financial services sector are blumng. Commercial banks, insurance 
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cornpanies, tnist cornpanies, and brokerage firms now find themselves offering very 

similar products and services. These institutions are facing several of the same issues: 

u Intense cornpetition from both dornestic and forei, an sources. 
3 An overload of dynamic data. 
o A shortage of experirnced staff. 
LI A cornplex regulatory environment. 

These issues are driving a need for financial planning software that addresses a11 of the 

major areas of financial planning such as: retirement planning, insurice needs ÿndysis. 

estate planning. and cash flow analysis. Consumers are increüsingly demanding more 

comprehensive financial planning services as the affluent "baby boomers" reach their 

peak eaming years and contemplate retirement. Software providrrs have recognized this 

need for solutions. Corporations that are seeking a competi tive edge are ex pressing t heir 

need for simulation and modelling systems that mode1 incornes. assets. loans, savings, 

redemptions, goals. and insurance. More sophisticatrd software products dso incorporate 

heurisiics that are gathered from financial planning experts. Software products thüt 

provide expert lrvel iuiülysis of thrse heuristics require the use of knowledge-base 

technology. 

Financial institutions view financial knowledgr-blised systems as a way to manage the 

marketplace's issues and challenges by documenting valuable knowlrdge in an easy-to- 

use tool. indeed. the documentation of an expert's knowledge and the distribution of this 

valuable and scarce knowlrdge to less experienced users are two of the largest benefits of 

knowledge-based systems. 

This distribution of knowledge is an important consideration in the financial services 

industry. As forces in the financiai marketplace move with increasing speed. corporations 

need to train people to meet new challenges. The shonagr of highly trained people has 

become severe. Less experienced staff are required to take on more responsibilities. Once 

they are trained, junior staffs are also subject to high turnover. It is important for 

organizations to invest in systems that will help them to retain their investments in 

know ledge and training. 
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4.1 The Tax and Investment Management Strategizer (TIMS) 

The Tax and Investment Management Striategizer (TIMS) system is a sophisticated 

commercial knowledgr-based software system for financial planning that wüs developed 

by Ernerging Information Systems. Inc. (EISI) of Winnipeg. Canada. The current version 

of this software is usrd in the Canadian and US marketplace by banks. insurance 

companies. trust companies and brokerage îïms. TMS allows a financial planner to 

malyze the financial statiis of a client and to demonstrate and evaluate various financial 

planning strategies in order to improve the client's finmcial situation. The planning 

procrss includrs the use of information such as ( 1 )  assets. liabilitirs, incornes, and 

rxpenses; ( 2 )  a number of applicable planning strategies: (3) possible intcr~ctions among 

planning strategies: and (4) objectives set by the c!ient. The system's objectives are to 

maximize the cffectiveness of expert planners and to increase the rffectiveness of non- 

experts in the application of financial planning strategies. The latter enables individuals 

who have limited training in financial planning to rmploy both simple and more complex 

financial planning strategies. 

TIMS uses a desktop metaphor and operates with datasets known as plu~w. which 

represent the financial situation of a client at a piuticuliir time. A TIMS user creates a 

plan through a series of data entry dialogs. and the system creates a graphical display of 

the client's financial plan in a dialog window thiit is known as the P l m  Windoic*. A 

financial planner can thrn evaluate and implement nurnrrous tinancial planning strategirs 

to produce alternative plans. 

Much of the user's interaction with TIMS is performed through system components 

known as stmtrgirs. Strategies irnplement the financial planning techniques that human 

plannen suggest to their clients or those that clients already have in place that properly 

reflect their overall financial pictures. A simple example of a strategy is the Regular 

Savings strategy. Implementing this strategy allows the user to select the asset that the 

savings are made to, to determine whrn the saving occurs, and to enter the arnount of the 

swings. For exarnple, a client might Save f 100.00 per month to their stock portfolio From 

the present time until retirement. 
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mentioned earlier, one of the basic TIMS strategies is the Regular Savings strategy. At 

the Detailed Assets level, the user will enter a Buy record for the appropriate asset and 

define the interval and amount of the purchase through a series of dialogs. To perform the 

same task using a strategy. the Regular Savings strategy is selected and the appropriate 

asset is selccted from a pull-down menu. The focus is on the rrs~tlt - the implementation 

of a savings program and not on the process - the insertion of a Buy record. The system 

insens the Buy record automatically, so the actuai processing that is done by the system 

is identical to perfoming the individual tasks at the Detailed Assets level. The Rrgulu 

Savings strategy sirnply provides a differcnt virw of the data at a higher conceptuai levrl. 

Strategy dialogs a!so provide the user with a better overvirw O S  the total number of assets 

that are involved in the various strategies. In the Detailed Assets dialog (sre Figure 4-1) 

there is an oved l  view of d l  of the assets and the appropriate Future Returns (R). Buys 

(B). Sells (S) and Transfers (T) for each asset. Howevrr. it is not possible to determine at 

a glance whether a Buy record is put of n Regular Savings program in  which the client 

puts $150.00 into a Stock Portfolio rvery month or a Buy record that requires the client to 

use an inheritance For a lump surn purchase of that same asset. Through the use of 

stmtr_girs, al1 of the Regular Savings prosrarns in effcct would be displayed in the same 

dialog, dong with the amounts and [requencies of each savings progrml (sre Figure 4-2). 

The dialog displays two savings programs thüt will occur until the clients retire; Marion 

purchases $150/month of her Bond Portfolio and Bob purchases 9 1100/yeÿr of his 

Mutuai Funds. 

Figure 4-2. The Regular Savings stntegy. 

- 57 - 
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TIMS aiso provides three unique Assistunts, which are knowledge-based components that 

provide intelligent support for system interaction. Assistants provide an even higher level 

of interaction by allowing the automatic andysis of plans and the generation of 

recommendations for system tasks. These assistants are the Planrzing Assistunt, the Cash 

Flow Assistant. and the Strategy Assistant. Each assistant performs a unique supponing 

role. For example. users may analyze and implement financial planning strategies in a 

variety of ways. As described above, expert users müy either invoke built-in strategies. or 

they may actually perform the deiailed purchases and redemptions directly in the system. 

Novice TIMS users are encouraged to use the Plunnirig Assistcznt (drscribed in detail 

below) for the analysis of tentative strategies and for final plan creation. The Assistant 

components of the system require direction from users in order to irnplrment strategies 

because the final decision rcsts with the planners. Plannrrs would not accept a system 

that dictated generic solutions. Financial planning is very subjective and the system 

would be rejected if it were too intrusive or rigid. 

Figure 4-3. The Planning Assistant showing the overall anaiysis of a plan. 

The Planning Assistant (Figure 4-3) provides a type of functionality that is unique to the 

financial planning software industry. It is designed to help automate cornmon financiai 

planning tasks, and it offers practical planning advice that is calculated to help a user 
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rnaximize a client's overall financial situation. Each plan undergoes an anülysis of its 

incornes, expenses. assets, liabilities, savings propms. and taxes. The andysis of any 

individual category is displayed in the top portion of the window while the customized 

recommendations are displayed in the bottom portion. If appropriate, strategies 

recommended by the Planning Assistant are displityed in quick access buttons in the 

panel below the recommendations. The user has iiccess to a menu of data entry dialogs 

from within the Planning Assistant that allow him or her to modify either the client's data 

or the strategirs that were used and to invoke the other Assistants that TIMS provides. 

1. r a d  rat PayiY, I 
-LICQIIL! ;zBol4 1 25.681 

Figure 4-4. The Cash Flow Assistant is showing the drtailrd cashflow for a specific year. 

TIMS also provides intelligent Cush Flow and Strcltegy Assistunts that perform analogous 

functions for their particular aspects of the system. The Cash Flow Assistant (Figure 4 4 )  

provides a complrte analysis of a client's cash tlow for any given year. This anaiysis c m  

be based on the current plan yeu or it can be projectrd into the future. The Cash Flow 

Assistant allows a financial planner to make changes to the client's current plan (by 

entering data directly or through the use of strategies) and then view the results. Each ce11 

represents the total vdue for a category, which c m  be selected to display the intermediate 

values that contribute to the total. It is also possible to display (through access to the 

action pian, descrîbed below) the ongoing transactions that are necessary to meet a user's 

investment objectives. These rnight be transactions that a user has entered into the system 
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or transactions that have been inserted automatically as a result of implemrnting the 

TIMS financial planning strategies. 

For example. a planner might implement a Registered Retirernent Savings Plan (RRSP) 

Maxirnizer strategy for a client. In the Canadian tax system. money placed into 

Registered Retirement Savings Plans generates an immediatr tax deduction and 

accumulates retirement savings tax-free until the savings are withdrawn at retirement. 

The Canadian government places strict guidelines on the annual contributions that 

individuais may make to RRSPs. Thrse iunounts are based on their incomes and othrr 

concurrent retirement savings. The RRSP Maxirnizer strategy determines the maximum 

contribution to an RRSP asxt. providlng the clients have some surplus cash. It tracks the 

RRSP drduction room. any RRSP overcontributions. and the ümount of surplus cash that 

the client family has in each year. The user insens the stratepy iind directs any surplus 

funds to one or more of the client's registered assets. Because rhe user does not speçify 

the amount of these purchases. the system-calculated arnounts are provided to the user in 

a report callrd the Action Piun. 

The Action Plan provides a user with the savings programs, transfers, and rcdemptions 

that the clients must carry out in order to accomplish their overdl financial goals. In 

Figure 4-5. an Action Plan for ii particular year (1998) is shown. In order for this farnily 

to achieve the system-created financial plan. they would have to continue the Regular 

Savings that they currently have in place (S 1 SO/month), and Follow the savings and RRSP 

contributions recommended by system ($167/month and S397/month, respectively). 
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srrnms: 
hua ç o m m a t  
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Figure 4-5. The Action Plan detailing the savings programs necessary for 1998. 

The Striitegy Assistant (Figure 4-6) is designed to help a user select and apply multiple 

financial planning stntegies. Applying multiple str~tegirs in a single dialog saves timr by 

limiting the number of necessary recalculaiions. and i t  is also useful when a finrincid 

pianner requires a quick overview of the number of stratesies that are currently k i n g  

. -- 

Figure 4-6. The Strategy Assistant. 

In the example aven in Figure 4-6, five strategies are in place for the Current PFR (1998) 

plan. Current Personal Finiincial Review (PFR) is often the first plan that is created in the 

system and it represents the client's current financial situation before any improvements 
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are made. Threc different swings programs are implemented: Surplus Savings, Reguliir 

Savings, and Lump Sum Savings. A Lump Sum Asset Redemption strategy and a Detïcit 

Coverage strategy are also implemented in this plan. The column on the rîght sidr of the 

window lists the number of records in each strategy. For rxample. the Surplus Savings 

strategy contains two records. This means that two assets will be purchased with any 

surplus monies that the hmily has. The entry can be editsd to detemine the details of 

these transactions. The Surplus Savings strategy cm also be entered through the Save to 

Investrnents button. Both methods open the Surplus Savings stratrpy dialog. Strategies 

can be added. deleted. or rnodified at m y  time. 

Once the desired result has been achirved by implementing strütrgies and modifying the 

initial client data, a completed financial plan cün be çreated by using built-in Document 

Packages. Tliesr Document Packages crin be usrd to rxport one or more reports or 

graphs. which have been produced by the systrm. into a template to create a Rich Text 

Format (RTF) file. This type of file can be read by most current word processors. This 

complex process is made casier by allowing users to sirnply drag-and-drop icons that 

represent client plans ont0 icons that represent currently availablr Document Packages. 

The basic construction of the TIMS program providrs a sophisticated tool that cm 

provide complete support to a computer literate, experienced financial advisor. However. 

one of the major difficulties with the system is that many TMS users are not mrmbers of 

this group - and in hct, the group itself is a very select one. Like other commercial 

systems that are functioning in cornplex domains, TiMS must support ii diverse range of 

users dong two major dimensions. While many financial planners still have littlr 

computer expertise. some are sophisticated computer users who do not need lengthy 

demonsirations or extensive explmation facilities. Iust as importantly, mmy TIMS users 

are expert financiai planners with extensive knowledge of the dornain, and they use TIMS 

mainly for convenience. Others will have only limited financial planning skills and will 

rely on TIMS to fil1 gaps in their own knowledge. Even among expert financial planners. 

the extent of their knowledge of the dornain will Vary from area to area. For example, a 
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planner who is an expert in aset  allocation may have less knowledge about life insurance 

and estate planning issues. 

A study (Fossay & Sawchuk, 1994) that was conducted on the fint commercial version 

of TIMS (released in 1995) confirmed the power and sophistication of the systern but 

identified concerns with the complexity of the system and the impact of the cornplexity 

on novice users. Focus groups were formed from various representatives of the banking 

industry in order ro confirm rhat the functionality of the prograrn was comprehensive and 

that it fulfilled a need for financial planning software in the banking industry. Focus 

group participants generally felt that the level of planning offered by the program was 

bcyond the expertise of their staff. One recommrndation outlinrd in the report was that, 

"The product needs to be tailored to mid-tier and lower-tirr needs in the minds of the 

bankers in Our focus groups" (p. 30). While the functionality of the system received high 

praise, the participants in the study wzre concemed that potcntial users would be 

overwhclmed by the current scope ofcapabilities offered by TLMS. 

This concrm. along with the breiidth of user experiencr that must be supported and the 

goals of T M S  itself. Ird the software drvelopers to decide to drvelop an adaptive user 

intedace for TMS. Formative evaluütions, which were possible as the result of a large 

number of t h - t h e  users going through an introductory TIMS training course. lent 

additional support to this decision. Selected users were observrd and interviewed. and the 

difficulties that were experienced by the users were examined. There was a verified need 

for a user interface that would adapt to a user's level of sophistication and the complexity 

of the problems that were being addressed. 

The use of a minimdist user modelling component to impiement this adaptive user 

interface arose from commercial concems and frorn the issues described in Chapters 1 

and 7. These issues were essentidly a desire to bring the benefits of user-adiipted 

interaction to the system at minimal cost and with a minimum of commercial disruption. 

The design and implementation of this user modelling component. and the nature of its 

adaptations, are described in the following chapter. 



5.0 Supporting User-Adapted Interaction in TIMS 

The initial stages of drveloping a user rnodrlling component for TIMS focused on the 

adaptations for novice users that would help them to navigate through the system and 

perforrn the required tasks. This was because TIMS was developcd in collaboration with 

hi@-end expert financial plannea and had already been suuctured to reflect the 

organization of rnatrrial that was rnost helpful to thrrn. This type of user recognizes that 

the system's power is essential and feels that it is wonhwhile to spend time leming to 

use it. The researchers' focus on novices does not rlirniniite thrse expert users from 

consideration. The usability of the software by more rxptxienced users must not be 

lirnited by the adaptations that are necessary for the support of novice users. 

A number of areas where novice support could be increased in TiMS via a minimaiist 

user modelling component were identified through interactions with users dunng the 

testing of the initial release of the system. Input was gathered through informal user 

' 3  P-TIMs was implemented by Murray Sneesby as part of  his research program at the University of 
Manitoba, Canada. 
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interviews. training sessions with novice users. and telephone suppon calls. Two 

guidelines were used for the selrction of adaptations for the TIMS user interface. The 

first was that the selected adaptations had to be intended to assist the novice user. The 

second guideline was that these adaptations were possible with only a minimal user 

modelling component to support them. The use of this selection process created four 

major categories of user adaptations: 

The addition of animated demonstrations of taks  considered tu be more diftïcult for 

new users. 

o A S tr~tegy Interaction Detector. 

o A Strategy Recommendation component. 

o Assistance with the data entry process. 

These adaptations were implemented in several stages and resultrd in the development of 

Persondized-TIMS (P-TIMS). an adaptivr version of the TIMS iystem. 

5.1 A Minimalist User Modelling Component for TIMS 

The basic architecture of the TIMS user rnodelling cornponent (UMC) is drpicted in 

Figure 5-1. It consists of a long-term user mode1 (storeci in a user model database): a task 

mode1 containing descriptions of a subset of tasks in the systern (such as rünkings of the 

complexity of strategies and Assistants); and an application mode1 containinp information 

about the relationships between a subset of the tasks in  the system (such ris information 

about the strategies or combinations of strategies that are equivalent to each other). The 

inference engine contains simple rules about the relationships between these three rnodels 

and the possible adaptations that can be peiiomed on the application and the interface. 

As Figure 5- 1 illustraies, the P-TIMS user modelling component has a two-way exchange 

of information with both the user interface and the application. The UMC receives an 

ongoing description of the user's interaction with the system. From the interface, the 

UMC receives the user's interaction history, as well as explicit changes that have been 

made to the user model via the systemos Preferences dialog, while the application's 
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current status is received from the application itself. Information that is sent from the 

UMC to the other components causes the particular adaptations to be realized. Thrse 

adaptations resulted in additional or modified diaiogs, animated demonstrations to the 

interface. and moditïcations or limits to the functiondity of the system. 

&{=k7-f!=J Application 

User Model 1 

1 Inferencc Engine I 

[ Model 1 1 Model 1 [ 'Mode1 1 

Figure 5-1. The user modelling component architecture of Rrsonülized-TIMS. 

Each P-TIMS usrr has a unique individual usrr model chat is genrratcd the first tirne the 

user logs into the TIMS program and is reused for subsequent entries into the systrm 

(Figure 5-2). 

Figure 5-2. The initial entry to the P-TIMS system dialog. 

The term itser mode/ is not used directly in the system because many users are already 

farniliar with the concepts of a User ID and a User Preferences option through exposure 

to other software packages. This was done prirnarily to avoid introducing nerdless 

additional concepts to the user, but it also keeps any potential differences between the 

adaptive and static systems as srna11 as possible. If the system does not have an entry for 

this particular user in the user model database, the system prompts the user to create one 

(Figure 5-3). 
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Rclerenu seiîings do noi exist for 'Pettr Plannet'. Do p u  
wish to crcatc n w  Preferena seiîings? I 

Figure 5-3. The prompt for the creation of a new user model. 

The user model is initidly based upon a set of stereotypes that are triggered upon a new 

user's first registration and login to the system. A simple novice or expert designütion for 

a user was not adequiite for the TiMS prograrn. This was dur to the nature of the domain: 

in the domain of financial planning. it is not uncornmon to have usrn with widely 

dispwate characteristics. Mmy very experienced planners are not computer literate. but 

this is changing rapidly due to increased consumer demand for more sophistiçated 

planning and to changes in the corporüte administrative infrastructures. At the samr time, 

newer financial planners may have a lot of experience with other software packages and 

will be able to l e m  the mechanics of TlMS quickly, but they may not fully understand 

the underlying pnnciples of financial planning. 

The set of initial available stereotypes is based on the two-dimensional diversity of TIMS 

users. Users are classiiied as novice or experienced TIMS users (NTiMS. ETIMS) and as 

either novice or experienced financial planners (NFP. EFP). These four categories were 

chosen as a reasonable representütion of the TIMS user population in  order to kerp the 

nurnber of stereotypes to a minimum. Four possible generic user modrls c m  be created 

from these stereotypes. as illustrated in Figure 5-4. 

Figure 5-4. User model created as a result of the initial user questionnaire. 

Finüncinl Planning Expertise 

One of the two stereotypes in each category is viggered during the registration process 

(Figure 5 - 3 ,  and the two stereotypes are appended to form an initiai working user model. 

During registration, new users identify themselves as Novice, intemediate, or 

TIMS Expertise 

No vice 

Erpcrienc*rd 

No vice Erperienc-ed 

NTlMS + NFP NTlMS + EFP 

E-TIM S + NFP LTIMS + EFP 
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Experienced Windows and TIMS users. Novice and intermediate users are mapped to the 

NTIMS stereotype, while experienced users are mapped to the ETLMS stereotype. 

-- - - - -. - - -. - - . . - - - - - - - -au - A . 
Please enter your name This wtl become your TlMS user 
ID When you start up TIMS again w u  ml1 tie prompted far 
Ihis ID Please indicate whicn amibute in each of ltie thtee 

- g o u p s - m o s ~ ~ u m J e I y  dgx~b_esfJursrtu~ao~---  

Job rit& [~egislered Financial Planner Id 

Figure 5-5. Questionnaire presented to a new user in the registration procrss. 

Job Title 
Certifieci Financial Planner 

Registcred Financial Plrinnsr 
Chanered Acçriuntmt 

Accountrint 
Investrnent Counselor 
Marketing Assistants 
Life Insurrince Agent 

Financial Services Representative 
Tax Advisor 
Help Desk 

Other 
TIMS Developer 

Stereotype 
EFP 
EFP 
EFP 
NFP 
NFP 
NFP 
NFP 
NFP 
EFP 
NFP 
NFP 
EFP 

Figure 5.6. List of job titles and the mapping to the stereotypes. 

The assessrnent of financial planning rxpenence and trigering of the EFP or NFP 

stereotype is done through the user's job title. which is selected during the registration 

process frorn a menu of generic job titles. Initially, the two attributes that Vary between 

the two financial planning stereotypes are the User Complexity Rating and the Financiai 

Planning Expertise. Figure 5-6 contains the current list of supponed job titles for the P- 

TiMS system. The advantage of using a job title as an indicator is that it is a very simple 

parameter that is easily incorporated into a registration procedure. A generic job title that 

has k e n  selected frorn a menu allows the system to make reasonable predictions about 
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the financial planning expertise of the user. but it requires little additional effort from the 

user. Although job title was an appropriate trigger for P-TIMS, other simple variables. 

such as professional designation. location, or rank, might be appropriate in other systems. 

One disadvantage of this scheme is that a job title may not br very specific. It is 

important to consider the implications of this: are users with the smr job title a 

homogeneous group4? This is clearly not the case. Limiting the number of stereotypes 

lessens this soncem because a sniailctr nurnbzr of stereotypes are. by their design. more 

general or coarse-grained. More elaborate user modelling systems with a largsr number 

of stereotypes might have difficulty mapping the job title to one specific stereotypr. The 

possible set of job titles could be extsnded. but this introduces another potential problrm: 

different corporations have their own conventions for naming the rmployee's positions. 

A similar job title in two separate companies could eüsily have very different job 

requirements. A decision hüs been made to make the job titles relütively generic and to 

keep the numbcr of stereotypes smüll. while understanding thüt misjudgmrnts will occur. 

This disadvantage can be lessened by müking adjustments to the user mode1 basrd on 

user transactions and by allowing the user to rxercise control over his or her user model. 

The individual components of the Financiül Planning and TiMS experience stereotypes 

are displayed in Figure 5-7. while Figure 5-8 illustrates an exampie of a complete initial 

user model. The user model contains informarion about the user's interaction with each of 

the TMS strategies and Assistants. This allows a simple interaction history to br 

available to the user and to indicate the striitegy and Assistant demonstrütions that have 

been previously viewed. The user can dso view specific settings for the various 

adaptations that the user modelling component supports. 
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Experienced Financial Planner Novice Financid Planner 

User Name: 
Job Title: 
Frequency of Use: 
Date of L u t  Access: 
L a t  Update 
User Type: 
Financial Planning Expertise: 
TIMS Experience: 
Windows Experience: 
User Cornplexity Rating: 
TIMS Strategies: 

strategy name: * 
counter: 
dace of Iast use: 
drrno cuuntcr: 
date of iast demo: 
demo refusals: 

Assistant Modules: 
narne: ** 
counter: 
date of Iast use: 
dsmo counter: 
date of Iast demo: 
demo refusals: 

User supplied 
User supplied 
O 
Todriy's d m  
Tday ' s date 
EFP 
High 
User supplied 
User supplied 
3 

O 
Date 
O 
Date 
O 

O 
Date 
O 
Date 
O 

User supplied 
User supplied 
O 
Tociriy's date 
Tcxlüy's date 
NFP 
Low 
User supplied 
User supplied 
1 

O 
Date 
O 
Date 
O 

O 
Date 
O 
Date 
U 

*For e x h  individual strcitegy ( 19) 
**For the Planning Assistant. Strategy Assistant and Cash Flow Assistant 

Experienced TiMS Novice TIMS 

User Settings: 
Show Trisk Demonstrritions Fdse 
Show Strritegy Interactions Tnie 
Suggest Strategies True 
Data Enuy Assistance False 

True 
Truc 
Truc 
Truc 

Figure 5-7. The attributes of the four P-TIMS stereotypes. 

The hypotheticd user. Peter Planner, whose user model is depicted in Figure 5-8, was 

origindly a novice TlMS user (user self-assessment) and a novice financial planner 

(triggered by the selection of the Company Representative job title). He has used the 

system for I I  days and has been upgraded by the system to an intermediate complexity 

rating. The UMC added information to the user model history when the user selected 

each of the TIMS strategies and Assistants. The user adaptations are still in place, with 
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the exception of the task demonstrations. Notice that this user has viewed at least three 

demonstntions: two demonstntions for the RRSP Maximizer strategy and one for the 

Planning Assistant (the only two items visible in  this figure) before terminating this 

option. The mechanisms providing user model maintenance and the various adaptations 

themselves will be described shortly. 

User Mode1 

User Name: 
Job Title: 
Frequency of Use: 
Date of Lrist Access: 
Last Update: 
User Type: 
Financial Planning Expertise: 
TIMS Experience: 
Windows Experience: 
User Complexity Rating: 
TIMS S trategies: 

:;tratqy name: * 
counter: 
date of Iast use: 
demo counter: 
date of lrtst demo: 
demo retiisals: 

Assistant Modules: 
nanie: ** 
counter: 
date of Iast use: 
demo counter: 
date of Iast demo: 
dcmo refusais: 

3ser Settings: 
Show Trisk Demonstrations 
Show Strritegy Interactions 
Suggest Strategies 
Data Entry Assistance 

Prter Plrinner 
Financial Services Rr~resentritivr 
I I Days 
Am 12. 1998 
kim 30. I 998 
NFP 
Low 
2 
t 
2 

RRSP Maximizrr 
X 
Apr 1 .  19% 
I 
M x  I O .  1998 
O 

Planning .4ssistant 
X 
Apr 12. 1998 
I 
Mar I O .  1998 
O 

Fdse 
True 
True 
Truc 

*For each individual strategy ( 19) 
**For the Planning Assistant. Strategy Assistant and Cash Flow Assistant 

Figure 5-8. User model of a novice financial plumer. 

In addition to the individual user models, the UMC also incorporates tas& and application 

models. The task model (Figure 5-9) contains simple information about strategies and the 

more complex functions in the system. Although the prirnary focus is on the modelling of 

strategies and Assistants, other cornplex functions such as client report creation are also 
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represented. The information that is recorded for each task in the mode1 includes the 

following: an inteser complexity rating, a Lotus ~c reen~a rn ' "  demonstration filename, 

two levels of explanation, and an appropriate index to the hypertext help system. Any 

function that is not represented in the task model is assumed to be at the base level of 

çomplexity (represented by the numeric value 1). Most novice users are expected to find 

these cornponents to be reasonably straightfotward once they have received a minimal 

mount of training and support. Complexity ratings were chosen as a simple tool to 

determine if a task was appropriate for the user's level of expenence. In a more complex 

system, a task hierarchy, where oniy the expert usrrs would have access to the rntirr 

hierarchy, rnight be more appropnatr (Vassileva. 1994). 

In the current implementation. d l  user levels are able to access d l  systrm functions. but 

the UMC has the ability to disable tasks based on the iask model. This is useful for 

supporting task limitations that are based on user category in  situations where it  might bi: 

useful to disallow certain kinds of tinanciril ünalysis. For example. a front-line bank 

employee might be permitted to perform simple analysis tasks for a client. but would be 

required to refer a more complex ünalysis to another mploycr  with the appropriate 

expertise and authonty. 

Task Model* 

Name: 
Complexity Rating: 
Demo Avriilable: 

! Explrrnations: 
Low-level 
High-lzvel 

Availability to user type: 
Help Screen: 

RRSP M u i m i z e r  
I 
"RRSPMAX.SCM /SCH" 

1 * One rntry for snch stntegy and Assistant 

Figure 5-9. RRSP Mavimizer strategy reprexntation in the task rnodel. 

The user modelling cornponent's application model contains specific information that 

provides support for the financial planning strategy recornmendations and the analysis of 

IJ  Lotus ScreenCam is a trademark of Lotus Corporation. 
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interactions between financial planning strategies. Figure 5-10 illustrates a portion of its 

contents (see Appendices A and B for romplete listings). in the current version of the 

system, sixteen situations of equivalent strategies are represented. and seventeen possible 

combinations of stratrgy interactions c m  be detrcted. The detection of interactions is an 

important task because certain combinations of strategies are not a potential problem 

unless they are active for the samr  asset or assets and are applicable during an 

overlapping penod of time. 

Application Mode1 (a portion) 
Equivalent Strategis: 

Location: Detailcd -4ssets 
Trtinsaction: Future Rsturns 
Selection: N/A 
Asset Type: A11 
Recomrnrndation: Investment Returns Stratqy 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
.4sse t Type: 
Recommendrition: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Detaifttd Assets 
Buys 
Surplus 
RRSP 
Surplus RRSP Cash Stratqy 

Detailed Liabilitiris 
Principal Modi tier 
Periodic 
.Al1 
Re~ular Debt Reduction Strategy 

itrategy Interactions: 
S trritegy-combo: Surplus Cash Savings &k RRSP Mrixiniizer & Surplus 

Debt Reduction 
Asset Appliç;ible Period Overliip: No 
Explanrition: 

''This combination of strategies will be performed in the following order: 1 ) RRSP 
Mrusirnizer. 2 )  Surplus Debt Reduction and. 3) Surplus Cash Savings. There rnriy be Iess 
surplus cash for Jebt reduction because of the RRSP Maximizer Strategy. Swings will cake 
place only if there is a remaining surplus t'ollowing Jebt reduction." 

Strategy-cornbo: (Surplus Cash Swings or Reguhr Swings or Lump 
Sum Swings) & Cornplete Regulrir Redemption 

Asset Applicabie Period Overlap: Yes 
Ex planation: 

'The asset(s), asset-names ..... have both a savinss strategy and the Complete Reguiar 
Redemption strategy rissociated with them. This may prevent these rissets from being fuIly 
redremed by the end of the period." 

Figure 5-10. Representative entries in the application rnodel. 
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The inference engine sub-component of the UMC contains the processing cornponrnts 

that support the events that occur during system interaction with the user model. These 

include: user mode1 creation; user model retrieval from. and stonge to. the database: 

initialization and re-classification of the user; updates and modifications to the user 

model made during system usage; triggering of appropriate dernonstrations and dialogs; 

and the interaction of the users with these dialogs. In order to simplify the processing as 

much as possible. both the task and application models are static and. they üre not 

modifird by the UMC. They are intended to provide information about a specific 

application's structure and functionality. 

This simple architecture contains an important underlying assumption: rlrr user »zo<lri is 

the propcrty oj'flre mer. no& flic itser modrlling conlponrnt. One design objective of the 

adaptive system was to make the user model visible and rnoditiablr by the user. This was 

done in order to take advantage of the benefits outlined by othrrs (Cook & Kay, 1994) 

which include: the user's right to gain ticcrss to information about him or herself: the 

programmer's accountability: the user's ability to correct and verify information: and the 

importance of making complex systems more comprehensible. Ln P-TIMS. the user 

rnodrl attributes have bern made accessible to the user through a Prekrencrs diülog 

(Figure 5- 1 1). 

Figure 5-11. Preferences didog showing ail adaptations activated. 
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The Preferences didog consists of: general user information. user levels for TLMS. 

Windows and Financiai Planning experience; the Histop button containing the task 

interaction history, luid the user settings that control the adaptations. The History dialog 

cannot be modified and is provided for informationai use only (Figure 5-12). Each entry 

lists: tasks that were monitored by the UMC, the demonstrations that have been observed. 

the nurnber of times that they have been observrd, and the Iüst date that they were 

triggered. The user settings can be individually activated or deactivated. Although the 

most significant updating of the user mode1 occurs during the initialization phlise of the 

systrrn. the user c m  update his or her user model at any tirne. 

I WMie: Planning Assistant 
1 

Figure 5-12. The user interaction history of the user modrl. 

Other modifications occur when the user performs tasks that are represented in the task 

model. Reclassi!ication of a user in the initialization phase is done only once per day in 

order to minimize potential problems with usen repeütedly entering and exiting the 

program during initial experimentütion. This design decision also incorporates an riement 

of comrnon sense, in that registering ten system uses over a period of ten days implies a 

different degree of system farniliarity than the same number of uses in one day. 

The user modelling component activates the user rnodel maintenance procedures during 

the initialization of the system at the first session of each day (Figure 5-13). The user 

rnodel is updated with a new access date, and the frequency of access attribute in the user 

model is incremented. The TIMS experience attribute is upgraded if the system has been 

used more than a threshold frequency and, it is downgraded if the system has not been 
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used for a lengthy penod of time. Other resexchers have previously established that 

frequency of use was a major determinant of a subjrct's capability and that a significant 

decrease in user capability occurred after a break of some weeks (Maskery. 1984). The 

UMC then checks the history of the user's interacrion with the system and updates the 

user model. For example, the user complexity rating for the user model will be increased 

if the user has implernented more than two strategies that were more cornplex than the 

last updated user complexity rating. The evolution of user models in this schrme will be 

described in funher sections. within the contcxt of the specific adaptations available in P- 

I f  the date hris chringed do the fdlowing: 

If the user has been away too long (currently 30 days) 
Downgrride TIMS experience Ievel by 1 category 

If the user hris the used the system long enough since the Irist upciritt: (currently every IO sessions) 
Upgrade TIMS experience Irvd by I category 

Examine d l  strategirs/functions used recently i within the last 5 sessicm) by the user 
If more thrin 2 rire more çomplex than the user cornplexity level then 

Increase user complexity level by 1 
If 311 are less cornplex thcn 

Decrerist. user cornplrxity level by 1 
Updatt: tintincial planning expertise 

Updrite cwnter fields 

Figure 5-13. The basic aigorithm for update of the user mode1 in the initidization phase. 

Over time, the adüptive system diminishes into the original, non-adaptive system. That is. 

the adüptive system has a planned obsolescçncc. Brçause the user modelling component 

is focusing on the suppon of novice usrrs through the system, the suppon is terminated 

with the user's permission once a user achieves a certain levrl of proticiency and has 

used the systern for a predeterrnined period of tirne. The literature also supports this type 

of approach. Other researchen have suggested that "individualized systems are of the 

biggest importance for supporthg a beginner in the leaming phase and their importance 

fades when the user is able to apply the full range of options provided by the system" 

(Vassileva. 1996). This approach is also taken in the Microsoft Office '97 adaptive Ofzce 

Assistant, which stops giving advice when the user has mastered the task at hand 

(Microsoft, 1998). 
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When the P-TiMS systern determines that the user should be re-classified. a proposa1 is 

presented to the user that explains the implications of a reclassification and asks the user 

to confirm or reject the proposai. A comparable technique was usrd in an iidaptive 

hypermedia system, HYNECOS; the system would only adapt at discrete points in time 

after the user had been informed (Vassileva. 1994). Because HYNECOS is a system in 

the medical domain it  was felt that the user's acceptance of the system would be much 

better if the users had absolute confidence in the system - they knew what had changed in 

the system and why. This belief was reinforced through interaction with actual users in 

the domain, and the resexch team's prelirninary rxperiences s e m  to strengthen this 

conclusion as well. In P-TiMS. different types of adaptations in the system have different 

termination points. Thc intermediate or cxpert user starts with only a kw supports. which 

gradually erode once the system has been used for a period of tirne or once the user has 

decided to cancel the adaptations. In d l  cases. the user has ultimate control over the 

terminaiion of supports. 

The benefit of planned obsolescence of the adaptations in the P-TLMS systern lies in its 

ability to minirnizc the problems that users have with systems that are inconsistent 

betwern users and over penods of tirne. These problems are rninimizrd due to the fact 

that experirnced users will tend to have what is essrntially a non-adaptive system. These 

problems are significant and under-rmphasized. They includç the loss of shüred 

experiences with other users when their systern has persondized information other users 

may lack. For example, a common kame of reference would not exist with pttrsonalized 

nrwspapers that are filtered by an intelligent agent. One could not simply ask: "Did you 

see the article in the paper today'?" Over time, readers would tend to becomr more and 

more knowledgeable about the topics that interest them and may not be as aware of the 

issues and topics that appear only on the periphery of their focus. A greater problem frorn 

a cornmerciai prospective is that the user-specific adaptations could add a level of 

complexity to product support or help desk support of individualized systems. Even the 

informal networks of peer support, user comrnunities. or "power users" that lend support 

to others may be jeopardized. If an adaptive system is designed to support collaborative 

work, the personalized views can't be too different or else they will effectively tenninate 

the colIaboration (Vassileva, 1994). 
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The architecture and basic functionality of the user modelling component have been 

described in general terms. A greater understanding is providrd by cxamining the user 

modelling component within the context of the cunently supponed adaptations in P- 

TIMS. The adaptations were implemented in three major phases and are drscribed in the 

foilowing sections. 

5.2 Phase 1: Animated Demonstrations 

During training sessions and marketing presentations, i t  was noted that novice users. and 

piuricululy th - t ime users of TIMS, exprrienced a pxticularly high level of uncrrtainty 

while trying to perform new tasks. This uncrrtainty led to mors and wasird time and 

energy. Novice TIMS usrrs and novice financial planners shared some charactrristics. 

but they differed in the type of assistance that they needed in a systrm. Expert financial 

planners reqiiired assistance with müpping their domain knowledge into the system. 

understanding the types of functionality provided by the system. and leiiming how to 

perforrn specific tasks with it. Less experienced planners dso nerded somr assistance in 

the fom of suggestions on tasks to perform and extra confirmation on the successful 

completion of these tasks. These TLMS novices are bcst supportrd by demonsrriliions of 

tasks before thry attempt thrm for the first time. For this reaïon, the first major phase of 

adaptations involved adding suppon for animated Lotus ScreenCüm demonstrations. 

This type of suppon is hmiliar to Microsoft Office users who have experienced the 

"Wizards" and animüted Demos that are available in the help subsystems of software 

such as Microsoft word'* and Microsoft ~xcel". HyPLAN, (Grunst, 1993) an adaptive 

hyperrnedia help system for Excel, found that drmos of Excel operiitions recorded with 

an animation product were successful in assisting the user to l e m  the operation. It was 

anticipated that the result of this addition to the system would be a decreased number of 

erron. less uncertainty in performing a task for the first tirne, and increased user 

satisfaction with the system. An important consideration of this work was the validation 

of these hypotheses through empirical methods. Details of the experimentd process and 

the findings that resulted from it are presented in Chapter 6. 

15 Microsoft Word is a copyright of Microsoft Corporation. 
'"icrosoft Excel is a copyright of Microsoft Corporation. 
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Lotus ScreenCam is a commercial software package that dlows a user to record screen 

activity and süve the result in a ScreenCam movie stand-done executable file (Lotus. 

1995). It was used to create animated demonstrations of significant TIMS tasks because 

of its ability to support recorded speech and texf captions as wrll as visual presentation. 

Text captions were chosen over recorded speech as a tool for enhancing and cllirifying 

the display. There were two main reasons for this: not al1 TiMS users have the necessuy 

hardware support for audio presentations. and the use of recorded speech rrsults in 

substantiaily larger files. The issue of file size was an important one due to the great 

vluiability in current and potential TIMS users' hardware (a comrnon problcrn in 

delivering complex software systems). The cornplete adaptive system, which includes a 

relatively small number of movies, çontains just over six rnegabytrs of ScrrenCarn files. 

Nmütion would have made these files approximatrly 7.5 times liuger. 

Each animation provides for one of three possible supports: ( 1 )  the familiarization of the 

user with the overrill structure of the TLMS system. (2) the hmiliiirization of the usrr with 

the structure of (t supponing TIMS component, and (3) a demonstration of how to 

perform a TIMS task. Each demonstration is penrrülly l e s  than two minutes in Icngth 

and shows the user how to perform any function. The dernonstrations were limited to two 

minutes because the pilot testing of rarly versions of the system revealed that this was the 

approxirnate maximum user attention span for a demonstration. A longer. more complete 

demonstration has the potentid to bore a user or io cause the systern to appear to be more 

complex. 

The first of the above critegories of suppon introduces the usrr to P-TIMS and the P- 

TIMS Preference's dialog. It includes a demonstration that explains the options in the 

adaptive system's Preferences dialog, which is the main conuoller of the adaptations 

made by the system. Its main purpose is to make the users aware of their direct control 

over the adaptations they experience. After the initial login session, the user is greeted by 

the Personalized-TIMS system dialog (Figure 5-14) which explains, very briefly, the 

features of the adaptive system. 
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Welcome to Personalized - TIMS 

Figure 5-11. Thc initial greeting to the Personülizrd-TMS system. 

The user can then choose to view an animated demonstration about the Preferences 

dialog (see Figure 5- 15). This demonstration brietly explains the differrnces between the 

original TIMS system and the P-TIMS adaptive system. Each of the 

rnoditiciitions. or User Settings, and the User Levels are explaincd. and 

how to control them through the Preferences dialog. 

different types of 

the user is shown 

Would you likc t~ s e t  a dtrnonstraiion showing yau howto tum 
on and afi the PTlMS fcatures? I 

Figure 5-15. The dialog controlling the initial P-TIMS demonstration. 

This t ïst  dernonstration sets the tone: svery subsequent demonstration follows the same 

format. Each one begins with a demonstration dialog and is followed by an introductory 

caption. a brief explmation of the component, an interactive demonstration of the rnethod 

of use. the reactivation procedure. and the closing caption. Sre Appendix C for a sample 

of representative screen captures for a typical strategy demonstr~tion. The user receives a 

consistent presentation from demonstration to demonstration. 

Two additional demonstntions in this category, a new Windows user and a first-time 

TIMS user fiimiliarization, were dropped from the final version of the adaptive system. 

These two demonstrations showed a new user basic information about dialog boxes, pull- 

down menus, icons, and the TIMS desktop. While al1 of these demonstrations are similar 

in ihat the user is presented with a dialog and can choose not to view the demonstration, it 
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becme obvious dunng the pilot testing of the adaptive system that a first-time P-TIMS 

user would be ovenvhelmed by the number of animated demonstrations that were 

irnmediately available. A better mechmism is needed in order to ailow the user to make 

individual choicrs about the presentations. 

The overall system structure demonstration catrgory also includes two demonstrations 

that heip to cllirify the overali tlow of data through the system. The UMC monitors two 

previously-identikied, difficult transirions for new users and prompts the user üt these 

points to view a demonstration that explains the next logical step in the user session. For 

example. following the initial data rntry for the client. a user may view a demonstration 

that shows him or her how to copy an existing plan and invoke the Planning Assistant. A 

second dernonstration is availiible to assist novices in performing the final rxpon of data 

into a cornpleted client report. Thesr two demonstrations are elrrnents of Data Entry 

Assistance, described in Section 5.4. 

The second category includes demonstrations thlit Ive related to each of the Assistants 

described in Chapter 1. There are two important reasons to include mimüted 

demonstratiom for each individual Assistant. First. each Assistant functions as a çontrol 

centre for the system: The Planning Assistant, for analysis and plan modification: the 

Strategy Assistant, for implemrnting and monitoring strategies: and the Cash Flow 

Assistant, for monitoring the cash tlow of ii family. Demonstrations are also n e c r s s q  

because new users require bief  expianations that help to familiarize them with the 

componen ts' cen tralized-control interface. 

The final category of demonstrations illustrates the application of each of the ninrteen 

strategies that are implemented in the system. As discussed in Chapter 4, T M S  offers 

several strategy dialogs that allow the financial planner to assign transactions which can 

be automatically c h e d  out at any time dunng the course of a farnily rnember's life. 

Each strategy allows the user to define various transactions that involve the member's 

assets and liabilities, and i t  then caries them out based on the applicable penod defined, 

when the member's status changes, or on a specific date that the user has defined. 
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Demonstrations of eac h pünicular suatesy (and Assistant) are available through the 

TIMS desktop menubar (Figure 5-16). the Strategy Assistant (Figure 5- 17). or through 

the Planning Assistant (Figure 4- 1). 

Figure 5-16. The Demo menu option in the TLMS system menubar. 

The asterisks to the left of the entries in Figure 5-17 signify that the user has previously 

viewed the demonstration. Individual dttrnonstrütions are also avüilable through a small 

movie camera icon. which is located in the appropriate dialog's title bar (Figure 5-18). 

The demonstration icons in the titlr bar are emphasized in rach demonstration as o 

method of gaining mimated. context-sensitive help for a pünicuiar task. The user is able 

to replay a demonstration at any time by either selecting it from one of the dernonstr~tion 

lists or by ciicking on this icon in the title bar. 
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Rcgular Debt Reduction 
Lump Sum Dcbt Rcdudion 
Rcguiar Asset Rcdcmptian 
Lump Sum Assel Rcdcmption 
Complcte Rcgular Rcdcmption 

'Oeficii Coverage 
Investmcnt Rttums 
Loan Calculator 
L ~ r a g C d  lnvestmenî 
Assct Transfer 
Oisability Insurancc 
Surplus RRSP Cash 
Surplus RRlF Cash 
Nccds Calculator 

-1 *Slratcgy Assistant 7 

Figure 5-17. The Demo list with the previously viewed demonstrations. 

Figure 5- 18. The ScrernCam movie icon in the titlebÿr (cnlaqed to show detail). 

~ W S u n ~  
RRSP Mamnlzef Sanigr 

FmJl#arDe#RedudkNl 
LU- sun ~et i(  Raduabn 

Like the other adaptations to be described. the demonstration facility is controlled 

directly by the user modelling componçnt described in Section 5.1. When the user 

attempts to implrment a TIh4S strategy or to employ an Assistant. the UMC is invoked to 

determine if a demonstration shouid be shown to the user. The UMC determines if the 

Show Task Demonstrations attnbute (visible in the Preferences dialog depicted in Figure 

5-1 1) has been deactivated. This could occur through a variety of methods: by the user 

directly, by the user refusing further demonstrations. or by the user achieving an expert 

TIMS experience level. If the option is determined to be active, the user is asked if he or 

she would like to view a demonstration of that particular component (Figure 5- 19). 

2 puy~)a*ni~ails. 

l Bedsam mias 
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I Wauld you likc to sec a demo for the Cornplctc Regukr E) ~cdcmption straiegy? 

Figure 5-19. A prompt for the Complete Regulÿr Redernption strategy demonsuatioo. 

If the user refuses a particular demonstrition, a second diaiog is presented which dlows 

the user to discontinue al1 prompting regarding demonstrations (Figure 5-70). This 

deactivates the Show Task Demonstrations checkbox in the Preferences dialog, but a user 

can choose to reactivate it in the future. 

Would you likt la continue bcing piampkd ta vicw task 0 dernonsiraîlons? 

Figure 5-20. The prompt for the termination of the demonstrations. 

P-TIMS' demonstration hcility mainly suppons the most inexperienced users of TiMS. 

The impact of  this facility on users is minimal once they have passed the initial stm-up 

phase of the system. Unfonunately. the first few sessions require the greatrst amount of 

input from the user, but thrsr sessions are dso where the greütest Ievel of assistance is 

required. Major changes for users of the adaptive system lis compared to the original 

TiMS system include: the login procedure, the occasional viewing of  anirnated 

demonstrations. and prompting to terminate demonstrations. In the worst possible case. 

users who were averse to my interruptions in thrir use of the system would br forced to 

respond to the P-TIMS dernonstration query and the termination o f  demonstrations query 

immediately after entering the system. If the dernonstration facility had been deactivated 

immediately, the user would only need to respond to the first diaiog. 

This amount of interruption was deemed manageable. Eulier versions of P-TIMS had 

triggered a demonstration the first time any individual stratrgy or Assistant was used. 

However. during the pilot testing of the original adaptive system, it became clear that this 
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level of intrusion irritated some users. Their imitation increased because there was no 

obvious rnethod for stopping, rewinding. or fast-forwarding a demonstration once it 

started. This led to a re-design of the animated demonstration trigering conditions. The 

next iteration of P-TIMS triggered only the first two distinct demonstrations. From a 

design standpoint. it seemed that two short demonstrations would be sufficient to help the 

new user to become hmiliar with the system and to establish how to invoke further 

demonstrations. 

A review of user comrnents following the subsequent re-design and trsting cycle clrarly 

showrd that users did not like any automatic trig-ring of the dernonstrations and 

preferred to choose whether or not they viewed a demonstration. It was dremed 

particularly ünnoying because the ScreenCam rnechanism thüt  enablrd them to exit from 

the demonstration was hidden in order to üvoid confusing the users. Automatic triggering 

wris especially confusing to new users who wcre not familiar with any other software 

packages: to this group it seerned alrnosi rnagical. In one incident that occurrcd during 

pilot testing, several users were observed to be looking away frorn their monitors while 

the first automaticdly triggered dernonstration was playing. When thry were asked why 

they wrre doing this they replird. "We don't know what wr did so we're wÿiting until it's 

over!" As a result of this misunderstanding. and the fredback from the second large pilot 

test of the P-TIMS system. the t h 1  design was modified to prompt the user before 

show ing any demonstrations. 

The first phase of adaptations for the TLMS program. the ScrernCam demonstrations. 

attempts to assist novice users in understanding the application. Animatrd demonstrations 

of some of the key components and the strategies were developed in order to give a new 

user a bnef look at the system functiondity. It was hoped that the dernonstrations would 

essentially replicate a 'TIMS guru," an experienced user showing the system io a nrw 

user. The automatic triggering of events has been minimized in order to avoid 

intimidating new users. Users rnust now chose the system component or strategy and then 

answer in the affirmative to a dialog if they want to view the demonstration. 
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A second modification was made to the demonstration itself in order to reassure the 

novice user. A waming is displayed iit the beginning of svery demonstration (Figure 5- 

21). It States that any open files will not be rnodified in any way by the demonstration. 

This waming is shown in order to combat fears that they, the users. have somehow 

triggered a sequence of events. 

This is a Demonstration only! 

Your situation will not be modified. 

Figure 5-21. The initial dialog of the demonstrations. 

5.3 Phase 2: Strategy Recommendations and Strategy Interaction Detection 

The purpose of the second phase of the adaptations for the TiMS systern is to provide 

additional help and support for functions and strategies that are rated as being mort: 

cornpiex than the user's current ievel of skill. This support is provided in  two ways: ( 1 )  

suggesting simpler alternatives for more cornplex transactions. and (7) miiking the 

interactions brtween strategies more rxplicit. A good example of a strategy interaction in 

the TlMS systern is the common occurrence of plans that include both savings and debt 

reduction strategies. Each strategy affects the client's cash îlow and rnay cause deficits to 

occur in the plan. Despite these potentid difficulties. strategies are the preferred method 

of implrmentinp ongoing transactions. paniculÿrly for the inrxperienced user. Stratepies 

provide the user with the rneta-task presented in his or her terms so that the user will not 

be concemed about the lower-level system details behind the strategy. 

This set of adaptations relies heavily on the task and application models that are 

maintained in the UMC (Figures 5-9 and 5-10) described in Section 5.1. Al1 of the 

strategies and the more difficult systern functions are represented in the task mode!. This 

representation includes a task complexity rating (an intepr range from 1 to 4, with 1 

denoting "simple" and 4 denoting "very cornplex"). A user complexity rating is also 
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maintained as part of the user model (Section 5.1). When a complex procedure is 

invoked. this ratin; is compared with the complexity rating of the task in the task model. 

The application model contains a rnapping brtween complex tasks and low-level tasks (or 

sequences of low-level tasks). If a user's rating is lower than the complexity rating of the 

task thüt he or she has selected, the application model is checked for a simpler solution. If 

one exists then a recommendation is presented (Figure 5-23). The user may also çhoose 

to disregard any suggestions and deactivate subsequent suggestions üt any time by 

removing the selected checkbox in the bottom left-hand corner of the dialog. 

TlMS has tmulemented an equivalent strategyfor tnis 
operation Cbaregies prowde a sec otweii-denned 
yuidelines for appiwng financial planning transacbons 

we recommend mat WU use me 
RRSP Maximlzer Strategy 

RepW OK Io gc direCW to tnis Strafegy 

Figure 5-22. The Strütegy Recommendation dialog. 

In the exmple in Figure 5-27. the RRSP Mÿwimizer strategy hüs k e n  recommended to 

the user as a simple alternative to directly inserting a "Buy" of a registered asset" in the 

Detailrd Asset dialog. Replying OK to this dialog will allow the user to go directly to the 

s trategy. 

Most of the üvailable recommendatioos involve sequences of low-level detailed 

transactions that are equivalrnt to various strategies (see Appendix B). These strategies 

provide well-defined rnrchanisms that insulate the user from the details of the low-level 

transactions and provide the equivaient functionality. The strategies and functions md 

their associated complexity ratings, which are included in the task rnodel, are outlined in 

Figure 5-23. In addition, the ScreenCam demonstntions that are described in Section 5.2 

are also üvailable to the user to illustrate the use of the strategy. 

" Investments recognized by Revenue Canada which allow individuais to defer paying income tax on 
principal and earnings until the income is removed from the account. 
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The user complexity rating that foms the basis for the strategy recommendation 

adaptations is set when the financiai planning stereotype is triggered, as described in 

Section 5.1. (The NFP stereoiype assigns an initiai value of 1, the EFP stereotype a value 

of 3.) However, like other cornponents of the user model, it evolves over time as a result 

of the user's interaction history with the system (Figure 5-13). The user complexity level 

is increased by 1 if the user has invoked at least two functions or strategies that have a 

complexity rating higher than his or her current user complexity rating. This c d  hoc 

method seerns reasonable. If ri user's abilities have been underestimated, a correction is 

made once two slightly more complex strategies or functions are used. This would 

normally take place in a relatively short period of time. In a case where a srvere 

underestimation is made. it  will tüke consistent complex feature invocations and at leitst 

ten sessions over the course of ten days (because the user model is only updated daily) to 

position the complexity rating at the proper level. Normally. this complexity lrvel 

increrisr would occur gradually. A user would undergo training. gain experiencr. and 

increrise his or her TIMS knowledge. This would result in the use of the more complex 

feaiures of the system. The UMC would then increase the user's complexity level 

appropriately. In situations of sevrre underestimation. the user can still turn off undesired 

adaptations directly. 
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Stra tegies 
Investrnent Returns 

Future Returns 
Loan Crilculator 
Leveraged Envestrnents 
Transfers 
DisabiIity Insurance 
Registered Cash Surplus 

RRSP 
RRIF 

Periodic Needs Crilculator 
Deticit Coverrige 

Trirgered D. Coverrige 

Functions 
Detriilcd Menus 

Incomcs 
Ex penses 
Assets 
Lisibilicies 
Additional Trix Info 

Document Packages 
Ex port 
Tmplrite Crerite 
Plan Labels 

Savinss 
Regulür 
Lump Sum 
RRSP Mrtvirnizer 

Debt Reduction 
Surplus 
Regulrir 
Lump Sum 

Assst Redemprion 
Regulrir 
Lump Sum 
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Figure 5-23. TIMS strategies and functions includrd in the task modrl. 

If the user's übility is overestimated. the user complexity nting in the user model will 

slowly decrease over time. Like the increasr of the user's complexity level. this 

processing is performed only once a day. The user complexity rating is decreased by 1 if 

the usrr has not recently used any functions or strategies that are at least as cornplex ris 

the user cornplexity r~ting. "Recent" is detined in the system as within the Iast five 

uniqueiy drited sessions. typically a one-week penod. The reasoning brhind this approach 

is that a user who has not performed cornplex tasks in this period of tirne has probably 

been rnisclassified as a more advanced user. A Last Update field in the usrr model ailows 

the UMC to periodically check the user complexity. Again, individuals may increase or 

decrease their nting at some later date depending on their function use over time. 

Although these adaptations allow the system to recornmend parùcular strategies, 

interactions between a new strategy and previously applied strategies are still a major 

problem. Strategy interactions are a naturd side effect of any financial planning that is 
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performed using TIMS. and to a large extent, they reflect the conflicts inherent in the 

domain itself. The major advantage of ernploying strategies - the insulation of the user 

from low-level irnplementation details in the TMS system - rnakes it difficult for users 

to foresee interactions. Even experienced finiincial planners find it difficult to pin down 

elusive combinations. 

A typical interaction illustrates this problem. Considrr the applicarion of two strategies: 

Regular Savings and Deficit Coverage. This is a relatively common scenario. as most 

client plans involve saving rnoney on n regular ba i s  and monitoring the plan to ensure 

that their expenses do not exceed their incornes. The Regular Savings Strategy could be 

detined to contribute a set amount to a family's stock portfolio asset every month. The 

Deficit Coverage strategy iiutornatically sclls either portions of an iisset. or an entire 

met .  in order to provide additional cash flow to pay exprnses whcn required. In this 

example, if the level of savings were too optimistic. an excessive amount of the stock 

portfolio would be purchased. which would cause a deficit situation. A portion of this 

same asset müy be sold in ordrr to resolve the deficit (if  i t  hüs an associlited deficit 

covenge strategy). Purchase and redemption cycles müy occur ovrr and mer again 

because TIMS projects a plan from the current year until the clients reach their projected 

Me expectancy. 

This example illustrates a fairly straightfonvard interaction between two stntrgirs that 

affect a single asset. There are nineteen strategies with various options that. when 

activated, will affect any number of assets and liabilities. It is very dificult to fully 

understand al1 of the possible interactions because cin individual asset could have 

potentially conflicting demands placed upon it (e-g. one or more siiving and redemption 

strategies). or the overall client plan could have contradictory strategies in place that are 

intended to achieve a client's pd. A more complicated interaction scenarîo can be 

illustrated by considering a typical goal in TMS: retirement planning. Clients may 

attempt to achieve this goal by: speeding up the reduction of one or more debts, 

embarking on registered and non-registered savings plans. and taking on debt in order to 
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leveragel\nvestrnents that will maxirnize their net wonh. Each of these strategies c m  

interact with the othrn because they each affect the farnily's cash flow. 

umy cause tk famiiy to run adcfkrt drr ta ibc mamnum pusbsçc aS RRSPs CM). 

2. Surplus Cash Snringo & RRSP Maximiter 
Tk RRSP Maamrzcr Stiaicgy d b c  pdormcdbcfon tbc SurplusCnshSamp Stmtegy 

Figure 5-24. An example of a Strategy Interaction dialog. 

The L'Mc hrlps to deül with this problem by checking for possible interactions thüt are 

recorded in the Application mode1 (see Appendix B for a complete listing) whenever a 

strategy is implemented. A Strategy Interaction dialog is only presented if the 

Application mode1 contains interactions for the strategy in the context of the current plan 

(Figure 5-24). This dialog explains the represented interactions and is simply 

informational: the user is not required to make any modifications to the plan. Like other 

adaptations. interaction detection can be deactivatrd and latrr reactivated if necessary. 

In the rxample in Figure 5-24, the RRSP Maximizer strategy has just been implemented. 

and the application mode1 lists two possible interactions between i t and another strategy: 

Deficit Coverage and Surplus Cash Savings. The Strategy Interaction dialog explains that 

the RRSP Maximizer strategy is purchasing the registered assets that are specified in the 

strategy without regard to the amount of surplus cash in their cash flow. This could put 

the client into a deficit situation. The second point reminds the user ihat any surplus funds 

will be used to purchase the registered assets. The Surplus Cash Savings strategy will 

only dictate the asset or assets to purchase if there are surplus funds. A complete listing 

'$ ~ e v e q i n ~  means borrowing rnoney to invest. therrby increasing the capital on which you eun money. 
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of al1 of the strategy information in the involved strategies is listed below the detected 

interactions. This dialog is simply informational; the user does not need to modify the 

plan. A specific note was added to the dialog to mÿke this information clear to the user. 

The primary purpose of this dialog is to make the strategy interactions in the system 

explicit. but it could cause the user to reconsider his or her choice of strategics. A 

completr list of al1 of the strategy interactions that have been detected for a plan is also 

aviiilable in a report that is available to the user. 

5.4 Phase 3: Data Entry Assistance 

The third phase of implemented adaptations is intended to address çoncems with the 

initiai data entry process. One cornmon method of simplifying interactive programs is to 

have two sets of menus: a standard set and an advanced or detailed set. The use of two 

menu sets is employed in TLMS. and it  rnakes it easier for a novice to avoid the more 

complex diülogs that are not normdly required for u simple financial plan. Once users 

find it necessary to employ somr of the more advüncrd features. they are accustomed to 

the systrm and are not overwhelmcd by the additional functionality. 

The data entry püth in the original TlMS system has been designed to make the entering 

of client data as straightfonvard as possible. A logicül flow from the clients' drmogrciphic 

information to their incornes. assets. and liabilities is made explicit by providing Nrxt 

and Previous Dialog buttons at the bottom of dialogs in this loop. in addition to the 

typical OK and Cancel buttons that terminate data entry (see Figure 5-25). By stepping 

from one didog to the next. the user is assured that al1 of the pertinent data has becn 

entered and that the clients' financial plan is ready to be analyzed once the data rntry 

loop is complete. 
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Figure 5-25. A typicd didog in the data entry loop. 

Two levels of the data entry loop have been provided. One is for the standard data entry 

menus. and a second is for the detailed level of data entry menus. This provides a greater 

level of support for the novice user, but it  is still possible to accidentally click on the OK 

button in the dialog and terminate the data entry hop. The user is subsrquently retumed 

to the TMS desktop. This was not a gent concern to the system developers as the loop 

can easily be re-entered by choosing the appropriate command from the Data pull-down 

menu (Figure 5-26). The problern that was detected with novice users was that they were 

unsure about the dialog ihey were on, how to retum to the dialog, or even how they 

managed to get back to the desktop in the tïrst place. This concem has been validated 

through the observations of hundreds of nrw TIMS users. 
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Family Mcmbcrs.,. 

Situation Info ... ClrltShtF 

1 

Bsscis & Liabiliiies 
Additional T a  Info ... 
Analysis Çriteria ... CbltSh+A 

R o i c d  to 

Use Standard Menus 

1 Edils the Incornes for me a c m  sibanon Renrernen! Plan 

Figure 5-26. Re-entering the data rntry loop through the desktop. 

Although the data entry suppon mechanisms thrit were in place for newer users were 

iidequate, and were at least on par with comparable commercial systerns. the system's 

designers were open to suggestions for improvement. These suggestions occurred 

naturally as pan of the systern refinement process. Feedback from users progressed from 

bug identification and procedural concerns to an increased focus on usability issues. As a 

result of this feedback. two major modifications for new users have been introduced. The 

first identified concem was the eariy temination of the data entry loop by accidentally 

clicking on the OU button, as opposed to the Nrxt Dialog button. A simple mechanism to 

solve this problem is to deactivate or "gray out" the OK button. This is usrful but c m  be 

problematic in two ways: single dialogs must remain accessible in order to allow the 

modification of data, and experienced TIMS users must not be forced to cornplete the 

entire data entry loop. 

These concems were addressed through the user modelling component by prompting the 

novice user and allowing him or her to safely retum to the data entry loop if it was 

accidentally terminated. This waming (Figure 5-37) was displayed only if the dialog was 

accessed as part of the initiai data entry process, not if it was accessed individually. The 
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use of this warning dialog to reduce accidental exits is directly linked to the user mode1 

so that i t  will not be displayed for experienced TlMS users. 

1 You are exiting (rom a çcquence of data d r y  didogs. Wc 1 
recomrncnd that you com&te the data cntry by using the 'Nurt 
Oialog >>' button. 

Click YES if you wish Io continue ucating the n m  situation. I 
Figure 5-27. Attempting to exit from the data entry loop. 

The second difficuity that was consistenily reponed by novice users was their feeling of 

uncertainty dunng navigation through the cornplex process of data entry. tinanciÿl 

iinalysis. and the production of a final printed financial plan. TIMS uses a desktop 

metaphor which requires usrrs to do the following tasks: enter data regarding clients; 

perform financial analysis by applying a variety of strategies fmodifying client data and 

strategies appropriately); and produce 3 pnntcd financial plan using document packages. 

The system was constructed to br  as powerful and flexible as possible. Once data is 

entered, there is not necessarily one optimal solution. Cornpounding this lack of direction 

is the fact that tinancial planning is not an exact science: it relies on a large base of 

knowledge, heuristics, compromises, and individual prekrences on the piut of the 

advisor. 

Experiencrd TIMS users, who have a good background in the financial domain, c m  take 

advantage of the flexibility of the systern. An individuai plan cm be analyzed quickly, 

and financial planning strategies can be irnplemented using only the Detaiied level of 

menus, which are pnmanly the Detailed Assets and Detailed Liabilities menus. The Plan 

Window c m  be used to graphically gauge the success of the strategies. Mmy rnembers of 

the original group of users have gravitated towards perforrning the bulk of their analysis 

in this way and relying on the reporting mechanisms to judge the fit of the plan to the 

client. 
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The TIMS strategies and the intelligent Assistants have been constructed to provide the 

higher-level assistance for the financial planning process and they have k e n  previously 

discussed. These facilities are available to al1 usea, but once the data entry process has 

been completed the novice user should be guided towards the Planning Assistant as the 

focal point for d l  subsequent analysis. There, the user is presented with a detailed 

rvaluation of the difkrent aspects of the client's plan. the problems are identikd. and a 

range of solutions is enumerated. Easy access to the recommended strategies is provided 

through a set of buttons that ;ire dynarnically reconîïgured in the Planning Assistant. 

Supponing the novice user through this procrss is not an rasy task. The Assistants hrlp a 

great drd. but they still leave gaps where the additional support is required. For examplc. 

once initiai client data is entered. the system recommends the Strategy Assistant as the 

mechanism that may be usrd to enter the client's existing financiai planning strategies. 

When the Strütegy Assistant is closed. the user is returned to the TlMS desktop. and a 

graphical displüy of the client's financial plan is displayed in the Plan Window. At this 

point. the data entry phase is complete and a nrw user miiy be uncenilin about the next 

logical step to perform in the system. Novice users could be confused because they would 

not have any clear conceptual design of the system. Once the Strategy Assistant is closed 

in the P-TMS systern. the novice user is queried if creation and anülysis of a new plan is 

des ired. 

Usually. the user's tinal goal is the creation of a printrd financial plan for a client. As 

mentioned in Chapter 4. TLMS uses Document Packages that accept data from the system 

and export it in the form of an RTF file. Each document package requires specific 

information in order to function. For exmple. the defaul t document package. Retirement 

Plan, requires two plans: the initial financid plan and a nrw, improved plan. This 

improved plan is created as a result of the application of financial planning strategies to a 

copy of the first plan, and it assists the financial planner with implementing a plan that 

will provide the clients with a comfortable retirement. In the case of a user who has just 

finished entering the initial client data, the next logical step is the creation of this second 

financial plan. Likewise, the use of other Document Packages will have their own unique 

requirements that will dictate the next logical step after data entry. 
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In order to support the user through the various steps that follow data entry. the UMC 

maintains the requirements of the various Document Packages explicitly. At rach step, 

the UMC examines the currently active document package and the requirements that 

remain incornplete. A dialog is displayed, and it asks the user if he or she wishes to 

follow what the UMC determines to be the next logicd step (Figure 5-28). In the default 

rxarnple. this step would be the creation of a second retirement-onented financial plan. 

The user may then view a ScreenCam demonstration that takes hirn or her through the 

proposed steps of duplicating the current plan. assigning a name. 

Planning Assistant to perform analysis. 

and invoking the 

I 
Would you like to se t  haw ta crcatc and analyze the 
Rctircmtnt Plan 11 998) finmad plan in ordcr to use the @ RetCement Plan Document Partape? 

Figure 5-28. Data entry assistance dialog presented after the initial data entry. 

When this andysis phase is cornplete. the next logical step is the final expon of a 

financial plan via the Document Package. Once the user closes the Planning Assistant. 

the UMC checks to see if  the active document package has met its data requirements. If i t  

has. the user is asked if he or she needs assistance with navigating through the export 

procedure (Figure 5-29). The resulting ScreenCani demonstration illustrates the steps that 

tire necessary for the export of a dnüncial plan, as well as the steps thnt are necessary to 

activate the word processor, print the results of the expon, and return to TIMS. 

Wwld you likc to vkw a dcnonstralbn showfng howto creatc a 
@ ptimted copy of mur dimrs f inla*  pian uanp ne 

Reiittmcnt Plan Document Package? 

Figure 5-29. Data entry assistance presented after the andysis phase. 

These two additional demonstrations assist novice users by providing direct paths 

through the TIMS program from the initial data entry through to the pnnting of the 
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completed financial plan. They are especially helpful during the first few times that the 

user enters data into the program. These adaptations are targeted directly at novice users. 

and experienced users will not receive any of the modifications unless they explicitly tum 

on the option themselves. Over time. novices are expected to cmcel this option once the 

path through the system is clear. Automatic cancrllation of this option was not 

implemented because of the variability in user preference for the prompts. In terms of 

user comments this has been the most useful adaptation. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter has providrd an extensive description of the adüptive T M S  system. 

Personalized-TIMS (P-TLMS). Four major catcprirs of usrr adaptations were 

implemented: animated demonstrations. a Strategy Interaction Detector. ii Strategy 

Recommendation component. and assistance with the data entry process. This chapter has 

also described the minimalist approach to the user modelling component that is nreded 

for the support of thrse adaptations and has provided several examples of typical 

interactions with a user. The following chapter focuses on the issues of usrr control and 

the rneasurement of the impact of the usrr modelling component on the user satisfaction 

Ievds of the P-TIMS users. 



6.0 Minimalism in the P-TIMS User Modelling Component 

There are very clem adviintages for the use of a simple usrr modelling architecture in 

cornplex systems such as TIMS. Issues that are critical in large, complex usrr rnodelling 

systems c m  be minimized or ignored in a simple system. For sxümple. thrre is no need 

for a conflict resolution scheme, which would be absolutrly necessiuy in a more complex 

approach. Conîlicts can occur in user modelling systems when more than one stereotype 

is a poiential candidate (based on the informition gathered about the iiser) or if a tact is 

determined that makes the current stereotype selection inappropriate. In P-TIMS, users 

are assigned a single stereotype that has been chosen from a very srnall set of potential 

candidates. This stereotype is not revoked if funher information changes the system's 

perception of the user's skills. Individual parameters of the user mode1 are simply 

updated as new information is presented. The stereotype functions as a starting point by 

providing an approximation of the user's expertise in different aspects of the system. 

In the P-TIMS system, the initial stereotype is chosen based on the job title and on the 

initial values of TIMS and computer experience that was selrcted by the user. The user 
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modelling component then modifies the Financiai Planning and TIMS expertise 

panmeters by monitoring the tasks that this user has performed. If the initial stereotype is 

incorrect, the system graduaily corrects itself through these interactions and the length of 

time that the system has been used. It is not necessary to revoke the current stereotype 

and trigger a stereotype that describes the user more accurately. 

Similarly, neither sophisticated leaming mechanisms nor uncertainty mana, uement 

schcmrs are necessary in a simplistic approach such as this. This architecture is simple 

and couse-grained. The user models do not need to have certainty factors, which are 

extra parameters that represent the confidence level in tacts that are not guaranteed to be 

100% accume. User models contain only a minimal set of user attributrs. and each 

attnbute is associated with an inherent risk oc inaccuracy due to its general nature. More 

modest applications also have the advantage of being less likely to misleüd the system 

into thinking that the system is srnuter than it  is (Spÿrk Jones. 1989). The system Ietirns 

basic information about users by monitoring user actions and by gathering user 

information from the users thçmselves. This information is composed primuily of: the 

tasks performed. the number of demonstrations viewed. and the user's direct 

modific;itions of the user model. As described rarlier, the user model is retined on the 

basis of this interaction history and the length of time that the system has brrn uxd. 

The niost serious drawback of a simple user modelling mechanism is the potentid for 

misjudging the users due to the generality of the attributrs that are recorded. This 

exacerbates a common characteristic of virtudly dl adaptive systems, that they will make 

rnistakes that will result in erroneous adaptations (Kay, 1994; Hook et dl., 1996). These 

types of errors have only a minimal effect on an individual user in this system. Consider 

the two most extrerne examples: incorrectly categorizing a complete novice (a new TIMS 

user with limited financial planning skills) as an expert user, and vice versa. In the first 

situation. the user would experience system interactions that are similar to using a system 

with no user modelling cornponent. Nothing would be gained through having an üdaptive 

system, but nothing would be lost. As the user interacted with the system over tirne, the 

user complexity attribute in the user model would decrease and the necessary support 

would be available. 
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The second situation is somewhat more problematic. The user might take a week of 

system use to reach his or her tme level, and during that tirne become irriiated by extra 

prompts and rerninders of known concepts. If it is clear to expert users that they have the 

ability to easily control the adaptations. perhaps through additional preference settings in 

the system. it is reasonüble to expect them to accrss thrm, and thrn change them. In the 

P-TIMS system the user models are accessible, and users cm modify them so that the 

impact of an initially inaccurate user model will be low. 

6.1 User Control of the User Model 

The accessibility of the user mode1 is an important component of this approach and of 

minimalist user modclling in general. Previous research on adaptive systrms suggests that 

user control over the user modçlling component is important for user acceptancr 

(Wahlster & Kobsa. 1989; Krogsreter & Thomas. 1994: Krogsieter et uf.. 1994: Ho& et 

al.. 1996). In pxticular. systems that act too independrntly may not be acceptable to 

users (Dietrich et al.. 1993; Meyer. 1994: Vassileva, 1994). Because users are oftrn 

unfarniliar with adaptive behaviour in a system. care must also be taken so that users do 

not feel monitored. Users must also be able to insprct what the system knows about thrm 

(Cook & Kay. 19%). Kay (1995) believes that since the user model represents 

information about a person. it  should ensure user control, access and privacy. 

Shneidenan (1992) believes that a satisfying systern gives users the sense that they rire 

in control. 

User control over a systern is an issue whenever any degree of "intelligence" or 

"autonomy" is introduced. Any system that forces users to give up control at some point 

may be met with some resistance. For example, a Programming by Example system 

called Eager rnonitors a user who is doing repetitive tasks in the Hypercxd environment 

(Cypher, 1995). When a pattern of use is detected, Eager anticipates and highlights the 

next action. If the user clicks on the Eager icon, the task is completed automaticdly. A 

study that was conducted in order to prove the viability of the approach concluded that: 

"the most striking finding was that al1 subjects were uncornfortable with giving up 

control when Eager took over" (p. 808). 
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Krogsæter & Thomas (1994) concluded, in their study of the current statr of adaptive 

systems, that cÿre must be taken so that users do not feel dominated by a powerïul 

adaptation component because adaptive behaviour by ü system is u n h i l i a r  to most 

users. They also felt strongly that users should not feel monitored by the system and that 

the users should have tools that will enablr them to insprct what the system knows about 

them. One of the Flexcel (an adaptive system based on Microsoft ExcelO) adaptation 

guidelines was that: "At any time, the user should be in cornplete control of the systrm; 

the system may only act as an assistant" (Krogsater rr al.. 1994. p. 101). They found 

through testing the system that "users refuse to be rit a system's mçrcy" (p. 121). 

Adaptive interfaces can cause usrrs to kel a lack of control when the system takrs  over. 

Maskery ( 1984) found that "lidaptive interfaces that change automaticaily crin confuse or 

mnoy" in an unsuccessful attempt üt providing assistance. This finding was duplicated in 

another large scale study: Browne, Tottrrdell. and Norman ( l99Oa) surnmiirizrd a four- 

year Adaptive Intelligent Dialogues project. In their conclusions. they list lack of control 

as an outstanding research issue. They suggest that the users should be given an 

inspectable version of their user model. or alternatively, thry should be allowed to turn 

off the adaptation. They wrnt on to conclude that. "In this way they are being given 

ultimate control, the knowledge of which may be sufficirnt for thrm to be accepting of 

the adaptations" (p. 209). 

Wahlster and Kobsa interpret a user's control over the user modelling çomponrnt to be 

problematic (Kobsa & Wahlster, 1989). They feel that the user should be able to inspect 

his or her user model. but that it may be difficult because the number of assumptions may 

be very luge or difficult to display in a rneaningful way. Another issue arises if users are 

allowed to modify their models. The overall consequences of the modifications might not 

be clear or the user might actually change a correct model to retlect a more positive 

perception of themseives. Wahlster and Kobsa were not as convinced that the solution 

was to allow a user to "switch off' the user modelling component. They felt that whether 

or not it was possible to separate the user modelling component and the application in 

this way was an open technicd question. 
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Oppermann (1994) notes that most current work proposes user control of the systern's 

adaptations in order to overcome some of the problems of adaptive systems. For people 

to fesl that they are in control of their computational systems. they must be cornfortable. 

have an understanding of what is occurring, and have confidence in the result (Norman, 

1994). Oppermmn suggests several merhods of achieving user control: 

Providing means for the user to activate and deactivate adaptation for 
the overall system or individual parts of the system before any 
adaptation is made or after a specific adaptation stnte has been 
reac hed; 

Offering the adaptation to the user in the fom of a proposa1 that he cm 
accept or reject. or enabling him to select m o n g  various possibilities 
of adaptation modification; 

Enabling the user himself to define, in m adaptation-resistünt manner. 
specific parameters requirrd for adaptation by the system: 

Giving the user information on the effects of the adaptation 
modification. which may protect the user from surprises: and 

Giving the user sole control over the use of his behavior records and 
their evaluation. (Oppermann, 1994. p. 7) 

P-TiMS üttempts to maximize the feeling of user control by using these tive methods as 

guidelines for the system's design. Each of the fivr methods has been included. as is 

described beIow. 

In order to provide the user with the rneans to control the system's adaptations, a "hard 

stop" mechanism for rach individual adaptation has been provided. The user modrlling 

component must allow the user to ovemde any changes made by it. Check boxes in the 

Preferences dialog (previously shown in Figure 5- 1 1 )  provide a means of exarnining the 

adaptations that are currentiy available. They are as follows: the Animated 

Demonstrations, the Strategy Interaction Detector, the Strategy Recommendation 

component, and the Data Entry Assistance. The user is free to activate and deactivate 

individual adaptations. The original design included one option that allowed the user to 

turn off the adaptive component and revert back to the original, non-adaptive system. 

This was deemed to be too intlexible. The current version gives the user the option of 

controlling rach of the modifications; each group c m  be deactivated separately. The 

adaptive system is effectively removed when ail of the options in the Preferences didog 
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are deactivated. The UMC monitors systern usage in the background while the adaptive 

user interface remains disabled. 

Proposais that offer the adaptation have been implrmented in dialog boxes that prompt 

the user before displaying demonstrations. In srverai places in the system. if the user is 

determined to have little or no experiençe with a concept or function. hs or she is asked if 

a conrext-sensitive presentation about this feature is desired. Once a suggestion is 

rejected. the user is given the option to terminate further prompts. In addition. the 

Strategy Interactions dialog and the Strütegy Recomrnendations dialog contain check 

boxes that allow the user to immcdiately terminate these two adaptations. These fcatures 

provide P-TIMS users with direct control over whether they will riccept adaptations at a 

panicular time and whether they will continue to rxperience adaptations in the future. 

Adaptation-resistant definitions of parameters that are required by the system have been 

irnplemented by nor overriding changes that the user has made directly. cither through 

modifications of the user mode1 in the Preferences dialog or by the user terminating an 

adaptation through one of the dialogs which were just descrikd. 

P-TIMS also attrmpts to give the user information about the cffects of the adaptation 

modification through the use of informaiional dialogs. For examplr. if the UMC has 

determined that a user needs to be re-classified to a different user Irvel. an appropriate 

dialog is posted with the suggested changes that are based on the user's new level. A 

constantly-adüpting system might confuse the user. result in productivity lags. inhibit 

user exploration. and increase anxiety levels. Prompting the user about the changes gives 

the user the option of not adapting at dl .  The user cün refuse to be rr-classified at this 

point, and he or she may then choose to deactivate any further re-classifications. Users 

may re-classify themselves through the Preferences dialog at any time. 

In a relatively simple manner, the P-TIMS system ais0 allows users to have sole control 

over their user models. Each individual user rnodrl is stored as a file under the system 

directory. There is no attempt to share these files or extrict information from them for 

any other purpose. A user could simply delete his or her user model file if desired. The 

user would not be expected to feel threatened by the existence of a P-TIMS user model 
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since it  does not contain any sensitive material. There are no error rates, task completion 

times. or other types of information that employers could use by to monitor their 

employees. 

The minimalist user modelling cornponent and the adaptations that were descnbed in 

Chapter 5 have proven to be very useful in an informal way. However, thcre is much 

more to the evduation of a hurnan-computer interface than informai, subjective 

statements. Indeed. the very question of how one can evaluate one interface and be able 

to say that it is "bettei' or "more easily understood" is still the subject of much debate. 

While there are many possible ways in which the quality of a user interface can be 

rneasured, Shneiderman ( 1992) lists five (non-independent) significant factors: ( 1 )  spred. 

the time triken to complete tasks; (2) accuracy, the number of errors made; (3) the amount 

of time that is nceded for Icmin;: (1) retention of acquired knowledge: and (5) user 

acceptance or satisfaction. 

Of these. user satisfaction or acceptancr is one of the most neglected (Dietrich rr d.. 

1993). The reason for this nrglect lies in the difficulty of nieasuring user satishction 

empirically. as opposed to the relative m e  of measurement of the other factors. It is 

certainly not dus to a lack of this factor's recognized irnponünce. Early rnedicûl expert 

systems were not accepted by users in large part because of an inadequate attention to the 

user interface and communication with the user (Rennels & Shortliffe. 1987). Chin et (il. 

(1987) believe that subjective satisfiiction often determines the ultimate acceptance of 

any system. Indeed. systems can be more than adsquate on al1 of Shneiderman's other 

measures but they may still fail if user satisfaction is not üddressed (Shneiderman. 1992). 

Shneiderman (1992) felt that subjective satisfaction was the key determinant of success in 

office, home. and entenainment applications. He commented that. "We have corne to 

expect that automobiles will have miles-per-gallon reports pasted to the window, 

appliances will have rnergy efficiency ratings. and textbooks will be given grade level 

designations; soon, we will expect software packages to show learning time estimates and 

user satisfaction indices from appropriate evaluaiion sources" (p. 495). 
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In fact. Shneideman's other factors may be dependent on user satisfaction as well. A 

large meta-study provided evidence that user satisfaction or preference has a strong 

positive association with users* average task performance (Nielsen & Levy. 1994). 

Nielsen & Levy (1994) also reported that when choosing between systrms "...one has n 

reasonably large chance of success if one chooses between interfaces based solely on 

users' opinions" (p. 75). 

Because of the importance of user satisfaction and the desire for an empirical evaluation 

of the adaptations provided in P-TIMS. an investigation was performed in ordrr to study 

the impact of the adaptive user interface on user satisfaction Irvels. The nature and results 

of this investigation tue described in the nrxt section. 

6.2 Empirical Evaluation 

In ordcr to evaluate P-TIMS empirically. an experiment was initicited to investigate the 

impact of an adaptive user interface on user satisfaction Icvsls. It wlü: hypothesized that 

computer programs with user models would produce increased lrvcls of user satisfaction 

over programs with no such user models. More specitïcally. it was hypothesized that the 

TIMS prognm with a user model (P-TIMS) would produce increased levels of user 

satisfaction over a TIMS program with no support for user models. 

Originally. two adüptive TIMS systerns were to be çonstructed and tested. The f i ~ t  TlMS 

system was to contain ;i user modelling cornponent that adapted the user interface but was 

hidden frorn the user. The second version would contain the same user model and 

adaptation processes but the user would be able to easily virw and change attributes to 

control them. During the experimentd design phase a decision was made to only develop 

the adaptive system that the user would be able to directly control. This was for two 

major reasons. First. it was clear from the litenture review that certain adaptive systerns 

suffered from a lack of positive support frorn users because of the Ioss of their control, 

and second, it was felt that an adequate test of user satisfaction between three separate 

systems was not possible given the time and resources that were available. 
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6.2.1 Participants 

Forty-four participants were selected from pool of 3.500 employees of a large Canadian 

financiai services cornpany that had adopted the TIMS program as their financial 

planning software. A division manager from a large metropolitan area selected rach 

participant from his staff. Ages ranged from 37-64. with a mean of 43.6 years. Five of 

the 44 participants were female and 39 were male. Al1 of the participants had relatively 

high levels of education and moderate ümounts of previous computer rxperience. More 

than 7 9 8  of the subjects hiid used. and were familiar with. word processors. and more 

than 77% had some experience with at least one financial planning software package. 

Minimal previous experiencr with the T M S  system was reponed by 32% of the 

participants. while the majority (68%) reportcd no previous rxperience. Al1 of the 

participants were judged by the expenmenters to be novice TlMS users. A cornplete set 

of the demographic data is available in Appendix D. 

6.2.2 Apparatus 

The exprriment took place over ü period of four days üt the Toronto. Ontario branch 

office of a large Canadian Financial services Company. The sessions were located in a 

conference room that had a large. centred rectangular table and rlectrical outleis iiround 

the perimeter. Two experimenters were present during the first training session of the 

TMS version 3.0f software. One experimenter did al1 four sessions of the training, and 

the second experimenter acted as an assistant by walking around the room answering 

questions and helping the participants. A general overview of the TMS system and an 

outline of the training program were presented on overhead tnnsparencies that were 

projected onto a white screen at the front of the room. For the remainder of the session, a 

Texas Instrument TravelMate 4000E 486 WinDX34û MHz colour laptop was usrd to 

project the TIMS system image over a Proxima projection system. The projection system 

was used to provide the participants with a visual image that they could follow during the 

training session. 

Each participant was asked to bnng his or her own personal laptop computer to the 

session. The cornpany had just initiated a company-wide conversion to new laptop 
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cornputers for their representatives. With few exceptions. ail of the participants used their 

new machines. which were 14 rneg, IBM Pentium 120 Mhz ThinkPads with CD drives. 

removable tloppy drives and printers. and built-in pointing devices (j-mouse). The 

remainder of the participants used an older generation of B M  ThinkPûds. -186 33 Mhz 

machines, which were several yerirs old. The Windows 3.1 operating system and TiMS 

version 3.0f were pre-installed on al1 of the machines. The participants in the two groups 

who were selected to use the adaptive system for the second session had their machines 

loaded with the second computer program (P-TMS) hy the experimenter just before the 

start of the second session. 

6.2.2.1 Computer Software 

The experimrnt used two computer programs: the Tm and Investmrnt Management 

Strategizer (TIMS) (version 3.OE as a control) and an adaptive system thüt was based on 

this version of TLMS. Version 3.0f wiis the most current releüse being used by the 

financial service corporation's representatives across Canada. and it wüs discussed in the 

previous chapter. The adaptive system was called P-TIMS. or Personalized-TIMS. and it 

was targeted at novice TiMS users in order to assist them with managing the complenity 

of the TLMS system. 

As drtailed in the previous chapter. the adaptations iidded were: Animated 

Dernonstrations, S trategy Suggestions, S trategy Interaction Detrction. and Data Entry 

Assistance. Animated Demonstrations were availiible for al1 of the system's strategies 

and for severai of the main system components. Strategy Recommendations were 

triggered for novice users who were selecting system functions that were deemed io be 

more complex than the user was expected to be able to handle. The Strategy Interaction 

Detection was invoked when a strategy was entered into the system: possible interactions 

with previously implrmented strategirs were outlined in a dialog presentrd on the screen. 

Two major types of Data Entry assistance were available. The first type of assistance 

helped to retiiin the novice user in the data entry loop that was implemented in the 

original TlMS program. The second type of assistance included two optionai 

demonstrations that helped the transition between the data entry of a client, the analysis 

of the data, and the final printing of the client report in a word processing program. 
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The P-TIMS system required a user to log into the system, but individuals were not aware 

of this because they had been loggrd into the system by the experimenter prior to their 

arrival. The fint visible difference between the two systems occurred after startup when 

the P-TIMS users were presented with a special welcome dialog. The user would notice 

very few changes between the P-TMS system and the TIMS system at the desktop level. 

The underlying functionality of the two systems was the same, the P-TIMS user would 

simply expericnçe occasionai assistance from the adaptations in the process of having 

used the system. 

6.23 Questionnaire 

Generally, programs have been rvaluated for user satisfaction through the use of 

questionnaires (Shneiderman. 1992). The problern with this methodology is that few 

established questionnaires have k e n  developed to access lisers' perceptions of systems 

and few have bern tested in a vdety of conditions thüt established their reliability and 

validity. Reliability re fers to consistency or stability; validit y refers to the measurement 

of the appropriate item. Chin et uf. have pointrd out weaknessrs in many of the 

subjective evaluations (Chin et al.. 1988). Their concems included lack of validation. low 

reliabilities, dlowancrs for the samr response for questions, srnall sample sizrs. non- 

representative populations, types of questions. and size of the studirs. In their study. they 

established the validity and the overail reliability19 of the Questionnaire of User Interface 

~atisfaction"' (QUIS) version 5.0. This sürne questionnaire has also been independcntly 

proven to show reliability and validity in the behüvioural mesure of satisfÿction in a 

study that compared various questionnaires done by Wong & Rengger (1990). QUIS has 

been highly reliable across mÿny types of interfaces (Harper & Norman. 1993). 

For these reasons the reseuch tearn obtained a license to use the Questionnaire of User 

Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) as the instrument for measuring user satisfaction in this 

study. QUIS, which was developed by the Human-Computrr Interaction Laboratory at 

the University of Maryland, was designed to evaiuate a user's subjective satisfaction with 

- - 

19 QUIS'S reliability was high. Cronbach's alpha. an estimation of refiabiiity based on the average 
intercorrelation among items. was 0.94 (Chin et al. 1998). 
"' QUIS is a trademark of the Human-Cornputer Interaction Laboratory, University of Myyland at College 
Park. 
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the human-cornputer interface of an interactive computer system (Chin et al., 1988; see 

also Shneiderman. 1992. chap. 13). QUIS was selrcted because it continues to be updated 

and refined as the focus of a long-term research project at the University of Maryland. 

and it has documented user interface evaluations in various industrial and academic 

environments (QUIS. 1998). Participants were given a modified short version of the 

Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) v5 (see Appendix E). This twenty- 

one item questionnaire is arranged in a hicrarchiçal formai and çontilins: ( 1 )  a 

demographic questionnaire: (3) six scales that measure overall reaction ratings of the 

system; and (3) four measures of specific interface hctors: screen factors. tenninology 

and system feedback. leaming factors. and system capabilities. The short version of the 

questionnaire was chosen over the longer version because it provides the necrssary 

information while not imposing an undue burden on the study participants. 

The demographic section that appeÿrs at the beginning of the questionnaire was modified 

extensively. The description of the subjects was expanded to include questions about 

their level of education. financial planning background. previous experience with the 

T N S  systern. and the helpfulness of the training sessions. The piist experience section 

was modified to ask the subject the number of years that he or she had used a computer 

and to includr hardware and software choices that were more appropriate to the group of 

subjects that were to be trsted. In the rernainder of the questionnaire. the Not Applicable 

(NA) option was removed from the Overall User Rrxtions section (the dependent 

variables) because these six factors would be analyzrd in drtail and missing data would 

make the subsequent analysis difficult. Ample space was provided for written comments. 

Several pertinent questions were also included from the longer version of the QUIS. 

These questions pertained to the amount and arrangement of information on the screen 

(4.3a and 4.3b). the predictability of an operation and the user control over the amount of 

feedback (5.5a and 5.5b), and the novice and expert usability of the system (7.5a and 

7.5b). Two additional questions were aiso developed. These questions targeted the 

helpfulness of the Animated Demonstrations (6.7), and the adequacy of the system 

functionality (7.3). 
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PART 3: Overall User Reactiuns 

I I 
Plertse circle the numbers which most appropriatety retlect your impressions about using this cornputer 
system. 

Overall reriçtions to the system: 
3.1 terrible 

1 2 3 3 5 6  
hustrriting 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
dull 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
di ftïcult 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
ineffective 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
rigid 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

wonderful 
7 8 9  

sritisfy ing 
7 8 9  
stimulating 

7 8 9  
easy 

7 8 9  
powerîùl 

7 8 9 
tlexible 

7 H 9 

Figure 6-1. User satisfaction attributes in the ovrrall reaction section of QUIS. 

User satisF~ction was rneasured in QUIS as a composition of six different attnbutes: ( 1 )  

how impressed the user was with the system. (2) satisfaction with the system. (3) how 

stimulated the user was by the system. (4) easr of use, (5) perceived "power" of the 

system. and (6) flexibility of the systern. The overail reaction section of QUIS lists the six 

attributes (see Figure 6-1). but for the purposes of simplifying this discussion a single 

label bas been assigned to each attribute. The attribute labels are Imprt.ssion, Satifiiaion. 

Stindurior~. Ease of~isr ,  Power. and Flexibility. Eüch attribute wüs rated on a scde of 1 

to 9 and was anchored by two descriptive adjectives. This type of response format is 

referred to as a semantic differential (Ray & Ravizza. 1988). A low score for rach 

attribute is associated with a negative lem, and a high score for each attnbute is 

associated with a positive term. For example. the first attribute, impression (3.1). was 

rated on a scale between the terms terrible and wonderful. It was hypothesized that the 

adaptive TIMS system (P-TIMS) would score higher than the unrnodified TLMS system 

in al1 six attributes of user satisfaction. 

Two programs were compared - the original TIMS system and an adaptive TMS system 

(P-TIMS). The experiment took place over a period of four days. The 44 participants in 

this experiment were divided into four groups of between 10 and 12 subjects. The 
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individuai's availability affected the distribution of these participants into groups but they 

were made as randornly as possible. The experiment consisted of two parts: a training 

session and a test session. The training session was presented on the first day of the 

experiment, and the test session occurred two days later. One TIMS group and one P- 

TMS group stuted the first session of the experiment on Day l ,  and the second TIMS 

and P-TIMS groups stmed on Day 2. Day 1 participants retumed to complete the 

expenment on Day 3; Day 2 participants retumed on Day 4. The design producrd a main 

effect for program, a main effect for day, and a program-day interaction. That is, the 

experiment attempted to measure whether or not there wüs a difference in user 

satisfaction levels (the dependent variable) For P-TIMS versus TLMS users and Day I 

versus Day 2 participants (the independent variables). The interaction of program and day 

attempts to meaure if there was a difference in user satisfaction levels for the individual 

groups. 

The first session of the experiment for dl of the participants in the experirnent consisted 

of one hdf-day TIMS introductory training session. The training sessions were done in 

the individual groups due to the training facility size and the participant's schrdules but 

they were identical in content. This introductory training program was based on the 

"TIMS for Windows: The Financial Planning Expert Quick S ts t  Manual Rcleasc 3 .0 .  

created for the TIMS systern (EISI, 1996). The 76 page Quick Start manual provides the 

keystroke-by-ke ystroke instructions that are neccssary for the users to perform 

representative tasks in the TMS environment. Upon completion of the training, the users 

were expected tu be able to enter client data, perform simple analyses of the client 

situation, and generate client reports. 

A11 of the participants returned 2 days iater for the second half-day session to perform the 

second component of the experiment. Participants were given descriptions of the 

procedures to be employed in the study, informed of the goals and purposes of the study, 

and asked for their infomed consent to participate in the study. The participants worked 

alone on the specific system (TIMS or P-TIMS) determined by their group. Each 

individual was given a data worksheet (Appendix F) containing sample client financial 

data and a set of instructions (Appendix G) to assist them in performing certain tasks. The 
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client data was fairly simple and was similar to the data that was entered during the TiMS 

training session. The worksheet detailed tasks that reflected typical system usage that the 

participants needed to perforrn in order to re-fümiliuize them with the TIMS system. For 

the group with the adaptive systems, it  gave tliem an opponunity to experience the 

customization of their system. No extra assistance was given to the participants but they 

were encouraged to use the on-line heip facilities. Each participant filled out ;in 

monymous questionnaire (QUIS) following the completion of the workshcet. 

6.2.4.1 Worksheet 

The worksheet (Appendix F) that was presented to the participants in the second session 

of the expenment contained al1 of the data that was necessary to enter a nrw family file 

into the TIMS program. The minimal set of tasks that rach participant performed wrre: 

( 1 )  entenng in a new client's data. (2) creating a new plan by copying the initial pliin. (3) 

perfoming analysis and implementing improvements to the plan using the Planning 

Assistant. (4) exponing the client data into a Microsoft Word document. and (5) retuming 

to the TIMS desktop and exiting from the TIMS program. These steps were farniliar to 

the individuals from the tirst session of the experiment in which thry had worked through 

the Quick Start manud and entrred the samplr Jones family. 

Participants were free to perform any combination of strategies and data changes that 

they desired. The overall finüncial goals of the exercise wrre to provide the clients with 

the ability to retire early with a healthy retirement income. a reasonable estate, and to 

lirnit the impact to their current standard of living as much as possible. This lack of one 

clear winning set of strategies is characteristic of the tinancial planning field. individual 

financial plannen Vary in their preferences for different strategirs for the different types 

of clients. 

The worksheet was based on the following hypothetical scenario. The Charters family 

t-lled out a 15 page Data Entry questionnaire (the worksheet) following their first visit to 

a financial planner (see Appendix F for the completed worksheet). This young couple, 

Bob (3 1 yeus old) and Marion (29 yexs old) already had a reasonably promising current 

financial situation. They had no dependents, a good income (collectively $69,15O/yr), and 
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good eamin; potential (they felt that their salaries would increase by 3% annually). Their 

annual lifestyle expenses were reasonably modest (about $25.000/yr) for this income 

level. Their consemative attitude was also retlected in the fact that they owned just one 

vehicle, which they plmned to upgrade every 5 yeürs with an additional $15,000, and 

they took relative1 y inex pensive annual vacations (5 1,500). 

They did have some potential problems with their current financial plan. Neither Bob nor 

Marion had pension plans at thrir places of ernployment. They had recently purchased a 

$165.000 home. on which the outstanding principal wiü: 5120.000 (at 10% over 75 

years). As could br  rxpected. basrd on the Charter's age and recent house purchase. they 

did not have a large accumulation of assets. Bob had dmost $13.000 in mutual funds and 

deposits. but the deposits retumed only 3% per year. Miinon had about $8.000 in bonds 

and mutual funds. but was expecting to use her bond portfolio to Linance an expensive 

holiday to Hawaii in January of 1999. Bob also had an outstanding short-trrm loan of 

$1 1.000. With thcir low asset return rates and their sizable drbt. they felt that thsy needed 

some financial planning advice. 

The biggest problem for this couple was saving for their retirement. Each of them had 

only a very small amount in savings, approxirnately $3.000 in registered assets. It is 

important to note that they did not have pension plans at work, and that many plmnrrs 

would not assume that individuals in this age category (eÿrly 30s) would benefit from 

Canadian governrnent-sponsored pension incornes. However. they did have some limited 

savings programs in place, Marion saved $ljO/month towards the Hawaii trip in her 

Bond Portfolio, and they did put any surplus cash that they had accumulated at the end of 

the year into their respective mutual funds. 

On the last page of the questionnaire. the couple was asked about their financial goals. 

Bob and Marion had both indicated that they would like to retire early, when Marion 

tums 55 years old. They would also like to maintain their current standard of living both 

now and throughout retirement, and both expect to livr until they reached 90 years of 

age. They wanted to leave a reasonable estate but that was not their primary concern 

because they did not have any children. 
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Participants in the study were @en a set of instructions (sze Appendix G) in addition to 

the completed Data Entry Questionnaire. The instructions were to create a new file and to 

enter the client's data into the TiMS systern. Once they had confirmed that the data was 

entered correctly, the client plan was to be copied. and a new plan was to be created. The 

new plan was to be analyzed and improved using the Planning Assistant component of 

TIMS. The planning phase was considered cornplete when the plan hiid been improved to 

the point where the participants frit that the client's goals were satisfied. 

No direct guidelines about how to irnprovr the plan vme given. It was relatively simple 

to improve this panicular client family's siruatioii through a regulür purchase of 

registered assets for retirement acci a slight rnoditication of living expensrs or thrir 

proposrd retirement date. Other solutions included modifying the hypothetical return 

rates on the client's investments or using leveraging for investrnent purposrs. A widr 

rmge of acceptable solutions wüs expected, and this retlccts the manner in which a 

financial planner would actually use the TiMS system with a client. Participants in the 

experirnent were expected to perform the financial planning component of the experiment 

using both their financial planning expertise and their experirncrs with clients who were 

similür to the hypothetical client family. 

Following ihe analysis of the client situation. the final strp in the instructions was to use a 

template to perform the expon of the client data to a word processing propm.  Microsoft 

Word 6.0. This step was identical to the export that wüs performed in the first training 

session. 

Al1 of the participants were given as rnuch time as thry needed to complete the 

worksheet. The worksheet was completed when the client Farnily data was correctly 

entered. analyzed, and the solution implernented. After the experimenter confirmed that 

this step was correctly performed. the subjects were invited to take a ten-minute break. 

The QUIS questionnaire was handed out to al1 of the participants of a group at the same 

tirne, and a bief explanation about the questionnaire formai was given. It was 

empbasized that no individual performance data or comrnents were to be released, and 
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that the questionnaire was completely anonymous. ~ornments" were rncouraged, and 

individuals were asked not to leave items blank but to instead select the Not Applicable 

option if i; was appropriate. Once the questionnaire was completed, the participants were 

thanked and were asked if they had any comments or suggestions about the expenment. 

A 2 x 7 between-subjects rnultivuiate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was perîbrmed 

on six dependeni variables: the overall impression of the system (Impression). the 

subjective satisfaction (Soti.@ction), whether the system was duil or stimulating 

(Stinrulution). eiüe of use (Ease of Use). whethrr the system was ineffective or powerful 

(Porcrr), and whether the sysrem was rigid or tlrxibie (Flexihi l i t~) .  Independent vünübles 

were Program (TIMS and P-TiMS) and Day (Day 1 and Day 2). Table 1 shows the 

means and standard deviations for al1 four groups. 

Table 6-1. Means (and standard deviations) for the six dependent variables broken down 
into four groups. 

TIMS P-TIMS 
Dependent variable Driy iJ  Day 2" Driy 1' Day 

Impression 7.3(1.3) 6.9(1.2) 7.0 ( 1.2) 6.6 ( 1.3) 
Satisfaction 6.4 (2.1 } 5.7 ( 1 . 1 )  1 ( 1 . 8  6.7 ( 1 .O) 
Stimulation 7 . 4  6.5(1.2) 7.6 ( 1 .O) 7.2 r 1 .2) 
Erise of Use 
Power 

h d Note. Maximum score =9.  "n = 11. n = L I . %  = 10. n = 12. 

SPSS*" MANOVA was used for the malyses. Al1 of the cases contained a complete set 

of data, which resulted in a total n of 44. There were no univariate or multivaiate within- 

ceIl outliers. The assumptions underlying MANOVA were tested and found to be 

satisfied (Appendix H). 

'' Individual comments have not been included because the rnajority of them were commrnts about the 
underlyinz TIMS system. 
11 - SPSS* is a uademark of SPSS Inc, SPSS was fonnally known as fhr Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences, it hris been renamed to Statistical Product and Service Solutions. 
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Wilks' critenon for the combined DVs was significant for Progran, F(6. 35) = 2.73, 

p c .O5 but not for Day. F(6, 35) = 1.73. p > .O5 or for the overall Program and Day 

interaction. F(6, 35) = 0.99. p > .05. Because the omnibus MANOVA shows a significant 

main rffect for the Program variable. it is appropriate to do a funher investigation of the 

nature of the relationships among the Ns and DVs. 

Univariate analyses were done for each variable by Program, Day. and the interaction 

between Program and Day. P o w r  was the only significant variable ( p  < .05). both for 

Program and Day but not for the interaction effect. 

6.2.6 Discussion 

In this rxpenment, the questions to be answered were whether or not the melins of the six 

overall reaction hctors measured by QUIS. which represented various aspects of 

subjective user satisfaction. differed as a function of the program used and the day on 

which the experirnent was performed. Thrse questions iittrrnpt to güthrr an understanding 

of the differences betwern the various user groups. Are there differences in the way that a 

user perceives each system in aspects such as overall user satisfaction. easr of use. power 

or flrxibili t y'? Also. are there di fferences between groups that performed the exprriment 

on different days'? 

Four of the six user satisfaction factors were ratrd more highly by the P-TIMS groups 

than by the TMS groups (Sutisfuctiun. Stinirilation. Puwer. and Ffexibifity). P-TIMS 

users rated the factor of Forver significantly higher than the TIMS users. This was the 

only factor that showed a significant difference with a confidence levrl of 95%. Basrd on 

the informal comments by the participants in the experiment, the Powr factor 

represented the impression that the system was more powerful because it could perform 

tasks for them (it was more helpful) and because it made it casier for them to see the 

capabilities of the system. While it would be more gratifying for the system with the user 

modelling component to show a higher rating for each of the six fÿctors, a smaller effect 

was not unexpected. This is because the adaptations were narrowly focused on certain 

system components in order to allow a proper implementation of the system. 
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The research tearn also expected a smaller effect as a by-product of the experirnental 

procedure. The group selection procedure was not completely randorn. and it wÿs clrar 

that the first TIMS group was cornposed of especially enthusiastic participants. One 

individual stood out as a cheerleader for the program. It wüs with some horror that the 

experimenters heard him exclaim repeatedly. 'This program is so easy to use!" Many of 

the participants in the group were his subordinates and he appeared to be positively 

affecting the attitude of the group. Notice thiit the averages of the first group are highrr 

than the second TIMS group (overall average of 7.1 versus 6.2), while the two P-TMS 

groups are remarkably similar (overall averages of 6.8 and 6.7). In pxticular, the Euse of 

Use factor is much highrr thm the other three groiips. If the tïrst group's data was 

ignored (admittedly. this is not sound expenmentd procedure) then the P-TMS systern 

performs even beiter by cornparison. Five of the factors are rated higher (Sutisjuction. 

Sfitaulation, Eusr oj' Use. Powr .  and Flexibility). and Siirnufufion is very close to being a 

statistiçally significant differencr ( p  c .06) (Appendix 1). 

Two secondary analyses were planned for this experiment. Because the questionnaire 

captures subjective information. two quantitative measures were also planned. Worksheet 

cornpletion time was to be recorded for each participant. and the actual solution thiit was 

generated by rach participant was to be assigned a grade retlrcting its overdl quiility. 

The time taken to complete the tasks was actuiilly recorded, but this data was not 

malyzed becausr the actual time taken varied little across the subjrcts. Early tinishers 

delayed announcing their completion of the worksheet because they were unsure thüt thry 

h d  improved the client plan as much as possible. Once a critical mass of finishers had 

accumulated. they triggered a chain reaction that caused the rest of the participants to 

wrap up their anülysis. Peer pressure appeared to play a large part in tüsk completion 

time. The second set of data, the gradrd solutions, was not collected. It required copies of 

each participant's TIMS file to be saved to a floppy disk to allow the grading to be done 

at a later time. The office where the experiment took place had a computer virus that had 

affected many of the participants. It was not practical to Save 44 files quickly without 

concern for cross-contamination of their systems, because 44 floppy disks were not 

available. 
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Appendix J contains a listing of the means and standard deviations for al1 of the items in 

the questionnaire. The six overall reaction factors were the only items that were subjectrd 

to ngorous statistical rnethods. but it was interesting to note some of the other findings as 

well as the informa1 comments and stories that were gathered as a result of this 

experiment. For example. as previously mentioned, the questionnaire was modified to 

include a question about the helpfulness of the Animated Demonstrations (6.7). Most of 

the TMS-only Sroups rated this item instetid of choosing the Not Applicable option. 

There was dso a trend towards ri participant choosing similar ratings for each item. 

plirticularl y for the third section of the questionnaire. 

Pilot studies iue an opportunity to fine-tune an experimrnt before the actual participants 

are involved and before any reai data analysis is performed. Three major pilot studies 

were undertaken as part of this research project. Al1 pilots used employees from the same 

organization as that of the experirnent. The Pilot 1 and II testing occurred in Regina. 

Saskatchewan. A total of fony people went through a TIMS Quick Stÿrt training program 

and tilled out a questionnaire at the complrtion of training. Each training session was 

three hours in length. and approximately ten people were in e x h  session. Pilot I 

participants (the first two sessions) usrd the TIMS system for their training. and Pilot ff 

participants used the P-TIMS system and a modified Quick Stut manud (Appendix K) 

for their training. These pilots rstablished the training program and the QUIS data 

analysis procedures. and thcy provided invaluable feedback on the original set of 

adaptations. 

Pilot III testing took place several months later in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia with twenty 

participants. These individuals participated in both ri training session and a testing session 

with the worksheet. This pilot provided a dry run for the actud experiment. 

6.2.7 Surnmary 

The pilot studies and the final experiment provided a great opportunity to examine 

individual users and their initial experiences with the software. It has certainly reinforced 

the value of including users in the developmerit and testing cycles. Each pilot study has 

modified the research tearn's perception of the most helpful adaptations to the novice 
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user, the environment that the system was used in, and the best testing procedure for the 

system. The final expenment only served to reinforce the need to continue this work. The 

next chapter Cors into detail about how these experiences will affect future studies. 

Perhaps the most important finding is learning to expect the unexpected. It is difficult to 

tightly control al1 of the extraneous variables for an experiment that is exrcuted in a real 

world environment. 



7.0 Issues in User Modelling in Commercial Software Systems 

There are many practical considerations that are involved whrn perfoming applied 

research in the commercid ruena. Desmarais ( 1997) has recently rmphasized srveral 

lessons that he lemed as pan of a research consortium performing joint research with 

commercial partners in real-world user modelling. He listed close contacts with potential 

clirntslusers, close contacts with potential commercial partners. good prototypes. an 

interdisciplinary tearn, and sufficient funding as being critical to the success of a project. 

A close affiliation with the commercial product has lrssened somr of thrsr conçems in 

this situation, but this work reinforces the need for good prototypes and close contact 

with potential users. The most criticai issues that arose during the course of this research 

were the following: 

O User involvenirnt. The adaptations that are chosen for a cornmerciai systern must 

reflect concems that real users have with an existing system, and be discovered by 

studying real user's needs and problems. It is easy to make these types of decisions in 

isolation and to judge proposed changes on the basis of one's intuition. It takes much 

more rime and effort to actuaily observe users in redistic situations and to take note 
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of their questions and concerns. In this case, formal one-day TIMS system training 

prograrns presented excellent opportunities for the monitoring of hundreds of first- 

time users of the systern as they became acquainted with it. 

Q Qriality of Adaptations. There is an expectation of very high adaptation quality when 

experimentd testing is performed on the red users of a commercial system. 

Normdly, there is much more latitude when it is undentood that the system being 

tested is a prototype or a mock-up of anticipated changes. If users believe that the 

experimentd system that they rire bein,o shown will be the actual system in place rit 

their desks, then they will expect a higher lrvel of refinement. For this reason. the 

adaptive components in P-TIMS were limitrd to cenain aspects of the system in order 

to bring them up to production level quality in a reasonable amount of time. The 

adaptations must üppeiir searnless. and they must match the original system in look 

and in feeI so that it is not obvious that modifications have been made. 

O Sckdd ing .  Scheduling users to perform the testing and feedback on the adaptive 

system created many problems and is likrly to do so in any commercial environment. 

Final testing does not depend only upon a compirted system. Involving users in the 

construction and testing of a software system involvrs anticipating any cycles of the 

domüin in question. For the financial planning domain there is a reasonably 

predictable annud cycle. Januriry and Febniary cire very busy months for Canadian 

financial planners due to the t u  tiling deadlines and other deadlines in Canadian 

financial legislation (e.g. taw-sheltered Registered Retirernent Savings Plans). 

Corponte training is also less likely to be done in Dccember. July, or August because 

these are traditionally the rnonths when employees tûke their holidays. Because P- 

TIMS was to undergo empirical testing in a large Canadian financial service 

organization, some coordination with the TiMS prognm launch training programs 

was necessary. 

Scheduling is also an important issue on a more fine-grained temporal scale. Existing 

corporate training schedules are difficult to adapt to because a researcher has little 

control over the dates, tirnes, and the number of users to be trained in any one 



session. This was an issue because of the training component of the experiment. 

which was intrnded to bt-ing participants up to a minimum level of proficiency with 

the system. 

O Munugrnlenf Support. The upper-level management of any Company that is involved 

in the testing process rnust be convinced that their employees should be involved in 

the expenment. To ensure the project's success. i t  is invaluable to have supporters at 

the highest possible level. Eric Horvitz referred to this process as finding the "key 

evangelists" while recounting the Microsoft experirnces with the initial prototype of 

the Office Assistant (1997). The P-TIMS research benefited from the suppon of an 

rmployee who had been involved in product development for a penod of time and 

had championed the cause. Researchrrs must address concrms about ernployee 

productivity. and they must also ensure that the testing of the system will not have 

any adverse effects on the employees' normal duties. 

O Corporcire Benrfits. Corporations expect. to some degrec. that they will receive 

tangible benet'its in rctum for their cooperation. One large. financial service 

corporation's participation in the cxperimentd testing of P-TIMS was possible 

because it wüs interestrd in sering if the proposrd adaptations would be helpful to its 

employees. The TlMS program had recently been adopted as the financial planning 

software for its represrntatives across Canada, and the company's suppon was 

achieved by emphasizing a benetkial consrquence of the experimental process - 

introductory TMS training. As discussed in a previous chapter, introductory training 

was provided to dl participants in order to rnsure that the n rw users would be trainsd 

to a minimum standard before being asked to compare the adaptive and non-adaptive 

systems. This hands-on training is very ex pensive for geographically-distribu ted 

corporations, and through participation in the experiment described in this paper they 

obtained this training at a minimal cost. 

A second benefit for a corporation is feedback from employees about a software 

program. Every participant in the experiment described in this thesis filled out an 

anonymous questionnaire and was encouraged to make broad cornments on various 
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aspects of the system. Employees who do not fear reprisai can be exprcted to be 

more candid, and the resulr is higher quality feedback. Both the results of the 

statistical analysis and the anonymous compilation of anecdotal comments were 

released to the corporation. If continuing cvolvement and corporate-level 

custornization of a software package is expected. as i t  is in this case. then this 

information is invaluable for future devrlopment decisions. 

Potent iulfor  Negu t iw  Tmnsfer. Ln a corporate environment. the researcher must also 

avoid sending users back to their normal working conditions with diffrrent training or 

s ystem expectations (Meyer. 1994). This potent iall y nesativi: tram fer is a unique 

concern in the commercial environment. It was not a trivial task to coordinate the 

parallel development of the system contining the user modelling cornponent (P- 

TMS) with the latrst relrass ot' the TiMS program. Because TIMS developrnrnt is 

ongoing, there have been a number of new product releüses throughout the prcriod of 

this resexch. Some of the releases were primarily corrections of existing problems. 

but srveral major releases added extensive new Functionality to the system. 

When an attempt is being made to compare an adüptive and a non-üdüptive system. 

the adaptive system must be synchronized with the latest release in order For any test 

of preference to be valid. There iue two reasons for this: first. to rnsure that 

differences that are drtrcted are based solely on adaptations. and second, because one 

cannot train new users on an older version of the software and then return those users 

to their working environment with a newer version. In order to address these 

concerns, the P-TIMS system w;is upgraded to the rnost recent TIMS release for 

testing. The development environment and existing interniil Company procedures 

assisted in this process by tracking the sections of code that had been modified 

between releases. S ynchronizing the adaptive system without this type of information 

would be overwhelming on any non-trivial system. 

Integration of Code. Integrating a user modelling cornponent with existing code c m  

also pose challenges. A problem that is familiar to al1 maintenance programmers is 

the difficulty of fully understanding the coding of other programmen. The TIMS 
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system is large and cornplex, and programmers require several months to become 

familiar enough with the structure of the system and the development environment to 

become productive. Idedly, if problems or questions about the primary system xise. 

the original developers should be consulted in order to avoid wastin; large blocks of 

tirne. This requires taking those devrlopers away from their own work to assist the 

researcher. This is a more difficult proposition in a commercial environment than it 

might be in a research environment because a commercial organization's goal is to 

get a product to market as quickly as possible. 

In general. any developer of an adaptive cornponent for a commercial product wiil be 

subjrct to constraints that do not normillly exist in a reseilrch environment. For example. 

Meyer (1994) designed a prototype adaptive help system for the user of a retail point-of- 

sale device. Because systern field-testing in  a live retail environment wüs intended. there 

were many specitic directions surrounding the design and testing of the systern. It could 

oot interrupt users during thrir work io request permission to change displays, and the 

rxisting procedures for operating the cash register could not be chringed. In addition, the 

systern &ils not allowed to give users significant additionai tasks to perfom. Meyer's 

solution was to use an adaptive multimediii hrlp system on a cornputer that was installed 

beside the cash register. The system was intended to augment the limited help being 

given by the rxisting system and to drtect and correct çommon operating errors. The 

assistance was rnodified to match the perceived level of knowledge of the user, who was 

free to carry on with üctivities even if information was being presrnted by the hrlp 

system. This avoided affecting users who were involved in the experirnental process, and 

it also avoided the potential for the negative transfer descnbed above. 

This research has resulted in number of different findings in two broüd categories. This 

chapter discussed the many practical implications of this research on user modelling in 

commercial software systerns. The next chapter examines the important questions raised 

in the course of the expenment and suggests important areas for future work. 



8.0 Future Work 

A system as complex as TiMS allows the user a great amount of flexibility and a variety 

of very sophisticated operations. While this is ultimately an incredible advantage to 

financial plannçrs. it can also be a disadvantage. As previously mrntioned. al1 of the 

adaptations desçrîbed here have been targered at novice users. In practice however. it wüs 

found that some of the adaptations have proven to be more usehl to rxperienced users of 

the system. The best example of this is the highlighting of interactions between stritegies. 

The current implementation focuses on the more frequently rncountered or problernütic 

interactions. which could be expanded to include müny other combinations. A sinaller, 

common subset is still the best approach, so that the processing overhead involved in 

checking d l  of the possible combinations is not too great. Although novice users require 

more assistance with understanding interactions at tirst, this extra information seems to 

confuse them. It is simply a case of information overload. A typicd response was that the 

user felt that he or she had made an error. On the other hand, experienced users find 

interaction information helpful because it answers some of their questions and concems 

by exposing some of the underlying processing in the system. 
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The Strategy Recornrnendation adaptation. which provides simple alternatives to complex 

procedures in the TiMS system, could be expanded to include other functions. The usrrs 

who are sxpected to benefit most from this adaptation are not necesshly beginning 

users. but relatively competent TLMS users who do not yet realize the full capabilities of 

the system. Groups of users who hiid been using an earlier version of TiMS that did not 

contain strategics provided some insights into the habits of pre-rxisting uxrs. These 

users hüd a predetermined method of data entry that they had used for over six months. 

They were not easily convinced that investina timr and effort in Irming new 

functiondity would bring them significant results. 

This is well docurnented in the literature (Mackay. 1990: Browne et cil.. 1990). Users tend 

to prefrr using old methods, even if they are recognizably inferior, to expending the effort 

to l e m  a new method. The major use of custornization facilities was to make a new 

system resemble a previous systern (Mackay. 1990). Convincing a user to expend time to 

leam nrw functiondity when a user has a pre-existing, sub-optimal rnethod is difficult. 

Most software users recognizr their tendency to reux old, substandürd techniques. Often. 

obsrrving a user use a better rnethod of a frequently used task will encourage them to 

modify their practices. Recornmending a context-specific alternative is a gentle method 

of introducing new functionality to these types of uwrs. 

For the next step. the focus of the adaptations will expand to include the irnplementarion 

of adaptations that rire specifically designed for different user types and groiips. 

Exümples of these include restricting the system functionality and simplifying the system. 

The system would only perform the functions that are necessary for the accomplishment 

of the user's tasks. Experienced and intermediate users who have had some rxperience 

using the TLMS system will also be solicited for helpful suggestions. It might be helpful 

to delay the introduction of cenain modifications to the system until the user has reachrd 

a minimum number of system usages. 

Additional parameters to the user mode1 could be added as a hirly simple future 

modification. The production system has increased the number and type of default system 

parameters. These parameters could be readily stored in the user mode1 and passed on to 
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the TIMS application. This might be an advantage over standard defaults to a pürticular 

installation of a system because the defaults are portable. The two situations where this 

would prove beneficial are: cases involving a single user who is moving between 

different machines and cases where a single machine is supporting multiple users. The 

user's defaults would always be in place, regardless of the location of the system. 

The empirical cornponent of this work has re-emphasized the importance of the user in a11 

aspects of the system development life cycle. Clearly, the assumptions made in the 

development environment need to be confirmed with actual users in their work 

environments. Introducing formai statistical aniilysis to this procedure was interesting 

because it caused the team to br more cautious about ovrr-interprrting positive results 

that might have occurred by chance. At the same timr. the informal results thnt were 

gathered as anecdotal stonrs and cornments helped the resexchers to gain a better 

understanding of the users and their environment. 

Some unanticipated problems occurred in the ernpiricril testing. The overall level of 

romputrr familiarizlition of the users was overestimated. As a result. the reactions to P- 

TiMS were very much a l s ~  reactions to TIMS as well. During the rxperirnent. users 

barely had time to digest the unmodified TIMS system and then they were asked to judge 

the adaptations. Many users were unfamiliar with Windows. their new hardware. and the 

new software (inciuding Microsoft Office as well as TIMS). It is not surprising that the 

ease of use reaction parameter was not very hith. One user commented. "1 feel like 1 am 

leming to drive a Ferrari!" Making small changes to simplify a single program is not 

going to help a user who is feeling that ovenvhelrned. 

A longitudinal study which tracked users of comparable versions of TIMS and P-TIMS 

over a longer penod of time - perhaps several monihs - will suggest results that will be 

more significant and perhaps more meaningful. This would also allow the user model to 

müke substantive changes, which is difficult to do over the course of a three-hour session. 

The termination of supports during the experiment was no& observed. This did not 

surprise the research t e m  because al1 of the users were still newcomen to the software. 

Whiie the user model cm be expected to gradually evolve to more closely match the 
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user's capabilities and preferences, this will obviously take some time. It would be 

interesting to examine the user models to determine which attributes hüd been tumed off 

explicitly, the supports that the system had terminated, and the state of the system that the 

user had gradually evolved into. It would also be interesting to sec if different users had 

chosen to retain some of the adaptations, and if so, why this was done. 

Longer-term exprriments are lacking in the user modelling literature in part because of 

the difficulty and expense in conducting these experiments. This research has 

demonstrated the difficulty of controlling the environment in a two-düy session in a 

commerciüi environment. Increasing the monitoring of the adüptive and non-adiiptive 

systems over time would introduce müny extra variables. Eüch user would have 

completely different rxperiences with the system. using it for different tasks and for 

differing arnounts of time. Formal maiysis of the data would prove to be impossible. 

Nonetheless. any information gathered would still be very valuable. panicularly 

interviews with the users. 

Conducting interviews with individual users could shed some light on the ovrrall 

impression of the system. Future development efforts would be greütly helped by mswers 

to the following questions. Did P-TiMS provide the nght supports for the proprr amount 

of time'? Were the adaptations awkward or unwantrd'? Were thry confused about whüt the 

systrm was doing? And, was it clear that the user could control the different adaptations 

directly through the Preferences dialog'? As Hook concluded. "the red test for intelligent 

user interfaces is whether they continue to be used after the initial excitement is gone" 

(Hook, 1997a). 

The user group that would be participating in this proposed longitudinal study would also 

have a higher base level of knowledge, over the passage of tirne, due to a corporation- 

wide training and familiarizaiion campaign of the new hardware and procedures, and a 

company-dictated suite of software (of which TIMS is only one component). Initial 

resistance to this radical difference in the company's operating procedures would ais0 be 

lessened. It is hard to determine user satisfaction from the length of time that the 

participants in the current study were exposed to the system. Subsequent research will 
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expand the measures that were used during the evaluation of the system from just user 

satisfaction to the following: sperd. the timr taken to complete tasks. the accuracy, the 

number of errors, and the time to l e m .  The research team is also considering a 

suggestion to attempt to capture the "annoyance factor" by providing users with the 

ability to provide feedback by pressing a button if they felt bothered. 

The information that was gathered as a result of the work presented here wüs intended 

from the outset to direct changes to the production version of TMS. The experiences of 

the P-TMS researchers are similar to that of a large. four-year adaptive user interface 

project (Browne et ut., 1990). in which investigators found that the adaptations were not 

simply an extra tacility that couid differentiate between the systern and its cornpetitors. 

The adaptations were an integral part of an iteritive design process. In addition. the 

systrm drvelopers dso dsalt with sever~l problems that pointed toward the use of 

adaptive techniques by redesigning portions of the. system. This funhrr echoes wamings 

in the literature regarding the need to employ adaptive technology whrrr it is truly 

wwnnted. as opposed to using it to overcomc: common sysrem design problrms (Hook. 

1 997a; Horvi tz, 1997). 

In the P-TIMS systrm. the three phases of adaptations a11 proved to be niodrritely 

successful. and the modifications that were basrd on them have been implemented. The 

modifications that were felt to be most helpful to the novice user were the animüted 

demonstrations iuid the directing of the user to the next logical system function. The 

current release of the ScreenCam program was determined to be inflexible and 

inadequate for these purposrs. This triggered the devrlopmrnt of a macro-language 

demonstration component that is available on the drsktop at al1 times. This cornponent. 

cdled Hints, was implernented in the TIMS-~ite" version. and it  actually perfoms the 

function while the demonstration is taking place so that the user can choose to accept the 

changes when the demonstration is complete. The demonstrations that are offered to the 

user are dependent on the current context of the system. Three options are available for 

al1 the entnes: "Explain It", "Show Me", and "Do It." Demonstrations are currently 

available for various planning and analysis functions (e.g. How to create a new client), 

" TiMS-Lite is a reduced functionalicy system that was desiped specifically to br easy-ro-use. 
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reporting functions (e.g. How to create a client report). and the concepts ( r g  Setting up 

an education plan). 

Hints are context-sensitive. The selection of ovailable dernonstrations depends on the 

current state of the desktop. As a simple example, if a client file is opened that does not 

contain a plan then the Hints section will suggest a demonstration on the plan creation 

process. This is in contrast with suggestions for a demonstration detÿiling procedures on 

the analysis of the plan if a client file contains a plan. This sensitivity to the file contents 

accomplishes two goals: tïrst. the user is insulated from a large selcction of choices and 

second. the user is protected from selecting an inappropriate demonstration. 

It is difticult to decide whrtlirr or not to spend the effort to "reinvent the wheel" when 

there is an existing product that could provide the functionality. Integrating TIMS with 

the ScreenCam program was a reasonable decision for this research project. but it quickly 

became apparent thnt a better solution was needed for a marketable application. A similar 

situation occurred with the rxponing procedure in the original systern. As discussed 

earlirr, the client RTF file was exported to the Microsoft Word program as a customized 

client report where it could be rdited and printed. T M S  launched the MS Word program 

directly as part of the rxpon process. The users were obsrrved to have sorne interesting 

problems with the intrgration of the two products. MS Word is an rxtremrly powerful. 

complex application in its own right; the boundary between the two systems was not clrar 

to the users in this study. This contributed to o perception that TUlS wüs even more 

complicated. 

It is not safe to assume that users have the necessary expertise in the intrgratrd prograrn. 

or that they will rven understand that they are using a second prograrn. These difficulties. 

among others, were aiso reported dunng the testing of three different applications that 

extended their functionality by Iaunching Microsoft Excel (Schroeder. 1996). Developen 

in this case commented that, "Cornplementing your application with another feature-nch 

application is like getting a drink of water from a fire hydrant." The TIMS product now 

includes a simpie RTF viewer on the desktop that allows users to view the client report in 
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the TIMS program''. Novice users and users who do not wish to modify the report cm 

easil y print the report. The capability to expon and edit the RTF file remains. but it c m  

remain hidden until this functionality is necessary or desirable. 

Over the course of this research the original TiMS system has evolved into a suite of 

threr progressivrly more complex applications. The first, relatively straightfonvard 

system consists primarily of financial planning calculators and illustritions that can easil y 

be pnnted. The nrxt system provides al1 of the necessary functions for performing 

financial planning for most types of clients. However. it  makes a large nurnber of 

assumptions and is fairly general so that the user cün focus on providing clients with 

general planning information and answers to most of the questions that their clients may 

have about their financial situations. The third. extendsd version of TiMS rilIows the user 

to have as much power. flrxibility. and control as they wish. but it also requires a much 

more intensive data entry process to fully utilizr al1 the functions. This comprehensive 

version has also changed. Some of the supports that were specitically türgetrd to 

inexperienced usen. like the simple and dctailed menu options. have been removed. This 

is becousr the othrr two systems focus on thrse types of users. Al1 client files are 

upward-compatible so that users c m  make the transition up through the products as their 

needs and capabilities increase. 

Different types of adaptations may even be helpful for expert users in this case. An 

exprrienced user will rncounter new features as he or she moves in ;in upwürd 

progression through the line of products. Suppons could casily be put in place that could 

make suggestions to the user about employing the new features and couid illustrate how 

to use them. The task model need only add a new feature Hag that could be turned off 

once the initial suggestion had been made. Expert users could not be expectrd to be 

aware of features that were not in the system that they were farniliar with, but they are not 

exactly novice users either. By adding a new parameter to the trisk model, new tasks 

couid be recomrnended, even with low complexity levels. and the user's previously 

earned user complexity level could stay intact. It would be relatively simple to use the 

preexisting user model to take advantage of the information rhat had dready gathered 

" The iatest version of the software also supports in-place cditing of documents. 
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about the user. A similar kind of adaptation would aiso assist ail types of users who were 

upgrading from an existing system to a nrw release of the same system. 

~Minirnalist user rnodellin~ componrnts appear to show much promise. This rxperience 

with a pragmatic user modelling cornponent in a commercial system has shown that the 

tirne and expense of including an adaptive user interface did irnprove the user satisfaction 

with the overall system. although the difference was not very dramatic. More importantly 

from a minimalist standpoint. the user modelling component hüd vinudly no impact on 

the system responsr time. The concept was sound but bettrr dccisions nceded to b r  made 

about the actud modifications to the system. It appcars thüt user models are destined to 

be perceived as just one more knowledge source in future knowledgr-basrd systems. 

Crnainly. more rrnpirical work is necessary bscausr of items that were not clex in  the 

rxperirnent. Keeping the user central to all of the design and tesring efforts rernüins key! 
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Appendix A: Strategy Recommendations 

P-TIMS Application Model 

Strategy Recommendations 

Note: This text is presented in a Strategy Suggestions didog following the detection of a 
complex task petionned by a user wirh a cornplexity rating lower than the task 
cornplexity rating in the task model. Each rrcommended strategy is equivalrnt to the 
de tec ted tas k. 

The following text describes the conditions used in the detection of the complex task and 
the stratcgy recommendations presented in an Engiish-text form. 

I TIMS has implemented an equivalent strategy for this 
operation. Strategies provide a set ofwell-defined 
guidelines for applying financial planning transactions. 

1 We recomrnend that you use nie: 1 RRSP Maxirnizer Strategy 

1 Reply OK to go directiy to this Strategy. 

Equivalent Strategies: 

I .  Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recomrnendrition: 

2. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recomrnendrition: 

3. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recornmendation: 

Detailed Assets 
Future Returns 
N/A 
AI1 
Investment Returns Strritegy 

Detriiled Assrts 
B uys 
Surplus 
RRSP 
Surplus RRSP Cash Strategy 

Detailed Assets 
Buys 
Surplus 
RRIF 
Surplus RRiF Cash Suategy 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 - 

Y. 

1 O. 

I l .  

12- 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recornrnendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Locatwn: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asse t Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Trsnsrictiun: 
Seléction: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Assrt Type: 
Recommendritic)n: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selrcticin: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendrition: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Seiec tiun: 
Asset Type: 
Recommr ndation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Detrtiled Assets 
Buys 
Surplus 
Al l 
Surplus Cash Savings Stratesy 

Detailed Assers 
B uys 
Lump Surn 
Al l 
Lump Surn Savings Strritegy 

Detriiled Assets 
B uys 
Periodic 
RRSP 
Regulrir Savings Strritegy 

Detailed Assets 
Buys 
RRSP Mrrximizer 
RRSP 
RRSP Maximirer Strritegy 

Detriilcd Assets 
Sells 
Lump Sum 
Al l 
Lump Sum Asset Redemption Strategy 

Detailed Assets 
SeIls 
Periodic 
All 
Regulrir Redemption Strritegy 

Detailed Assets 
Sells 
Deticit Coverrige 
All 
DeîÏcit Coverrigc Strritegy 

Detailed Assets 
Sells 
Complete Periodic 
Al l 
Cornpiete Regultu Redemption Strates? 

De tüiled Assets 
Trms fers 
AI1 
Transfers Strritrgy 



13. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recornmendation: 

14. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Assrt Type: 
Recornmendation: 

1 S .  Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendrition: 

16. Location: 
Tr~nsriction: 
Asse t Type: 
Recornmendation: 
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Detrtiled Liabilities 
Principal Moditier 
Periodic 
Al1 
Resulsr Debt Reduction Strritqy 

Detailrd Liabilities 
Principal Modifier 
Lump Surn 
A11 
Lump Surn Debt Reduction Strategy 

Detailed Liabilities 
Principal Modifier 
Surplus 
Al1 
Surplus Debt Rsduction Stratesy 

Detriikd Liribiiirizs 
Asse t Links 
AI I 
Leverrigrci Investments Strritegy 
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P-TlMS Application Model 

Strategy Interactions 

Note: This text is presented in a Strategy Interactions dialog following the 
implementation of a stratrgy (the OK button is clicked in the strategy). The situation's 
currently impiemented strategies and the interactions with the new strategy are chrcked 
and an informational message is presrnted only when an interaction is noted. The intent 
of rhese messages is to clarify the strategy interactions for the novice user since they may 
not be aware of the possible side effects of two or more svategies for a given situation. A 
complete list of al1 the stratcgy interactions detected is availablr h m  the Report pull- 
down menu in a Strategy Interaction Report. 

The following text describes the rules used in the detection of the stratrgy interactions 
presented in an English-text form. Where appropriate the actud assrt nme(s) will br 
replaced in the text string and al1 of the detailed strategy information is presented after 
the detected interactions. 

1 

1. RRSP Maximizer & Deficft Caverage 
Thc RUP Manmecr Stmtcgy may catm tbc f d y  IO ren ahfuit d i a  to  tbc nuxmum purchprs of RRSPs (Bob). 
u r c o r u t d b y  avaihbit cssh Dchit Crrrnpc* w y  aticmpt to m u r  t h  &fr i t  

2. Surplus Cash Savings & RRSP Maximiter 
Thd RRSP M a m m r  Sirntegy d k  pedonrrd btfon IL Surplus Cesh S v  Sintcgy 

Surplus Cash Savings & RRSP Maximizer & Surplus Debt Reduction 
SI- 1 : 
This combination of strategies will be performed in the following order: 1) RRSP 
Maximizer, 2) Surplus Debt Reduction and 3) Surplus Cash Savings. There may be less 
surplus cash for debt reduction because of the RRSP Ma-xirnizer Strategy. Savings will 
take place only if there is a remaining surplus following debt reduction. 

Surplus Cash Savings & RRSP Maximizer 
S 1-2: 
The RRSP Maximizer Strategy will be performed before the Surplus Cash Savings 
Strategy. 
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Surplus Cash Savings & Surplus Debt Reduction 
SI-3: 
The Surplus Debt Reduction Strategy will be performed before the Surplus Cash Savings 
S trategy. 

Surplus Debt Reduction & RRSP Maximizer 
S r-4: 
The RRSP Maximizer Strategy will be performed before the Surplus Debt Reduction 
Strategy. There may be less surplus cash for debt reduction becüusr of the RRSP 
Maximizer Strategy. 

The following (SI-5 => SI-17) have text changes. The appropriate note will be 
generated following the description of the interactions. 

*Note: 
Targeted deficit covrrage is active. The assets. asset-lisr. will be redcrmrd only to cover 
deticits caused by rxpenses marked for Targrted Deficit Coverage (generÿlly uncornmon 
or irregulür expenses). Targeted Deticit Coverage only applies in pre-retirernent yerirs. 

*Note: 
Targeted drtficit coverage is inactive. The assets. assetJist. will b r  redremed as 
necessary to cover any deficits occut-ring at year-end. Redemption ordering is based on 
tac implications. 

Lump Sum Savings, Regular Savings & Deficit Coverage (non-registered) 
Lump Sum Savings & Deficit Coverage (non-registered) 
Regular Savings & Deficit Coverage (non-registered) 
(Applicable periods match) 
SI-5, SI-6, SI-7: 
The non-registrred asset, asset-name, used in the Lump Surn Savings Strategy and the 
non-registered asset, asset-narne. used in the Regular Swings Strategy are d s o  used by 
the Deficit Coverage Strategy. This may cause a problem if the savings lrvel is too high 
and this causes the hmily to go into a deficit situation. Deficit Coverage* rnay in tum sel1 
some of this asset to cover the deficit. 

Lump Sum Savings, Regular Savings & Deficit Coverage (registered) 
Lump Surn Savings & Deficit Coverage (registered) 
Regular Savings & Deficit Coverage (registered) 
(Applicable periods match) 
S 1-8, SI-9, SI- 10: 
The registered asset, assetname, used in the Lump Sum Savings Strategy and the 
registered asset, assetnarne, used in the Regular Savings Strategy are also used by the 
Deficit Coverage Strategy. This rnay cause a problem if the savings level is too high and 
this causes the family to go into a deficit situation. If the deficit is severe enough, Defkit 
Coverage* rnay in tum sel1 some of this asset if the registered asset is available for deficit 
coverage in the same period. This nomally is not a desirable situation. 
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RRSP Maximizer & Deficit Coverage 
(With uncoostrained option on for RRSP Ma..imizer) 
S I 4  1: 
The RRSP Maximizer Strategy may cause the farnily to run a drficit due to the maximum 
purchase of RRSPs unconstrained by available cash. Deficit Coverage* may attempt to 
cover this deficit. 

Surplus Cash Savings & (Regular Redemption Strategy or Lump Sum Redemption 
or Complete Regular Redemption) 
(Applicable periods match) 
SI- 12: 
The sale of the asset, asset-name, rnay result in funds in excrss of those needed for the 
situation's expenses. Buys of the asset(s) specified in the Surplus Cash Savings Strütrgy 
may be perfomed. 

Complete Regular Redemption & Deficit Coverage 
(.For the s m e  asset) 
SI- 13: 
The asset. asset-name. has both Complete Regular Rrdemption and Deticit Coverage* 
Stntegies associated with it. This may cause this asset to be fully redeerned before the 
end of the period. 

(Surplus Cash Savings or Regular Savings or Lump Surn Savings) & Complete 
Regular Redernption 
(For the same asset) 
(Applicable periods ovcrlap) 
Sr-14: 
The me t .  asset-namr. has both a savings strategy and the Complete Regular Redemption 
Strategy associaied with it. This may prevent this asset from being fully redermed by the 
end of the period. 

Life Insurance Payout & Surplus Cash Savings 
(No lump sum strategyj 
SI-15: 
The proceeds of a life insurance policy result in surplus cash and the subsequrnt purchase 
of assets, asset-list, specified in the Surplus Cash Savings Strategy. In addition. normal 
expenses rnay be significantly reduced by the loss of mortgage payments through 
mortgage insurance covenge. This will occur only if the life insurance policy is still in 
effect at the time of death. 

Life Insurance Payout & Lump Sum Savings 
(Lump sum strategy) 
SI-16: 
The proceeds of a life insurance policy will be used to purchase the asset, asset-name, 
specified in the Lump Surn Savings Strategy that was inserted automatically by the 
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system. This will occur only if the life insurance policy is still in effect at the time of 
death, 

Surplus Cash Savings & Deficit Coverage 
SI-17: 
The Surplus Cash Savings stntegy will take surplus Eunds and purchase the assets, 
asset-names. In years where a deficit occurs rhese assets will not receive tiinds. Detïcit 
Coverage* may attempt to cover this deficit. 

Noie: This text is presentrd in a Strategy Suggestions dialog following the detection of a 
complex task performed by a user with a complexity rüting lower than the task 
complexity rating in the task model. Eüch recommended strategy is equivdrnt to the 
detected task. 

The following text describes the conditions used in the detection of the complex task and 
the strategy recommendations presented in  an English-text forrn. 

TlMS has implemented an equivalent strategy for this 
operation. Strategies provide a set of well-defined 
guidelines for applying financial planning trançacfions. 

We recommend that you use the: 

RRSP Maximizer Strategy 
Reply OK to go directly to this Strategy. 

Show Strategy Suggestions 

Equivalen t S trategies: 

1. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recomrnendation: 

2 .  Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recomrnendation: 

Detailcd Assets 
Future Returns 
N/ A 
All 
Investrnent Retums Strategy 

Detriiled Asse ts 
Buys 
Surplus 
RRSP 
Surplus RRSP Cash Strategy 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6.  

7. 

8. 

9. 

1 O. 

I I .  

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selec tion: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Trsnsac~ion: 
Scilrction: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Trcinsac tion: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Stilçction: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recornmrndrztion: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Rccommendation: 

Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

Detailed Assets 
Buys 
Surplus 
RRIF 
Surplus RRIF Cash Strritegy 

Detailed Assets 
Buys 
Surplus 
.Ali 
Surplus Cash Srivings Stnitsgy 

Detriiled Asse ts 
B uys 
Lump Sum 
.Al 1 
Lump Sum Srivings Stratrgy 

Detriiled Assets 
Buys 
Prriodic 
RRSP 
Regulru Savings Stratesy 

Detriiled Assets 
Buys 
RRSP Mriximizer 
RRSP 
RRSP Mrzximizrr Suategy 

De tailcd Assets 
Seils 
Lump Sum 
Al1 
Lump Surn Assrt Redemption Straregy 

Detriiled Assets 
Sells 
Periodic 
AI l 
Regulrir Redemption Strateg 

Detailed Assets 
Szlls 
De ficit Coverrige 
Al1 
Deficit Coverage Strritegy 

Detriiied Assets 
Sel ts 
Complete Periodic 
AII 
Complete Regular Redemption Su'dtegy 



1 2. Location: 
Transaction: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

13, Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

14. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Rrcommendrition: 

I 5. Location: 
Transaction: 
Selection: 
Asset Type: 
Recommendation: 

16. Location: 
Transaction: 
Asse t Type: 
Recornmendation: 
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Detailed Assrts 
Trrinsfers 
AI1 
Trans fers Strrttegy 

Detriiled Liabilities 
Principal Modifier 
Periodic 
Al1 
Regular Debt Reduction Strategy 

Detailed Liabilities 
Principal Modifier 
Lump Sum 
AI1 
Lump Sum Debt Reductian Stmtepy 

Detailed Liabilities 
Principal Modifier 
Surplus 
All 
Surplus Debt Reduction Strritrgy 

Detriiled Liabilities 
Asset Links 
AI 1 
Leveraged Investrnents Strategy 





Figure 1. 

All ScreenCamrM 
Demonstrations start 
with ri disclaimer to 
rerissure users %rit 

rhey have not 
inadvertencl y 
uigsered a sequence 
of events thrit might 
damage their 
srturition. 

Figure 2. 

Show the ticle of the 
demsnstration. 
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# LIIC tdit  Uala Stralcaies B c ~ o d s  Gra~hs  Conceois Windm iich Dcmo 1 

This is a Demonstration only! 

Your situation will not be modified. 

Current PFR I 

Cunent PFR 
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Figure 3. 

Showing the location 
of the strategy 
commrind in the menu 
bru. The RRSP 
Maximizer Strategy is 
one of the Swings 
strategies. 

Alluws W U  10 rnaxim~e your imestment in registered assels Current PFR I 

Figure 4. 

Initiate the strategy 
and brietly explriin 
the purpose of the 
strategy. 
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Figure 5. 

Demonstrate the 
operations of the 
strritrgy. The tirst step 
in the RRSP 
Muirnizer Strntegy is 
to insen the registered 
rissers that the user 
wishes to maximize. 

Figure 6. 

Select one of the 
current frimily's 
reg istered rissers. 
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Figure 7. 

A brief exphnation of 
the common options 
1s given. 

Figure 8. 

Show the pull-down 
menu of options. 

Cunent PFR 

Current PFR 
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Figure 9. 

Select the period of 

Figure 10. 

I Cunent PFR, 

fik Edit Data Strateples Etports Graohs C~nccats wndow Demo 1 

Other choires include - hitructbm 

only while the owner l ) h s n l a h u y r u o r d l o ~ c ~ m x m u n ~ ~ a * u d c o r t i k b o n t i  an- 
fl  Spccity w M e r  IO M th? c a i r h i b n  mrain( by avdablc cssh 

of the asset is working 9 Defne th con(ribu~rn wiod aid wrrn ~ i c  cm- snaild ù~ mad~ 

or ri specific date thrit Condrdmtù 
A8884 llwns Tlma d Yeu 

Curent PFR I 
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Figure 1 1. 

Insen any number of 
assets into the 
strritegy. Only one 
asset is inserted in the 

Figure 12. 



Figure 13. 

Show the method of 
completing the 
strategy and applying 
the strategy to the 
active situation, 

Figure 14. 

AI1 rtvailable 
demonsuations are 
listed in the Derno 
pull-down menu in 
the TIMS menubar. 
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Curent PFR I 

. . 

Cunerrt PFR 
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Figure 15. 

A final caption 
indicrites the 
completion of the 
strritegy 
cfernonstratian. 

Cunent PFR 



DEMOGRAPHIC 
INFORMATION 
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The first section of the Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) gathered 

information about the subjects. It was intended to contribute information that would be 

useful in understanding the results of the questionnaire. A brief surnrnary of the important 

information is presented below. Following the surnrnary is a chat  of the raw 

demographic information. 

PART 1 : Description of Subject 

Figure D- 1 . Age of Su bjects. 

The average age of the subjects was 33.7 years. The youngrst participant wüs 37 y e m  

old. the oldest wris 64 years old. 

Sex of Subjeas 

Figure D-2. Sex of Subjects. 

89% of the subjecis were male, 11% were fernale. 
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1.1 Highest Education Level achieved? 

- - - -  

Highesl Level of Educa tion Achieved 

Figure D-3. Highest level of education achieved by subjects. 

Education levrls were high and fairly consistent with over 77% of the subjects attaining 

at l e s r  an undergraduate degree. 

1.2 Check al1 applicable descriptions that correspond to your financial background. 

Financial Planning Background 

Figure D-4. Subjects selected descriptions of their financial planning background. 

Only 18% of the participants had not reponed any additional finluicial planning 

education. 

1.3 Did you have any previous experience with the TIMS system? 

A minimal arnount of previous experience with the TIMS system was reponed by 32% of 

the participants, while the majority (68%) reported no previous experience at dl. 

1.4 Did you feel this training session helped with your understanding of the TIMS 
system? 
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A rating of 1 corresponded ro "not very helpful" while a rating of 9 corresponded to 

%ery helpful". One participant did not answer this question. The average rating for this 

question vlas 7.3. 

1.5 On the average, how much tirne do you expect to spend per week on this system? 

Expected TiMS Usage 

"eV Hgh 

Figure D-5. Expected TIMS Usage. 

After the cornpletion of the training program. 41% of the participants expected to spend 

less than 4 hours per week with the TIMS system, 48% expected to spend betwern 4 and 

10 hours per week. and 1 1  5% expected to spend more than 10 hours per week. 

PART 2: Past Experience 

2.1 How many years have you used a computer? 

Respondents difkred in their level of computer expenence; 9% had no previous 

experience, 16% had used cornputer systems between 1 and 5 years, and 458 hüd used 

computers for more than 5 years. Because the participants were not normally using 

computer systems in their day-to-day work tasks, this was interpreted as an overail 

moderate level of experience. 
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2.2 Of the following devices, software, and systems, check those that you have 

personally used and are familiar with: 

This impression that the participants in the study had an overall moderate level of 

experience was confirmed through the reported number of hardware devices and software 

sysrems that the individuals were familiar with and had used. The average number of 

devices that the participants reported having usrd and were familiar with wüs 6.66. and 

the nurnber of software packages was 3.77. Only 9% of the subjects were judged to be 

brand-new compurer users. which were not familiar with many hardware devices and had 

not used any word processing or financial planning software sysrems. More than 79% of 

the subjects had used and were tamiliar with word processors. and more than 7 7 8  had 

some experience with at Irnst one financiid planning software package. 
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Date Group Subject Age Sex 1.1 Education 

Undergraduate Oegree 
Undergraduate degree 

sorne University 
Graduate degree 

High School 
Comrnunity College 

Undergraduate degree 
Graduate degree 

Undergraduate degree 
Graduate degree 

Undergraduate degree 
Community College 

Undergraduate degree 
Graduate degree 
Some university 

High Schoot 
Graduate degree 

Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 

sorne University 
Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 

sorne University 
Undergraduate degree 

Community College 
Undergraduate degree 
lindergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 

some University 
Undergraduate degree 

Community College 
Undergraduate degree 

High School 
Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 

Graduate degree 
Graduate degree 

Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 
Undergraduate degree 

Graduate degree 
Graduate degree 
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1.2 Financial B kgnd 1.3 Previous TlMS 1.4 Training 
Experience Helpful? 

CFP 
Securities License 

CFP, Securities License, CIM 
CFF 
none 
€ET 
CFP 

CFP, Securities License, P-Eng 
none 
CFP 

CFP, Securities License, BMaS 
none 

CFP, B.Comm. 
Securities License, lnsurance License 

Securities License 
Securities License 

CFP, BA, BEd 
CPA 

BComm 
CSC 

CFP, Securities ticense 
Securities License 

CFP 
CFP 
CFP 
none 

NONE 
Securities License 

P.Eng 
CFP 

Securities License 
B-Comm, CFP, Securities Lic 

none 
CSC 
CFP 

Securities License 
CLU, Securities License 

Securities License 
Portfolio Manager 
Securities License 

none 
CFP 
MBA 

ens 

ACIB, Post Grad diplorna in Management Studies (UK) 

No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
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1.5 Avg Time on System 2.1 Computer Experience 
Expected 

one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
over 10 hours 
4 to less than 1 O hours 
over 10 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 1 0 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to Iess than 10 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
over 10 hours 
one to l e s  than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
over 10 hours 
over 10 hours 
less than one hour 
one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 1 O hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 
4 to less than 1 O hours 
one to less than 4 hours 
4 to less than 10 hours 

over 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
less than one year (none) 
2 to 5 years 
one to less than 2 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
less than one year 
less than one year 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
one to less than 2 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
over 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
2 to 5 years 
less than one year 
2 to 5 years 
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2.2 Familiar with the Following Devices and Software 

personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer, color monitor. floppy drive. hard drive. MS Windows 3.1. MS Word. 
WordPerfect, IG Options, electronic mail, InterneVWWW 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer. color monitor, floppy drive. hard drive. compact disk (CD) drive. n~twork. MS 
Windows 3.1. MS Word, WordPerfect. IG Options 
personal cornputer, keyboard, mouse, printer. color monitor, floppy drive. hard dnve. compact disk (CD) drive, 
MS Windows 3.1, MS Word. Quicken, Wealth Creater, Destiny 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer, calor monitar. floppy drive, hard drive, MS Windows 3.1, MS Word, 
WordPerfect, Quicken, IG Options 
none 

personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer. color monitor. floppy drive, hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive, MS 
Windows 3.1. MS Word, IG Options, Destiny 
persona1 computer. keyboard. rnouse, printer. color monitor, floppy dnve, hard dnve. MS Windows 3.1. 
WordPerfect, Quicken, 1G Options 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer. color monitor. floppy drive, hard drive. compact disk (CD) drive, 
network. MS Windows 3.1. MS Word. IG Options 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer, color monitor, floppy drive. hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive. 
network. MS Windows 3.1, MS Word, WordPerfect, Quicken, IG Options 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer, color monitor, fioppy drive. hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive. 
MS Windows 3.1. MS Windows 95, MS Word, WordPerfect. PlanPlus, IG Options. Destiny, electronic mail, InterneüWWW 
persona1 computer. keyboard, mouse. printer, cofor monitor, floppy drive. hard drive. compact disk (CD) drive. 
MS Windows 3.1, WordPerfect. Quicken, IG Options, Destiny, Maximizer 
personal cornputer, keyboard. mouse. printer. color monitor, fioppy drive, hard drive. compact disk (CD) drive. MS Windows 3.1. 
MS Windows 95. MS Word, WordPerfect. MS Money, Quicken, PlanPlus. IG Options. Destiny, electronic mail. IntemeUWWW 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer, color monitor, floppy drive, hard drive. MS Windows 3.1, 
MS Word. IG Options 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer, color monitor. floppy drive. hard drive. MS Windows 3.1. 
WordPerfect, 1G Options 
persona1 computer, keyboard. mouse. printer, color monitor, fioppy drive, hard drive, MS Windows 3.1. 
WordPerfect. IG Options 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse. printer. hard drive 

personal computer, keyboard, mouse. printer. color monitor. floppy drive, hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive. 
MS Windows 3.1, MS Windows 95. tG Options, electronic mail 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse. printer, color monitor, floppy drive. hard drive, MS Windows 3.1, MS Word. 
WordPerfect. IG Options. Destiny 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer, color monitor. floppy drive, Destiny 

personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer. color monitor. floppy drive, hard drive, MS Windows 3.1, 
MS Word, WordPerfect 
personal computer. keyboard. mouse. printer, color monitor, floppy drive, hard drive. MS Windows 3.1. MS Word. 
WordPerfect. Quicken, PlanPlus, IG Options. Destiny 
persona1 computer. keyboard. mouse. printer. floppy drive. MS Windows 95, MS Word 

personal computer. keyboard, mouse, printer. color monitor, floppy drive. hard drive. 
MS Windows 3.1. IG Options 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse. printer, 1G Options 

MS Windows 3.1 

personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer, color monitor. fioppy drive, hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive, network, 
MS Windows 3.1. MS Windows 95, MS Word, WordPerfect, IG Options, electronic mail. IntemeVWWW 
personal computer, keyboard. mouse, printer. floppy drive, hard drive, WordPerfect, 
electronic mail, IntemetMlWW 
persona1 cornputer, keyboard. mouse, printer, color monitor. floppy drive, hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive. 
MS Windows 3.1,05/2, WordPerfect. AmiProNVordPro. IG Options, electronic mail 
personal cornputer, keyboard. mause, printer, color monitor, floppy drive, hard drive, MS Windows 3.1, 
WordPerfect, Destiny 
personal computer, keyboard, rnouse, printer, color monitor, hard drive. MS Windows 
3.1, IG Options 
personal cornputer, keyboard, mouse. printer, MS Windows 3.1, MS Word, electronic 
mail 
personal cornputer, keyboard, mouser, printer, color monitor, floppy dirve, hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive, 
MS Windows 3.tVOS/2, MS Word, Quicken, IG Options, electronic mail, InterneVWWW 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer, color monitor, floppy drive, hard drive, 
WordPerfect. IG Options 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer. color monitor, floppy drive, hard drive. compact (CD) 
drive, IntemeWWW 
persona1 computer, keyboard, rnouse, printer, color monitor, hard drive. MS Windows 
3.1. MS Word. Quicken, Destiny 
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personal computer. keyboard. mouse. printer, color monitor, floppy drive. hard dnve, MS Windows 3.1. 
MS Word, MS Money 

personal computer, keyboard, mouse. printer, cotor monitor, fioppy drive, hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive. MS 
Windows 3.1. MS Word, IG Options 
persona1 computer, keyboard, mouse, printer. hard drive. MS Windows 3.1, MS Word, 
WordPerfect, IG Options, Destiny 
personal computer, keyboard, mouse, printer, color monitor, floppy drive, hard dnve, MS Windowç 3.1, 
MS Word, WordPerfect 
personal computer. keyboard, mouse, printer, color monitor. floppy drive. hard drive, compact disk (CD) drive, 
MS Windaws 3.1, MS Word, WordPerfect, MS Money. Quicken. Destiny, IntemeVWWW 
personal computer, keyboard, rnouse, printer. color monitor. floppy dnve. hard drive, MS Windows 3.1. 
WordPerfect, IG Options 
personal computer. keyboard. rnouse, printer. floppy drive, MS Windows 3.1. MS Word, 
IG Options, Destiny 
personal computer. keyboard. mouse, printer. color monitor. WordPerfect 

personal computer, keyboard, mouse. printer. color monitor. floppy drive, hard drive. MS Windows 3.1, 
AmiProNVordPro. Wealth Creater. Destiny 
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Tax and Investment Management 
S trategizerTM 

Questionnaire for User 
Interaction Satisfaction@ 

The Confidentid Dom foc 

Identification Number:* 

Date: 

* This data is contidential and is the property of Emerging Information Systems [nc. 
(EISI). Summarization and rinalysis of the findings may be reieased but will not be 
rissociated with any individuals. 

Copyright@ 1989, 1993 University of Maryland at College Park Al1 Rights Reserved 
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PART 1 : Description of Subject 

Age: Sex: - male - femaie 

1. I Highest Education Level achieved? 

- did not complete High School 
- High School 
- some University 

- Cornmuni ty Col lege 
- Undergraduate degree 
- Graduate degree 

1.2 Check dl applicable descriptions that correspond to your financial background. 

- none - CA - CFP 
- CGA - CPA - RFP 
- CMA - CLU - Securi ties License 
- other (specify) 

1.3 Did you have any previous cixperirnce with the TIMS systern? 

- Yes 

I.4 Did you feel this training session helped with your understanding of the TlMS 
sys tem'? 

not very helpful very hrlpful 
1 3  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

1.5 On the average. how much time do you expect to spend per weçk on this systcm? 

- less than one hour 
- one to Iess than 4 hours 

PART 2: Past Experience 

3.1 How many yeÿrs have you used a cornputer'? 

- less than one year 
- one to less thün 3 years 

- 4 to iess thm I O  hours 
- over 10 hours 

- 7 to 5 yeas 
- over 5 years 

2.2 Of the following devices. software. and systerns, check those that you have 
personally used and are farniliar with: 

persona1 cornputer 
ke y board 
mouse 

primer 
color moni tor 
tloppy drive 
hard drive 

nrtwork 
electronic mail 
Internet / 
WWW 

compact disk (CD) drive 
MS Windows 3.1 
MS Windows 95 

OS/? 
WordPerfect 
AmiProAVordPro 

MS Money 
Quicken 
PlanPlus 

MS Word 
Wealth Creater 
Destiny 
IG Options 
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PART 3: Overall User Reactions 

Please circie the numbers w hich most appropriately retlect your impressions about using 
this cornputer system. 

3.1 Overall reactions to the system: terrible wonderful 
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9  

frustrating satisfying 
1 2  3 4 5  6 7 8 9  

ineffcctive powetiul 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

rigid tlexible 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

Please leave any general comments about the system here: 
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PART 4: Screen 

Not Applicable = NA. 

4.1 Characters on the computrr  screen 

4.2 Was the highli-ting on 
the screen helptul? 

4.3 Wrre the scrern liiyouts hçlpfuï? 

a)  Arnount of information that crin 
displayrd on screen 

b) Arran,aemrnt of informaiion 
on screen 

4.4 Srquencr of screens 

hard to read 
1 2 3  

not at riIl 
1 2 3  

inadequütr 

illogicd 
1 2  

confusing 
1 2  

easy to read 
7-23 9 NA 

very much 
7 8 9  NA 

always 
7 x 9  

adequats 
7 s 9  

logicai 
7 8 9  

c lex 
7 8 9  

Please leave any comments that you have about the screen here: 
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PART 5: Terminology and System Information 

5.1 Use of terms throughout system inconsistent consistent 
1 2 3 1 5 6 7 8 9  NA 

5.2 Does the terminology relaie well to the unrelated well related 
work you are doing 1 3  3 4  5 6 7 8 9  NA 

5.3  messages which appear on screen 

5.4 Messages which appear on screen 

5.5 Does the cornputer keep you informed 
about what it is doing'? 

a) Performing m operation leiids to a 
predictable result 

b) User c m  controt arnount of feedback 

5.6 Enor messages 

inconsistent consistent 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  NA 

never ülways 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  N A  

unhrlpful hrlpful 
1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  NA 

Please leave any comments that you have about terminology and system information 

here: 
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PART 6: Learning 

6.1 Learning to opente the system 

6.2 Exploration of features 
by trial and error 

6.3 Remernbenng names and 
use of commands 

6.4 Can tasks be performed in ü 
straight-fonvard rnanner? 

6.5 Help messages on the scrern 

6.6 Training materials 

6.7 Animated dernonstrations 

discouraging 

confusing 
1 2 3  

con fusins 
1 2 3  

not helpfuI 
1 2 3  

easy 
6 7 8 9  

encouraging 

aIw ays 
7 8 9  

Please leave any comments that you have about learning the system here: 
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PART 7: System Capabilities 

7.1 System speed 

7.2 How reliable is the system? 

7.3 System functionality 

7.1 Correcting your mistakes 

7.5 Are the needs of both experienced and 
inexperirnced users taken into consideration? 

a )  Novices can accomplish tasks 
knowing only a few commands 

b) Experts c m  use featureslshonçuts 

too slow fast çnough 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  NA 

unreliable d iab le  
1 3  3  1 5  6  7 8 9  NA 

not adequate adequate 
1 1  3 1 5  6 7 8 9  NA 

di fticult eas y 
1 3  3  1 5  6 7 8 9  

never always 
1 2  3 1 5 6 7 S C )  

with difficuliy easil y 
1 2  3 1 5  6 7 3 9  NA 

with difficulty easily 
1 2  3 3 5 6 7 S 9  NA 

Please leave any comments that you have about the system capabilities here: 
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Tax and Investment Management Strategizer TM 

Client Name: 

Prepared by: 

Data Entry Questionnaire 

The Confidentid Personal 
and Financial Doin foc 



Appendix F: Data Worksheet 

1 Before You Begin ... 
This Prrsorral and Financial Data Qrcestiorinaire is designçd to help jiou gather al1 the required information for 
your customized financiaI plan. The questionnaire's sasy-to-follow format will riilow you to enter your required 
personal data and tinancial details. These items are necessary so we crin çrerite a cornpiete and thorough picture 
of your current and future financial situation. 

Please have the following items on hand to help p u  complete this questionniiire: 

Previous Yeu's Tax Returns. 
MonthIy Budgets. 
Future Capital Expenditures. 
Complete Financial Debt Information. 
Lifestyle Asset and Balance Sheer. 
Employment Benetits. Croup Bznetits, Pension Benetits. etc. 
Financial Goals, Lifestyle as well as Retirement. 
Capital Growth lnvestment Asssts; purchrise dates, expected growth rates. maturity dates. etc. 
RRSPs, DPSPs; purchase dates. expected growth rates. maturity dates. etc. 
Persona1 Life Insurance andor Disrtbility Policies. 
Other Pertinent Information. 

Keep In  Mind. .. 
The more information you provide. the more redistic your financial plan will be. if you arc unsure of an exact 
value for any pirce of information. ptease give it your b a t  estimate. 
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PERSONAL INFORMATION SHEET 
1 1 

Farnilv Head Information C & A E ~ ~ ~  
CLIENT 

Date of Birth: AU&. 
Month 

1945 
Year 

~ i t y :  JJ/Ed/(/ECj province: fl4dm9A9 

Country: CRri/&bd Postai Code: g3r 2 * i / ~  

Home Phone: # _(hW) qrl~~c-555s 
Fax Phone: # / 

Business Phone: # (3 408 - 1 99 

Name: 

SPOUSE 

Date of Binh: AL/ 6 . 
Month 

//. / 
D ~ Y  Year 

Street Address: 

City: 

Country: 
P ° F e :  

Home Phone: 

Fax Phone: # ## 

Business Phone: # 

Child Narne: Child Name: 

Date of Birth: Date of Birth: 
Month D ~ Y  Y ear y D ~ Y  Year 

./ 

Child Name: C hiid ~ a m e : ,  /l 
*N 

Date of Birth: 
Month O ~ Y  Y ear Month D ~ Y  Y ear 

/* 

Child Name: Child Name: 

Date of Birth: Date of Birth: 
Month Month D ~ Y  Year 

Child Name: Child Name: 

Date of Birth: Date of Birth: 
Month D ~ Y  Year Month D ~ Y  Year 
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RETIREMENT GOALS AND PAST FINANCIAL DATA 
i 

CLIENT SPOUSE 

Retirernent Date: o/yg A m ~ k  'd Tw3 s5)Retirernent Date: lue 55 
Month Day Year Month Day Year 

Life Expectancy: 90 Life Expectancy: 
Age / Year 

90 
Age / Year 

RRSP Information 

Previous Year's Earned Income: $ 3 6 0 0 0 Previous Year's Earned Income: $ 3 3: 5 0- 
Previous Year's Pension Adjuçtment: $ / 4 18 Previous Year's Pension Adjustment: $ 0 
RRSP Overcontribution Balance: $ 0 RRSP Overcontribution Balance: $ 0 
RRSP Deduction Carryforward: $ 13 . 3 6 9 RRSP Deduction Carryforward: $ 11: 40 4 
Hornebuyer's Loan Balance: $ Hornebuyer's Loan Balance: $ / 
Years Left to Repay: / Years Left to Repay: 

0 

Defaults 

Inflation Rate that will be uçed in al1 financial projections: % 3- 0 
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INCOME SOURCES 
1 

CLIENT SPOUSE 

Em~iovment 

Annual Salary: $ 36, 0 6 0 .  Annual Salary: $ 3: / S U  
Is this salary indexed to inflation? Yes  NO p Iç this salary indexed to inflation? Yes ( d ~ o  Q 

Retirement 

Canada Pension Plan and Old Aue Security 

Estimated CPP Eligibility: % / O 0  Estimated CPP Eligibility: % / O 0  
At what age will these benefits begin? 4 5 At what age will these benefits begin? A 
Do you expect to split these benefits with your spouse? Yes  NO O 
Estimated OAS Eligibility: O/. / O 0  Estimated OAS Eligibility: % / O 0  

Expected Annual Pension: $ 

What age will these benefits begin? 

Will it be transferred to an RRSP? Yes O No 0 

Other lncome 

Life Insurance 

Death Benefit (Face Amount): $ 12 O d d 

What age will this coverage expire? 6 5 

Expected Annual Pension: $ 

What age will these benefits begin? 

1s pension indexed to 

1s pension 

Retiring Allowance / s 
Will it be transferred to an RRSP? Yes a No a 

Death Benefit (Face Arnount): E /b 5. O O 0 . 
What age witl this coverage expire? 6 5 

Miscellaneous (Use the back of this sheet io enter additional details) 

Employment Bonus: $ Employrnent Bonus: 

Self-Employment Eamed: $ Self-Employment Earned: $ 

Self Employed Commission: $ Self Employed Commission: $ 

Professional Fees Professional Fees 

Tax Free l ncorne Tax Free lncome 

Other Other 
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EXPENSES 

CLIENT SPOUSE 

Non-fax Related 

&ifestvie (If you share your common Iifestyle expenses, just enter the total for one person) 

Annual Lifestyle: $ 2 5, O 0 0 . Annual Lifestyle: $ 

By what percentage will this expense 
by when you enter retirement? % 

(The following section is optional and can 

itousing: $ $ HO US^^/ F O O ~ :  $ 

Transportation: $ ersonal: $ Transporta ' Personal: $ 

Entertainment: $ Entert inment: $ 

Semi-Reaular Exrrenses (Optional) 

I plan to upgrade my automobile every: 5 years. I plan to upgrade my automobile every: years. 

I usually spend approx. $ /4&a . for the upgrade. 1 usually spend approx. $ for the upgrade. 

I will wait: 3 years before rny next car upgrade. l will wait: car upgrade. 

Iplantotakeavacationevery: years. I plan to take a vacationyd&: years. 

l usualy spend approx. $ ~ O O ,  for the vacation. 1 usually spend ap&I for the vacation. 

I will wait: / years before taking rny next vacation. I will wait: years before taking my next vacation. 

Tax Related 

Charitable Contributions: $ / r D 0 0 Charitable Contributions: % 

Medical 1 Dental: S 330. Medical 1 Dental: $ 
/ 

./ 

Child Care: $ Child Care: $ /' 

$ / Carrying Charges: 
Y'* 

Carrying Charges: S Y*' 

Professional / Union Dues: $ n Professional 1 Union Due 

RPP - Defined Benefit: RPP - Defined Bene ' : 

Other: /I Other: 

di $ 

ûetailed Lifeshrle Expenses 
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ASSETS 

Your House and Mortciaae 

House (Principal residence only - Real Estafe assets will be defined later) - 
Purchase Amount: s / d ~ ,  r O O O .  Purchase Date: ae C. 34 ,h 
Who is listed as the house's prirnary owner? Client O Spouse O Joint Ownership O/ 
What is its current market value? $ 1 6  040 What is its expected growth rate? O/o 2) 

Mort_aage (For the Above Residence) 

Original Principal: $ D a ,  0 0 6 Mortgage Stan Date: &cc- 31/ 9 5  
Month Day Year 

Who is listed as the mortgage's prirnary owner? Client D Spouse p Joint Ownership &/ 

Mortgage's interest rate: % / O  Mortgage is amortized for: 2 s years. 

l/we ake regular principal and interest payrnents on a mOd Y 2' basis. 
(e.g. Weekiy, ~onthlf Yearîy, etc.) 

As of: $1 /!5 there is stiii: S /ae 00 0 outstanding on the mortgage. 

Is the mortgage insured? Yes  NO O 

Non-Reaistered Assets 

(Enter each asset type's aggregate value as of the start of the year. Break down each asset's expected return rare based on ifs retum 
cornponent - e.g. If a Mutual Fund asset is eaming 2% Interest. 2% Dividends, 4% Capital Gains and 4% ûekrred Capital Gains, 
you would enter 2-1,2-0,3-CG, 4-DCG). 

CLIENT 

G ICs: $ Return: % 

Bonds: $ ACB: % Return: % 

Mut.Funds:S 7 ,800 .  ACB:f d = 0 0 0 *  Return: / O C % 

Stocks: $ ACB: $ Return: ?O 

Deposits: $ 4 O 0 Return: 3 ~ r  YO 

T-Bills (FM):$ ACB: Maturity: 

Real Estate: $ M. Value: $ P. Date: 

$ M. Value: $ AC8: P. Date: 

Lifestyle: $ Retum: AC8: S. Date: 

- 192 - 
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Non-Rw istered Assets (con 't) 

(Enter each asset ïype's aggregate value as of the staR of the year. Break down each asset's expected retum rate based on its retum 
component - e.g. If a Mutual Fund asset is eaming 2% intcnst, 205 Dividends, 4% Capital Gains and 4% Defimecf Capital Gains. 
you would enter 24,2-D,34G, 4-DCG). 

SPOUSE 

GICs: $ Return: O/O 

Bonds: $ 5 0 ~ 0 .  ACB:$ 5!004. Return: 3 - 2 Oh 

Mut.Funds:$ &OO& AC&$ 2.860- Return: 5- Z ?/a 

Stocks: $ AC& $ Return: % 

Deposits: $ Return: 7'0 

T-Bills (F.V.):$ M. Value: $ ACB: S / Maiurity: 
/ 

Real Estate: $ M. Value: $ P. Date: 

$ M. Value: $ / $ P. Date: 

Lifestyle: $ Return: ACB: $ S. Date: 

Other: $ Return: Oh $ Return: ?%O 

GICs: $ Return: ?40 

Bonds: $ ACB: $ 

Mut. Funds: $ ACB: $ Return: % 

Stocks: $ ACB:$ Return: % 

Deposits: $ /'- Return: YO 

T-Bills (F.V.):$ M. Value: $ ACB: Maturity: 

Real Estate: $ P. Date: - 

$ P. Date: 

Lifestyle: $ Return: S. Date: 

Other: $ Return: '%O 
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(Enter each asset type's aggregate value as of the siart of the year. To be complete. enter return rates for the eventual transfer or 
conversion of an asset. E.g. Enter an expected RRIF retum rate.) 

CLIENT SPOUSE 

RRSPç: $ 3,00 0 Return: 8 O h  RRSPç: $ 9' 00 O Return: tB YO 

Spousal: $ Return: % Spousal: $ / 2  o d d  , Return: 8 % 

LIRAS: $ Return: % LIRAS: $ Return: YO 

Money Pur. Money Pur. 
RPPs: $ Return: % RPPs: $ Return: % 

RRIFs: O 0 Return: 9 % RRIFs: $ 0 Return: 8 YO 

LIFs: $ Return: % LIFs: $ Return: YO 

Fixed ferm Annuities (Enter additional Fixed Term annuities on a separate sheet) 

Annuity #1 

The annuity pays: $ Annually 0 Monthly 0 The annuity pays: $ 2 n u a l l y  O Monthly Q 

The annuity ceases payrnents on: , The annuity ceases 
Month Day Year Month Day Year 

Is this a registered annuity? Yes IJ No O Is this a registered6nuity? Yes Q NO O 
e' . - 

Annuity #2 

The annuity pays: $ Annually a Monthly 9 .The annuity pays: $ Annually O MonthIy O 
, .=- 

The annuity ceases payments on: Y -  - . The annuity ceases payments on: 
Month ~ay" Year Month Oay Year 

1s this a registered annuity? No Is this a registered annuity? Yes O NO O 

Life Annuities (Enter addifional Life annuities on a separate sheet) 

Annuity XI 

The annuity pays: $ Annually 0 Monthly P The annuity pays: $ ually O Monthly P 

The payments are guaranteed for: years. 

1s this a registered annuity? Yes O No O 

Annuity #2 

The annuity pays: $ The annuity pays: $ Annually Q Monthty O 

The payments are guaranteed for: years. The payments are guaranteed for: years. 

Is this a registered annuity? Yes O No O 

Is this a prescribed annuity? Yes O No 0 Is this a prescribed annuity? Yes P No O 
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Personal Loans 

(Enter additional bans on a separate sheet) 

Loan #1 
80s 

Original Principal: $ //$O@ Who owns the loan? Client LB/ Spouse O Joint Ownerçhip O 

Loan Start Date: De C 31 / 9 5 Payment Type: ml 
Month Q ~ Y  Year (e-g. lnterest Only, P.I.T.. etc.) 

C I  (/dZi€ebSr 

interest Rate: % 10.00 Payment Frequency: 
e 

rn OA T A C I ~ ,  
(e.g. Monthly, Weekly, etc. 

This ban is arnortized for 5 years 

There iç: $ //, 0 00 still outstanding on thiç loan as of: De 
Month 

c. 3// 9 
Day Year 

S .  
Is this loan insured?  es d NO p 

Other information: 

Loan #2 

Original Principal: $ Who owns the loan? Client O Spouse y i n t  Ownership 0 
/ 

Loan Start Date: Payment ~ ~ ~ e ; , ~ ~  
Month D ~ Y  Y ear . (e.g. interest Only, P.I.T.. etc.) 

lnterest Rate: Oh Payrnent Frequency: 
(e.g. Monthly. Weekly, etc.) 

This loan is amortized for years 

There is: $ still outstanding on this loan as of: 
Month D ~ Y  Year 

Is this loan insured? Yes O/'* No 

Other information: 
/" 
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CURRENT PLANNING STRATEGIES 

Use this section to tell us about anyplanning strategies that you are currently applying (e.g. Regular Savings to an investrnent, 
additional payments towards a loan's principal, etc). Use the back of this sheet tu enter additional plans. 

Reaular Savincis Pians (Savings made on a regular, periodic basis) 

L u m ~  Sum Savinas Plans (Savings made in one or more lump sums) 

Asset Name 

-44 D 
PQG~F~WJ O 

RRSP Maximizer Plans (Maximum alto wable contributions made to RRSPs each year, whenever possible.) 

1 
I 

I I l I I I 

Frequency lndexed to $ 
k g .  rnanINy, m k h l J  Inflation? 

Asset Name 

When is this Transaction Applicable? 
(While I h  Working. Whils ISrn Retireci, Boih. Other - eg. Jan. 1990 - Dec2029 

C///tctF Wakl ( / r /Cj .  

Amount $ lndexed to When is this Transaction Applicable? 
Inflation? (Upon Retirement. Upon Disabiliiy. Upon Death. Oiher - e,g. Jan. 15. 1998) 

1 I I I 

Asset Name 
Constrained Time of When is this Transaction Applicable? 

by Cash Year . Other - e.g. Jan 1. 1995to Dec 31.2025) 

Flow? 
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Surplus Cash Pians (Savings made using surplus cash when available.) 

Reqular Debt Reduction Plans 

Asset Name 

(Any payments made directly toward the principal of an existing loan. These are over 
and above the required payments that are automatically defined for the liability.) 

Percentage of Surplus Cash 
t0 be Used in Purchase O h  

Lump Sum Debt Reduction 

When is this Transaction Applicable? 
(While I'm Working, While i'rn Retireci. 60th. Other - e.g. Jan. 1990 - ûec2025j 

Liabitity Name 

(Payments made in one or more lump sums toward the principal of an existing loan. These 
are over and above the required payments that are automatically defined for the liability.) 

When is this Transaction Applicable? 1 Liability Name 1 $ 1 Il$::odn? 1 (Umn Retirement. Mon  Disabiiity. Upon Deaih. Other - e.g. Jan 15. 1998) 1 

$ Frequency 
( e g  minhly. wcekly) 

, 
/ 

lndexed to 
Inflation? 

When is this Transaction Applicable? 
(While I'rn Work~ng. Whie I.m Reored. Both. Other - e.g. Jan. 1990 - Dac2029 

A 

> ,-- - 
2-J' 
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Surplus Cash Debt Reduction (Payments made toward the principal of an existing loan using surplus cash. These are 
over and above the required payments that are automatical!y defined for the liabiliîy.) 

Reqular Asset Redemption Plans (Any redemptions from an asset made on a periodic basis.) 

Liability Name Maximum Dollar Amount W hen is this Transaction Applicable? 
that cari be Paid Down $ (While rrn Working, While i'*ed, 80th. Other - e.g. Jan. 1990 - Dec 2029 

Lump Sum Asset Redem~tion (Redemptions from an asset in one or more lump sums) 

Asset Name $ 

Asset Name 

I 

Frequency 
@.y. monthly. weekJy) 

Amount $ 

lndexed to 
Inflation? 

/' 

lndexed to 
Inflation? 

When is this Transaction Applicable? 
(Whtie i'rn Working, Whle I h  Ralired. &th. Other - e.p Jan 1990 - Dec 2û25) 

r- 
# 

/@ 
c' 

r 

&// 

/-'* 

When is this Transaction Applicable? 
(Upon Relirement. Upon Disability. Upon Death. Other - e.g. Jan. 15, 1998) 
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Cornolete Recrular Asset Redemption (Redemptions from an asse t tha t will completely use it up at the end of a 
defined period) 

Asset Narne l lndexed to I When is this Transaction Applicable? 
Seils (e.g. Annually, Inflation? (While I'm Working, While i'm Retireci. Bath, Other - e.g. Jan. 1990 - Dec2029 I Frequency Of 

Asset Transfers (The transfer of funds from one asset 10 another) 

Leveraae lnvestments (Any loans taken out for the purposes of investing) 

Source Asset 
I 

When is this Transaction Applicable? Destination $ 
[Lipon Relirement. "pan Disabilitwpon Death. Other - aq Jan. 15. 1998) 

-, 

J 

Liability Name Unif s t0 6uy (Ongrna/ rf asset is 
new ar Additmnalrf asset already 

emsis) 

- 

Asset Name 
r 

Amount % Transaction Date 

//' 
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OTHER INFORMATION 

Use this page to enter any other information that you feel would be relevant to your financial plan. 





Appendix G: Worksheet Instructions 

The Expriment 

Thank you for participating in this study. Al1 responses and information gathered are not 
associated with specific individuals and will be used only for the purposes of this 
expenment. If you have any questions please ask them now. once the experiment stms 
questions cannot be answered. Feel free to use the extensive on-line help system (press 
Fl ) which is available to you throughout the TIMS program. 

We suggest that you use the information in the TIMS Data Entry Questionnaire (we will 
refer to this as a ivorkshcrt) to strive for as accurate a plan as possible. given a reasonable 
rime frame. You may have as much time as necessary to romplete the workshert. Read 
through the worksheet quickly before starting to get a sense of this particular h i l y ' s  
situation. 

Following completion of the workshert you will be uked to complete ii questionnaire 
about the TLMS system. 

Note: 
Your version of TIMS has been rnodifird slightly to be personalized to you. You rnay 
notice some changes in the systrm since you completed the Quick Start manual in your 
Introductory TIMS training program. The system functions in the program remain the 
same. You rnay control the changes by adjusting the values in the Prejkrrnces dialog 
under the Edit menu. 
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Instructions 

Your clients are arriving later today for their second appointment where you will present 
them with a completed financiai plan created with the Tax and hvestment Management 
Strategizer (TIMS) program. On their first visit you discussed their current financial 
situation and asked them to take home and complete the TlMS Data Entry Questionnaire 
and return i t  to you. Attached is their completed worksheet containing ail of the necessary 
information needed to create the "Personal Financial Plan" using the Retirement Plan 
document package included in your version of the TiMS prograrn. 

Note: You may refer to the Quick Stan rnanual or use the on-line help for assistance. 

Plrase perform the following steps in order: 

Create and savr a new family based on their persona1 data from the workshert. 
Create an initial situation for this tàmiiy and name i t  Citrreni PFR. 
Enter the data and current planning strategirs for this famiiy from the worksheet. 
Duplicate this situation and label it Retiremerit Plun. 
Modify the Retirernent Plan situation given the following objectives: 

Your Iïrst task is to balance the client's cashtlow for ri redistic projection. In 
the TIMS sysrem a straight line in the upper window of the Plan Window 
(the surplus and deficit graph) indicütes a balanced cash How situation. 
The client's overall goals are to retire early and have a cornfortable 
retirement. Since the clients are young with good future earning potrntial 
thry would like to retire together when she turns 55 years old. They are 
willing to follow any of your suggestions thüt would help them accumulate as 
much net wonh as possible. 
Find an outstanding problem(s) with the situation using the Planning 
Assistant. 
Solve the problem(s) by following the suggestions in the Planning Assistant. 

Generate a copy of the family's Financial Plan by using the Retirernent Pluri 
document package and save it onto a tloppy disk. 
Close the TIMS program. 
Notify the tester. 





Appendix H: Data Analysis 

Six Attributes of User Satisfaction Measured by the QUIS Quesiionnaire 

3.1 Impression 
3.2 Satisfaction 
3.3 Stimulation 
3.4 Ease of Use 
3.5 Power 
3.6 Flexibility 

Averages for Each Individual Group 
3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 

A 7.3 6.4 7.4 6.2 7.9 7.4 Group A Average 7.1 
B 7.0 6.1 7.6 4.9 8.2 7.0 Group 8 Average 6.8 
C 6.9 5.7 6.5 4.8 6.9 6.3 Group C Average 6.2 
D 6.6 6.7 7.2 5.2 7.9 6.8 Group D Average 6.7 

Avemges Broken Down lnto Croups 

Ouerall Averages riMS P-TIMS A (TIMS) 9 (P-TIMS) C (TIMS) (P-TIm) 

13.1 Impression m3.2 Satisfaction (33.3 Stimulation 03 .4  Ease al Use H3.S Power m3.6 Fkxlblllty 
- . . -  

TIMS Users Rating (Scale of 1-9) 

3.1T 3.2T 3.3T 3.4T 3.5T 3.6T Group 
9 9 9 9 9 9 A 
8 5 7 5 7 7 A 
8 7 8 7 8 8 A 
6 4 6 6 8 5 A 
6 3 6 2 8 7 A 
8 7 9 6 8 6 A 
5 5 7 4 6 6 A 

Average 
9.0 
6.5 
7.7 
5.8 
5.3 
7.3 
5.5 
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P-TIMS Users Rutings (Scale of 1-9) 

Group 
8 
6 
B 
B 
6 
8 
B 
8 
B 
B 
D 
O 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
O 
D 

Average 
5.7 
6.5 
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Cornparisons of TIMS Groups vs. P - T M  Groups for each individuai factor. 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Surn Average Variance 

3.1 T 22 156 7.09091 1.61039 
3.1 P 22 149 6.77273 1.51732 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P- value F crit 

Between Groups 1.11364 1 1.1 1364 0.71211 0.40352 4.07266 
Within Groups 65.681 8 42 1.56385 

Total 66.7955 43 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Coun t Sum Average Variance 

3.2T 22 133 6.04545 2.71212 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 1.45455 1 1.45455 0.62165 0.43486 4.07266 
Within Groups 98.2727 42 2.33983 

Total 99.7273 43 
- - -- 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum A veraae Variance 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 1.84091 1 1.84091 1.2461 5 0.27063 4.07266 
Within Groups 62.0455 42 1.47727 

Anova: Single Factor 
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SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

3.4T 22 121 5.5 4.16667 
3.4P 22 Ill 5.04545 3.09307 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-va lue F crit 

Between Groups 2.27273 1 2.27273 0.62612 0.43323 4.07266 
Within Groups 1 52.455 42 3.62987 

Total 154.727 43 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum A verage Variance 

3.5T 22 163 7.40909 1.20563 
3.5P 22 177 8.04545 0.9026 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F cri? 

Between Groups 4.45455 1 4.45455 4.22587 0.04606 4.07266 
Within Groups 44.2727 42 1.05411 

Total 48.7273 43 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

3.6T 22 150 6.81818 1.96537 
3.6P 22 152 6.9Q909 1.41991 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 0.09091 1 0.09091 0.05371 0.81786 4.07266 
Within Groups 71 .O909 42 1.69264 

Total 71.1818 43 
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Data validation check for independence of attributes. 

Correlations for Overall Data 

Correlations for Group A 

Cdrrelations for Group B 

Correlations for Group C 
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Correlations for Group D 





Appendix 1: Group A Exclusion 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum A verage Variance 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 1.83333 1 1.83333 1.1 3563 0.29481 4.15962 
Within Groups 50.0455 31 1.61437 

Total 51.8788 32 

Anova: Single Fâct~r 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

3.2T 11 70 6.36364 4.25455 
3.2P 22 141 6.40909 1.96753 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 0.01 515 
Within Groups 83.8636 

Total 83.8788 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Coun t Sum Average Variance 

3.3T 11 81 7.36364 1.85455 
3.3P 22 162 7.36364 1.19481 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 2.3E-13 1 2.3E-13 1.6E-13 1 4.15962 
Within Groups 43.6364 31 1.40762 

Total 43,6364 32 
Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
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Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
3.4T 11 68 6.18182 4.56364 
3.4P 22 111 5.04545 3.09307 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Between Groups 9.4697 1 9.4697 2.65447 0.1 1338 4.15962 
Within Groups 110.591 31 3.56745 

Total 120.06 1 32 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 

3.5T 11 87 7.90909 0.69091 
3.5P 22 177 8.04545 0.9026 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P- value F crit 

Between Groups 0.13636 1 0.13636 0.16344 0.68878 4.15962 
Within Groups 25.8636 31 0.83431 

Total 26 32 
- -- - - -- 

Anova: Single Factor 

SUMMARY 
- 

Groups Count Surn A verage Variance 
3.61 11 81 7.36364 1.65455 
3.6P 22 152 6.90909 1.41991 

ANOVA 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P- value F crit 

Between Groups 1.51515 1 1.51515 1.01307 0.32196 4.15962 
Within Groups 46.3636 31 1.4956 

Total 47.8788 32 
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Means and Standard Deviations of QUIS items. 

Part 3: Overuil Rractions to rhe Sysrem: 
1. terrible-wondertul 
2. frustrating-sritisfying 
3. dull-stimulating 
4. difficukasy 
5. ineffective-powerful 
6. rigid-tlexible 

Part 4: Screen 
I .  Characters on the cornputer screen 

hard to rerid-erisy to read 
3. Highlighting on the screen helpful 

not at dl-very much 
3. Screen Iriyouts helpful 

never-always 
a) Amount of information displriyed 

inadequate-adquate 
6) Arrangement of information 

illogical-logical 
4. Sequence of screens 

confusing4ear 
Part 5: Te.rmNzology and S ~ r r m  Il$)rniation 

1. Use of terms 
inconsistent-consistent 

2. Terminology reIates to your work 
unrelated-we1 l relrited 

3. Messages ripperiring on screen 
inconsistent-consistent 

4. Messages rippearing on screen 
contùsing-clear 

5. Cornputer keeps user informtld 
never-always 
a) Predictcible resul ts frorn operations 

never-al ways 
b) User can control feedback 

never-al ways 
6. Error messages 

un helpfuI-helpful 
Part 6: Learning 

1. Learning to operate system 
difficult-easy 

2. Exploration of features 
discouragingencouraging 

3. Remembering names and commands 
difficult-easy 

4. Tasks perforrned in straight-forward manner 
never-al ways 

5. Help messages 
confusing4ear 

TIMS 
Mean SD 

7.09 1 .Y 
6.05 1.65 
6.95 1.33 
5.50 2.04 
7.41 1.10 
6.82 1.30 

7.41 1.14 

7.10 1.17 

6.91 1.27 



6. Training materials 
confusing-clear 

7. Animated demonstrations 
not helpful-helpful 

Part 7: Systeni Cupabiliries 
1 .  System speed 

too slow-fast enough 
2. System reliability 

unreliable-relirible 
3. System funcrionality 

not adequate-adequate 
4. Correcting mistakes 

difficult-sasy 
5. Needs of dl ranges of users considered 

never-al ways 
il) Novices cm accornplish tasks 

with difficulty-easily 
b) Experts cm use features/shortcuts 

with diî'îïculty+asily 

Appendix J: Questionnaire Results 

6.90 1.34 6.55 1-41 





Appendix K: QuickStart Manual Modifications 

Personalized TIMS 

This Quick Start manud ils modified slightly to use with an experimental TIMS system 
that is persondized to each individual user. If you are a previous user of the TIMS 
program you will notice several differences in the operation of the system. These changes 
are intended to make the system easier to use for users who are just beginning to use the 
system. These changes are as follows: 

1. Animatrd Demonstrations are triggered when one of the Strategies or the 
Planning Assistant. Strategy Assistant, or Cash Flow Assistant are used for 
the first time. These demonstrations are meant to remind the user of the 
basic operations of the strategy or assistant. Each demonstration Iasts for 
about two minutes and will not modify the fmily or situation that is being 
used. The second and third tirne that you access the strategy or assistant you 
will be asked if you would like to see the demonstration again. 
Demonstrations may be re-viewed at any time from the title bar of the 
strategy or one of the Demo buttons in the Planning Assistant or Strategy 
Assistant. A pull-down Demo button is also on the menu bar of the TIMS 
desktop. 

3. Strategy Interaction Detection. An individual situation will often have a 
number of strategies in place. The Interiction Detection makes note of the 
situation's stratrgies and determines if the strategies could have an effect on 
each other. The detection between one pünicular strategy and a11 the other 
strategies currently in place for the situation happens immediately after the 
strategy is implemented and is intended to make the TIMS system cleürer to 
the user. A full report of a11 strategy interactions detected for a situation is 
availablr in a report under the Report pull-down menu. This information is 
meant to bring the interactions to the attention of the user but interactions do 
not necessarily indicate a problem, just something you should be aware of. 

3. Strategy Recommendations are triggered when a newer user is in the 
Detailed Assets dialog and insens a Buy. Sell. Tnnskr or Principal 
ModitÏer record. Since the underl ying system processing is identical to that 
available in equivalent strategies. the strategy is recommended and can be 
accessed from the recommendation dialog. The strategy is preferable since 
the information is presented at a higher level and gives the user better 
support. 

4. Data Entry Assistance. TMS has a logical group of data entry menus that 
will ensure that a complete set of data is entered for a new family and 
situation. Normally the Next Dialog and Previous Dialog buttons are used to 
navigate from one dialog to another. In order to avoid accidentaily exiting 
from the loop the OK and Cmcel buttons trigpr a didog wming you that 
the data enuy is no& complete and allowing you to return to the loop. 
Following data entry a logical flow from initial situation creation, to 
creating a new situation complete with your planning suggestions for the 
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client to producing the final hardcopy of the financial plan is constmcted. 
Animated demonstrations are available to show the steps involved. 

Al1 the modifications are accessible in the Preferences dialog and you miiy turn them off 
at any time. To resume the adaptation just click on the option again. During normal use 
the Personalized TIMS system will slowly tum off the adaptations as your expenrnce 
with the sysiem increases over time. 
Throughout the Quick Start manud you will notice the four adaptive system icons in the 
left mugin of the text. This serves as an indicator to you that this section of the manual is 
slightly different for your system and that you are experirncing one of the special 
adaptations indicatrd by the icon. 
We welcome feedback as io the helpfulnrss of thesr changes and any suggestions that 
you may have for future improvements. At the completion of the training program you 
will be asked to fil1 out a questionnaire where there will be ample room for comments. 
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Icons used in the Personalized-TIMS Quick Start Guide. 

Strategy Interactions 

S trategy Recommendations 

Data Entry Assistance 




